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A'bstract

Observations on the sodium airglow using a Fabry-Perot spectrometer (FPS) at Mt. Torrens

(35o S, 139" E) are described. Modiflcations to thc instrument and assessmcnt of two ncw

etalons are described. Three years of observations of the sodium twilight emission using the

high-resolution FPS have been made to obtain wind and temperature estimates from the 90 km

altitude region. Attempted observations of the sodium dayglow emission with the dual FPS are

discussed.

Analysis of the sodium emission line is complicated by its hyperflne structure. A hollow-

cathode sodium lamp has been used to obtain the FPS instrument function, to define the

hyperfine structure in the analysis, and to give a rest wavelength for wind determinations. Care

must be exercised in analysis as contamination by both Rayleigh scattered sunlight and the

photochemical excitation of the emission afiect results obtained. The twilight- and day- glow

are excited dominantly by resonant scattering of sunlight.

A summer mean temperature of 150 K and a winter mean temperature of 199 K have been

determined from 2 years of data. A systematic difference between dusk and dawn temperatures

of up to 37 K in March and April is ascribed to the diurnal tide. The FPS measurements of the

dawn - dusk temperature difference are in reasonable agreement with those calculated using a

recent theoretical model together with measurements of the amplitude and phase of the diurnal

tide from the nearby Buckland Park, spaced-antenna, partial-reflection (SAPR) radar.

Comparisons of the FPS and SAPR radar horizontal wind measurements are presented.

There is excellent agreement in some cases and, in general, agreement between the two methods

is good when the wind field is uniform spatially. Short-term variability, some of which may be

ascribed to gravity waves, is seen in both the temperature and wind measurements.

The project has shown that high-resolution Fabry-Perot spectrometer observations of the

sodium airglow provide a useful means of studying the dynamics of the 85-g0 km region.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The À 589.0/ 589.6 nm doublet is emitted by sodium distributed in a thin layer in the atmo-

sphere and excited by resonant scattering of sunlight, and by a photochemical mechanism. The

emission was first observed by Slipher (1929) and more extensive studies of it both at twilight

and at night were made by Bernard ( 1938). Recent studies of the sodium layer have been made

using lidars. These have shown that atmospheric sodium is confined in the region centered at

a height of 85-90 km in the upper mesosphere. The layer height is quite stable, varying only

slightly with season.

Fabry-Perot spectrometers have been used for observations of the thermospheric oxygen

emissions, allowing determination of winds and temperatures of the emission regions (Jacka

1984). The aim of this project was to investigate whether the Fabry-Perot spectrometer devel-

oped by the Mawson Institute, described in chapter 3 and located at Mt. Torrens, near Adelaide,

could be used for observations of the sodium emission to study the dynamics of the mesosphere.

Successful observations of this emission have now been achieved and they allow determina-

tions of winds and temperatures in the 85-90 km region. This region is important for study of

the coupling between the neutral atmosphere and ionosphere and the saturation and dissipation

of gravity waves produced in the troposphere. Coupling between and energy transport from

one region to another have been a focus of interest in atmospheric physics in recent years. The
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troposphere is a rich soutce of gravity waves which propagate into and deposit their energy and

momentum in the mesosphere. This has a major impact on the mean flow in that region. The

diurnal and semidiurnal tides also have large amplitudes in the mesopause region and strongly

ail'ect the temperature and wind variations.

The middle atmosphere, the region from 10 km to the homopause near 110 km, is difficult to

study as, especially at the higher altitudes, few methods of measuring fundamental parameters

such as temperature and density are available. Where applicable, ground-based observations

using optical and radio techniques provide a relatively inexpensive means of obtaining such

information with reasonable temporal coverage. The existence of the sodium layer permits

detailed optical observations of the mesopause region, diferent techniques providing different

information. These optical techniques, and other measurements on the same region, and their

contributions to atmospheric physics are revie\r/ed in chapter 2.

Temperature measurements of the mesopause region have been obtained using rockets

(Philbrick et aI. 1985), and more recently using üdars. Density variations measured using

Rayleigh backscatter lidars can be used to determine temperatures up to about 75-80 km

(Hauchecorne et a,1.1987b; Chanin et al. Lg87; Shibata et ø/. 1986). Fricke and von Zahn (1985),

von Zahn et al. (L987a), and von Zahn and Neubar (1987) have used a technique pioneered by

Gibson et al. (L979) to obtain temperature estimates by measuring the hyperfine structure of

the emission from the sodium layer using resonant backscatter from tunable, narrow-bandwidth

lasers. Temperature measurements are also obtained from incoherent backscatter radars (Wand

1983a,b; Fukuyama et al.Ig87; Lathuillere eú ø/. 1983). Such studies have shown the tempera-

ture structure to be complex with contributions from tides and gravity waves. Breaking gravity

waves produce superadiabatic lapse rates and large amplitude waves can reverse the mean tem-

perature trend in the mesopause region. Only a few laboratories in the world are capable of

measurements of temperatures in this region using any of the techniques mentioned above.

Temperatures obtained from Fabry-Perot spectrometer observations of the sodium emission
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may thus make a valuable contribution. Temperature measurements obtained by this study are

presented in chapter 6 and the required analysis in chapter 5.

Extensive observations of the mesospheric winds have been obtained using spaced antenna

partial reflection radars (Vincent I984b). The radars measure the velocity of drift of irregular-

ities in ionization which are assumed to move with the neutral wind. One such radar is located

at Buckland Park, 50 km west-north-west of Mt. Torrens. The Buckland Park radar is capable

of measuring horizontal winds in the height range 60-100 km. Studies of gravity waves (Vincent

1984a; Vincent and Fritts 1987), tides (Vincent eú al. L987), and gravity ì¡/ave momentum fluxes

(Reid and Vincent 1987; Fritts and Vincent 1987) have been made. The radar can be used to

sample the same height range as the Fabry-Perot Spectrometer and comparisons of horizontal

winds from both experiments are made in chapter 7. A comparison of the results from the two

wind measurement techniques allows both the veriflcation of the methods and more detailed

study of atmospheric phenomena.
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Chapter 2

THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE

This chapter places the project in context by reviewing current developments in atmospheric

physics. It has three inter-related sections and they are devoted to: the sodium layer, middle

atmosphere temperature structure, and middle atmosphere dynamics.

2.L SODIUM LAYER,

2.t.L Vertical distribution of sodium

The À 589.0/589.6 nm doublet of sodium was first recognized in nightglow spectra by Slipher

( 1929). The existence of a thin layer of neutral sodium atoms was inferred from measurements of

twilight intensity of the emission (Bernard 1938). Neutral sodium atoms are excited resonantly

by sunlight. As the sun sets and the Earth's shadow passes over the layer, emission intensity

rapidly decreases. During the day, in order to detect it, the emission must be isolated from the

background of Rayleigh scattered sunlight. Rayleigh scattering occurs mainly from the lower,

more dense, regions of the atmosphere so at twilight, when the sun has set at 30 km but is still

iiluminating the sodium layer at 90 km, the sodium emission is visible with minimal background

contamination. Photometer measurements of the change in emission intensity through twilight

were used to obtain the height and general shape ofthe layer and to calculate sodium abundance

(number of sodium atoms per unit column of atmosphere). Bullock and Hunten (1961) found a
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seasonal variation in the height of the maximum density of the layer (layer peak) and in the mean

abundance. A maximum abundance o1.4.7 x 10e atoms cm-2 occurred in winter and a minimum

of 1.0 x 10s atoms cm-2 occurred in summer. The height of the layer peak also varied from 88 km

in spring to 85.2 km in autumn. 'Ihese observations were made at Saskatoon, Canada (52" N).

Observations from New Zealand (44' S) indicated similar variations; a maximum abundance of

15 x 10s atoms cm-2 in winter and a minimum of 2.5 x 10e atoms cm-2 in summer (Hunten eü

al. 1964).

Lidar observations have been made at several locations most of which are listed in table 2.1

. Variations in the measured characteristics occur from one location to another but all are in

general agreement and relate well to other types of measurements. The sodium layer also varies

considerably at a single location over cluite short time scales. This will be discussed further

later. Values quoted in this section are usually means of many measurements over an extended

period, short term variations being averaged out.

Lidar (light induced detection and ranging) systems use a laser to illuminate the sky. The

À 589 nm sodium emission is induced by resonant excitation. By appropriately timing transmis-

sion of the lase¡ pulses and recording of the returned signal, variations of sodium density with

height can be determined. Lidars with a height resolution of about 1 km and obtaining density

height profiles every 15 minutes have shown the sodium layer to be structurally complex. The

layer often has two peaks in density separated by 6 or 7 km. (Blamont et al. L972). These peaks

propagate through the layer which suggests they are manifestations of wave motions. Because

of subsidiary peaks, height information is more sensibly given in terms of centroid height rather

than the height of maximum density. Average centroid heights and mean abundances are a.lso

given, where available, in table 2.1. Figure 2.1 shows the variations in density profiles through a

typical night. Structural variations in the sodium layer will be discussed further in section 2.3.

The better height resolution obtainable with lidars has shown that in winter the increase in

sodium abundance is due to increases in sodium concentration on the bottomside of the layer.
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Thble l: Summæy of sodium layer lidar studies. (S=sumer, W=winter, A=autum)
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Figure 2.1: Sodium density profiles from Urbana, Tllinsis. The profiles are normalized so that
each has the same abundance, filtered to remove high frequency variations, and plotted at
15 min interva,ls. (from Gardner eú a/. 1986b).
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The height of peak concentration also decreases in \Minter. This is illustrated in figure 2.2 which

shows montlùy mean density profiles of sodium measured by Gibson and Sandford (1971).
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concentration are cartied horizontally by winds and are transient at any one point. Clemesha

eú ø1. (1980) inferred wind velocities of approximately 200 ms-l from spaced measurements of

an enhancement 10 times the normal density at the peak of the layer.

Two types of meteors enter the Earth's atmosphere. Sporadic meteots have no preferred

direction or time of entry. The other type is associated with a cometry orbit and entry of

these meteors occurs only when the Earth crosses the orbit. Thus showers of meteors occur

at well-known times throughout the year and come from particular directions in the sky (the

radiant of the shower). Tinsley and Vallance-Jones (1962) noted that the variation in sodium

abundance was six months out of phase with the variation in the meteor influx. Recent mea-

surements of the meteor influx (Olsson-Steel and Elford 1987) have shown that a large number

of hitherto unaccounted sporadic meteors occur in the height-range 100-140 km. If the sporadic

meteors account for a large part of the atmospheric sodium then the contribution from meteor

showers would be less significant. Gardner eú øf. (1986b) suggests that the seasonal variation

in sodium abundance is primarily a consequence of the temperature dependence of the major

loss mechanisms and not due to variations in the source flux.

Sodium is one of three alkali metals present in the Earth's atmosphere. Lithium and potas-

sium have a,lso been studied although the intensity of their emissions is considerably less than

that of sodium. It is likely that all three elements have the same source. It was at one time

proposed that sublimation of sodium from aerosols was the main source for the sodium layer

(eg. Megie et ø1. L978b), the sodium, originating from the sea, being transported vertically

to the required height. Sublimation of sodium from aerosols would depend on solar heating

hence a significant diurnal variation in the sodium abundance would be expected. However,

the sodium layer does not show the expected diurnal variation and the ratio of alkali metal

concentrations (ie. [ma]/[X] and [Na]/[Li]) are not in agreement with those found in sea-water

(Jegou eú a/. 1985a).

It seems unlikely that volcanic activity could be the principal source of sodium atoms because
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most volcanic dust does not reach the mesosphere; hence vertical transport from tropospheric

and stratospheric levels would be required. Some volcanic eruptions do deposit materia.l at

mesospheric heights; the eruptions of Mt. Agung in 1963 and Mt. St. Helens in 1981 are two

recent examples. An increase in sodium abuntlartce tlurìng the 1964 summer was reported by

Burnett (1965). Such volcanic eruptions do not occur frequently enough to maintain the sodium

layer nor would they explain the patchiness apparent in all observations. Ablation of sodium

from meteors is the most likely sollrce of the atmospheric sodium layer.

Some reports have suggested that sodium emission line enhancements occur in the auroral

zone in association with aurorae (Hunten 1955; von Zahn et ø/. 1987b) but they are not a

principal feature of the aurota. Rees eú al. (1975) found no correlation between sodium emission

intensity and auroral activity at College, Alaska. They also questioned the validity of previous

claims of sodium emission enhancements being associated with auroral activity by pointing

out how easily the twilight enhancement could be misinterpreted as auroral enhancements.

Nomura et al. (1987) reported a decrease in sodium abundance during auroral activity. Their

measurements were made using a lidar at Swoya station, Antarctica (69" S, 40' E). Whether

the sodium layer is affected by auroral activity is not yet clear and requires further observations.

Donahue et al. (L972), using sodium dayglow observations from the satellite OGO-6, found

their results contaminated by scattering of sunlight from ice crystals in noctilucent clouds.

Noctilucent clouds form at the summer polar mesopause where temperatures are very low.

Recent observations in the northern polar summer have found large depletions in sodium

abundance. Mean summer densities of 0.6 x 10e cfr-2, approximately ftúä winter densities,

have been reported from 69o N and 78o N (von Zahn et al. 1988; Gardner eú ø1. 1988). At

mid-latitudes the winter/summer density ratio is about 5. The extreme summer mesopause

temperatures are likely to be a contributing factor as sodium loss mechanisms are highly tem-

perature dependent (Swider 1985). Von Zahn (op cit.) also noted that the layer is somewhat

higher in summer, the peak height being near 93 km, and frequently a very sharp cutoff occurs
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on the bottomside near 90 km.

Several recent reports have described sudden enhancements in the sodium layer (von Zahn

et aI. I987b, 1988; von Zahn and Hansen 1988; Kwon eú o/. 1988). Very narrorv, well defrned

layers form in 10 - 15 min. Thcsc layers, of -1 km full-width at half-ma;cimum (FWHM) persist

for up to several hours. They usually appeâr near 95 km and have been observed to descend

with time. Densities of - 3 x 104 cm-3 are typical at the sporadic layer peak. These densities

are 12 - 24 times normal at the height of the sporadic layer. Beatty et al. (1988) reported very

dense short-lived layers at lower altitudes (87 km). These layers were 140 m FWHM and lasted

only for a few minutes.

Several. mechanisms have been suggested to explain the formation of these layers. Von Zahn

and Hansen (1988) have correlated the formation of sporadic sodium layers with the formation

of sporadic E layers. They suggested that the two layers may be formed by a common process.

Two processes rvere suggested: release of sodium from dust particles by auroral excitation, and

a two-step process whereby Na* ions are formed and then converted to neutral Na atoms. They

favoured the first process and ruled out any possibility of direct ablation of meteors because the

geometry and extent of the layers is incompatible with a meteor shower. Kwon eú a/. (1988) and

Beatty eú øf. (1988) suggest possible links with the diurnal tide. Although sporadic E layers

occurred simultaneously with some layers seen by Kwon et al., they were not present in all

cases.

F\rrther study of these layers and further development of possible mechanisms to explain

their formation is required. The layers may be produced by different mechanisms. The layers

seen in auroral regions by von Zahn and Hansen (1988) may have a diffe¡ent source than those

at lower latitudes (Kwon eú a/. 1988; Beatty et o/. 1988). Some link with sporadic E layers has

been found but the actual relationship with sporadic E layers is still unclear.
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2.L.3 Sodium ions

A layer of sodium ions also exists; Zbinden et al. (1975) found the peak of the ion layer was

around 95 km and the maximum density was about one tenth that of the sodium neutral layer.

Olsson-Steel and Elford (1987) found the peak in the height distribution of radar-meteor echoes

at between 100-108 km. Sodium atoms or ions would be deposited at these heights depending

on the exact mechanisms of meteor ablation. Lidar observations show enhancements in the

sodium layer to occur between g5 and 105 km. Two possible mechanisms have been suggested

for the production of enhancements in the sodium layer by meteors; either direct ablation of

meteors i.e. ablation producing sodium atoms or ablation of meteors at higher levels producing

sodium ions. Vertical transport of ions into convergence zones by interaction of the neutrai wind

with the magnetic field could occur in a similar manner to that suggested by Chimonas and

Axford (1968) for sporadic-E. Where an eastward wind blows, interaction with the magnetic

field produces a force, F : 4V x B, resulting in an upward positive ion motion. For a westward

wind a downward ion motion is produced. A convergence zone is produced where upward meet

downward travelling ions in a region of wind shear. The diurnal and semidiurna,l tides produce

reversa,ls in the horizontal winds with height in the region of the sodium layer which could

cause the formation of regions of sodium ion enhancement. Downward vertical drift of these

ion enhancements and their subsequent neutralization may explain some enhancements in the

upper regions of the neutra,l sodium layer.

Avery and Tetembaum (1983) compared neutra,l wind velocities, derived from meteor-trail

radar echoes, with sodium density perturbations derived from lidar observations. They con-

cluded that the transport of Na+ could not account for density fluctuations in the sodium layer.

Kirchhoff and Batista (1983) extended the model of Chimonas and Axford (loc. cit.) to include,

with transport of ions by gV x B, the vertical drift of ions induced by the electric field. The

results obtained showed that ion convergence layers form during the day and have a downward

drift of about 1 km in 2 h. During the night no convergence zones form and ions are swept
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Figure 2.3: Rocket mass spectrometer profiIes of ions in the mesosphele. 23+ indicates Nal
40+ , 4I+ , and 59+ in the lower region (below 85 km) are presumably NaO+ , NaOH+, Na+H2 O,

and Na+(HzO)2. (from Zbinden et al.1975)

down through the region.

Other ions may also be important on the bottom-side of the sodium layer as a sink for

neutral sodium. Zbinden et al. (loc. cit.) also measured the presence of ions assumed to be

NaO+, NaOH+, Na*H2O, and Na+(HzO)2. Figure 2.3 shows their results. The importance of

these ions in the sodium layer chemistry will be discussed further in the next section.

2.L.4 Models of the sodium layer

Kirchhoff (1986) has reviewed the sodium layer chemistry. Modelling of the sodium layer is

based on the chemistry but is hampered by a lack of knowledge of reaction rates and densities

and height distributions of sodium compounds and ions. Sodium layer models must be able

to reproduce the general shape of the layer, the abundance of sodium, and the intensity of

the emissions. Once this has been achieved, temporal variations and other dynamics can be

included.

The two most important reactions in producing sodium nightglow are

/[¿*Os-NaO+Oz (2.1)
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NaO*Q+Na**Oz, Na*-Nalhusa*z (2.2)

This process is known as the Chapman mechanism for the production of the D lines. These two

reactions formed the basis of early models but are not sufficient because the layer predicted by

such a simple model is far too wide. Figurc 2.4 (Kirchhoff et al. L98L) compares the sodium

layer from such a model, another model layer which includes a sink on the lower side of the layer,

and an average empirical layer. Production of sodium atoms by meteor ablation is assumed

and a somewhat arbitrary source function is used. Two mechanisms have been proposed for a

sink. Both involve the irretrievable loss of neutral sodium to sodium compounds.

Richter and Sechrist (1979a, b) proposed cluster ions as a sink for sodium; the sodium ion

becomes attached to water molecules. Na*COz, Na+N2, and Na+O2, also form but Na+(H2O),,

is the only cluster ion sufrciently stable to provide a loss mechanism. Jegou et al. (Lg85a,

b) developed this model further by considering wind transport and temperature variations;

experimental wind and temperature profiles were used. Seasonal variations in abundance and
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peak a.ltitude of the three alkali metals Na, Li, and K were calculated. Reasonable agreement

was obtained with experimental lidar values from France at 44o N (Megie and Blamont 1977).

At latitudes where both wind and sodium abundance measurements wete available comparisons

were made between theoretical predictions and experimental values of sodium abundance artd

peak heights. Again reasonable agreement was obtained.

The cluster ion loss mechanism is highly temperature dependent. In winter the mesospheric

temperature is warmer than in summer, the clustering efÊciency is lower, and hence the sodium

density increases. Such a temperature dependence of a loss mechanism could at least partly

explain the seasonal variation in sodium abundance.

Granier et al. (L985) used the same model to examine diurnal variations but had less success.

Kirchhoff (1986) points out that they did not compare theoretica,l and experimental profiles and

below 85 km the sodium density should decrease, not increase as the model predicts.

The second mechanism involves the loss of sodium by reactions producing NaOH and NaO2.

Such a mechanism was first proposed by Liu and Reid (1979) who noted that NaOH should

be dominant below the sodium layer because it is chemically the most stable species. The

photochemical model was further developed by Sze et aI. (1982), Swider (1985, 1986a, b),

Kirchhof et ø1. (1979, 1981a, b, 1983a, b), and Kirchhoff (1983). A complex system of reactions

is involved; Kirchhoff (1983) uses 19 reactions, the most important being (Swider, 1986a)

Nø * Os - NaO * Oz (2.3)

Na*Oz*M+NaOz*M (2.4)

NaOIO_rNa**Oz

NøO * H2O - NaOH + OH (2.5)

NaOlOz-NaOz*Oz

NaOztO-NaOtOz (2.6)

NaO2+OH --+ NaOH IOz (2.7)
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NaOH * H - Na* HzO (2.8)

where M stands for any other molecule. Also during the day photolysis of NaOH and NaOz

cyclc sodium back into thc systcm.

NaOH *hv --* Na+OH (2.9)

NaOz*hv+NalOz (2.10)

Thus during the day the major loss mechanism in this model is the loss of sodium to sodium

compounds at the bottom of the layer. Photolysis of NaOH recycles sodium back into the

system. At night however the concentration of NaOH increases and reactions (2.5) and (2.7)

provide a sink for sodium in the lower part of the layer.

Swider (1985) showed that the rate of the three body loss reaction (2.a) is temperature

dependent,

Ls = o.2tk, ^W (2.11)

since [O2] : 0.21 [M] where [M] is the total atmospheric density. Modei caulculations showed

that at high latitudes (60o N) the loss rate was approximately 4 times larger in summer than

in winter at heights of 80-85 km. At 90 km the increase was less. Also at low latitudes, where

the temperature variations are less extreme, the loss rate was less variable and had two peaks,

approximately centred on the equinoxes.

Kirchhoff and Clemesha (1983b) and Kirchhof (1983) used a photochemical model to study

diurnal variations in density. They obtained reasonable agreement with experimental measure-

ments. These photochemical models use a source function of neutral sodium at a somewhat

arbitrary height in the atmosphere. I{irchhoff and Clemesha (1983b) assume direct ablation of

meteors as the source of neutral sodium. A Gaussian source function cent¡ed at 94 km with

a height integrated strength of 7 x 1¡3 .-2r-1 was used. This value was based on estimates

of the meteor flux (Kirchhoff et ø/. 1981a). No attempt was made to include ionic reactions

in the model' Kirchhoff and Clemesha (1983a) used the model to simulate a meteor influx by
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Figure 2.5: A, model of an influx of sodium from Kirchhoffand Clemesha (1983a) The excess

sodium density profiles are shown at daily intervals, The excess abundance, vertical bars, is
a.lso indicated. The bar in the right hand corner represents an abundance of 2 x 10e cm-2

increasing the source function for a short period. Figure 2.5 shows the variation with time of

the distribution of excess sodium in the layer. The time required for the influx to decrease to

Ile of its initial value varied with height, being 8.1 days at 96 km, 12.6 days at 90 km, and

17.5 days at 80 km. The dissipation of the cloud was assumed to be only by eddy diffusion and

sodium was lost at the bottom of the layer through the photochemical sink. Although this is

a highly simplified model it does provide a reasonable explanation of some observed enhance-

ments. Fresh enhancements are fairly narrow layers which, in a few days, disperse forming a

more broadly enhanced layer.

Jegou et al. (I985a, b) have shown the importance of including dynamics in a model of

the sodium layer. This is supported by diurnal observations with lidars which have shown the

influence of tidal motions on the sodium layer (I(won et aL 1987; Gardner et ø/. 1986b; Batista

et al.1985). The influence of tides and other winds needs to be included in future photochemical

models.
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Thomas et aI. (1983) present a model based on the photochemical reactions described above

and also allowing for cluster ion reactions. They were able to model the layer height, the

gradient of the height distribution above the peak, and diurnal variation within the layer.

The sensitivity of the modcl to various input paramctcrs was also notcd. Ion proccsscs werc

found to have a significant effect on the gradient of sodium density on the topside of the layer.

Swider (1986a) also noted the importance of ions on the topside of the layer. He suggested

that increased photoionization of sodium on the topside during the larger number of hours of

dayüght in summer could explain the loss of sodium observed there in summel.

Photochemical layer models were initially based on the Chapman mechanism for production

of the D line emissions. Swider (1986b) has shown that these two processes, (2.1) and. (2.2),

have little effect on the total sodium density which is mainly controlled by reaction (2.{). This

reaction has little effect on the intensity of the line emissions because the OI density is not

sufficiently high to allow production of NaO via reactions (2.3) and (2.6) to compare with the

rate of production via (2.1). The controlling factor in the production of the D line emissions is

the ozone density. The intensity of the nighttime emission is at a peak near the equinoxes when

the ozone density peak occurs and not in winter when the sodium density peaks. Clemesha et

ø/. (1978) report simultaneous observations of À 589.3 nm nightglow, from a photometer, and

lidar observations of the sodium density. Data from 19 nights were obtained. The variations in

airglow intensity did not correlate with the density variations at the peak of the sodium layer.

Sodium density profiles were used to estimate the emission intensity assuming Gaussian layers

at different heights of varying width. Clemesha et ø/. found that a layer centred on 88 km

with a width of 10 km gave, on avetage, the best correlation with the airglow intensity. The

average sodium density profile for a single night peaks at about 92 km. Although the nighttime

emission does not originate from a layer coincident with the neutral sodium layer the daytime

and twilight emission would as production is by resonant excitation of neutral sodium.

In conclusion, observations have shown the sodium layer to be a narrow, well-defined layer
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centred neat 90 km. Considerable variability is seen in the layer abundance and vertica,l dis-

tribution of atoms in the layer, reflecting both temporal and spatial variations. Photochemica,l

models are successful in reproducing some of the variations observed. The layer produces the

sodium À 589.0/589.6 nm doublet photochemically via the Chapman mechanism and by res-

onant excitation during daylight hours. Observation of this emission using a high-resolution

Fabry-Perot spectrometer was the aim of the present project. Line profiles obtained using such

a spectrometer are used to estimate wind and temperature of the emission region. The middle

atmosphere temperature structure and dynamics are reviewed in the following sections.

2.2 MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE

Figure 2.6 illustrates the atmospheric temperature profile. The sodium layer, centred at 88-

90 km, is situated just below the mesopause. The thermosphere is heated by absorption, ma,inly

by O and N2, of EUV and X-ray radiation from the sun. A warmer region in the lower atmo-

sphere at about 50 km, in the stratosphere/mesosphere, is produced by absorption of insolation

by ozone. The region of minimum temperature between the mesosphere and thermosphere is

known as the mesopause. In this region and below energy deposition and transfer via wind, lvave,

and tidal motions is important and significantly modifies the temperature structure. Balloon-

borne experiments allow measurements up to about 30 kilometers. The thermosphere is fairly

stable and temperature measurements using optical and satellite techniques are available. Few

data have been available from the mesopause/mesosphere region.

Battaner and Sanchez-Saavedra (1984) give a brief outline of optical methods for temper-

ature determination and they are from: molecular band emission, Fabry-Perot emission line

profiles, and lidar measurements. Other methods usually involve rocket or satellite measure-

ments and derivation of temperature from density or absorption measurements.

Intensities of three or more lines of the OH band emission, from 85 km, or the O, (ttÍ)

band emission from 92 km, can be used to determine rotational temperatures. The ratio of the
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intensity of the lines is dependent on temperature. Rotational temperatures are tepresentative

of the atmospheric temperature only if the excited state is in thermal equilibrium with the rest of

the atmosphere. Takahashi eú a/. (1986) used a tilting filter photometer at visual wavelengths

for observations of both the OH (9,4) band at 
^ 

775 rt¡n and the 02 (tEÍ) at À 805 nm.

Simultaneous measurements of these two bands and the OI À 558 nm emission were made.

Temperatures determined from the two emissions varied in a similar way although significant

differences on some nights were noted. The avetage 02 temperature was 195 K.

Figure 2.7 shows a compilation of emission heights for OH, 02, Na, and OI À 558 nm. Tlie

OI and 02 profrles were obtained from ETON 1 measurements (Greer et al. 1986), the sodium

profiles from Megie and Blamont (1977), and the parameters for the OH layer deduced from

a number of observations (von Zahn et al. t987a1 Baker et al. lg85; Greer et al. 1986). These

studies show the OH layer to be quite variable. Temperature measurements derived from these

emissions are representative of a slab of atmosphere approximately as thick as the half-width

of the layer. Myabro (1984, 1986) reports OH temperature measurements from polar latitudes,

78o N, using 1 m and I m Ebert-Fastie spectrometers. Spectrometers provide better wavelength

resolution over a longer wavelength range than photometers. Baker et al. (1985) also reported

OH temperatures obtained during the 1980 Energy Budget Campaign. In these reports OH

temperature variations with time scaJes of hours and days can be seen. Myabro (1986) noted

that variations on a day to week time scale were refl.ections of large scale changes of circulation

and temperature in the lower mesosphere and stratosphere. Short-term variations are most

likely to be linked to atmospheric wave activity.

Blamont et aJ. (1972) incorporated a sodium absorption cell into a lidar system to determine

the temperature of the sodium layer but the method was unable to achieve very good height or

time resolution and the measurement uncertainty was t 25 K.

Gibson et aI. (1979) pioneered a technique for obtaining mesopause temperatures by using

a lidar to measure hyperfine structure of the sodium line: they obtained a temperat ue of 222
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+ 16 K. The sodium emission has six hyperfine components. These blend into two groups of

three components, separated by 0,22 pm for the D2 line and two groups of two components,

separated by 0.22 pm for the D1 line. By measuring the emission line-width and allowing for

line structure the temperature can be determined. Two hyperflne groups are distinguishable at

mesopause temperatures. The method has been used by Fricke and von Zahn (1985) and von

Zahn and Neuber (1987). Their laser has a line width of about 0.12 pm. They can obtain a

height resolution of 1 km for temperature measurements and 200 m for density measurements.

Uncertainties in the measured temperatures vary from 2 K near the layer peak to 10-15 K near

the extremities. This larger error is due to poor signal and variability in the density near ex-

tremes of the layer. Figure 2.8, from von Zahn and Neuber (1987), shows points of the emission

line and the best fit temperature proflle for these points. The laser wavelength is tunable within

t 0.02 pm and the backscattered intensity at particular wavelengths is recorded. Figure 2.9,

from von Zahn and Neuber (1987), shows an atmospheric temperature profile obtained from

five minutes integration time. This ground-based method provides a reliable way of obtaining

temperature profiles of the mesopause region and for studying short-term variations.

Von Zahn et al. (Lg87a) compared simultaneous lidar atmospheric temperature profiles with

rotational temperatures determined from OH spectra. From these measurements the OH layer

peak was determined to be at 86t4 km and the mesopause just above 100 km. Wave activity

in the temperature measurements was noted.

Rayleigh backscatter lidars have a.lso been used to determine temperatures. Chanin eú

ø/. (1985, 1987) present temperature profiles from 35-75 km determined from density profiles.

Although these profiles do not reach the mesopause region the method may be improved in

future to enable it to do so. It has also been proposed (Jacka and Argall 1987) to use a lidar

system to measute temperatures from line profiles of Rayleigh backscatter by incorporating

a high-resolution Fabry-Perot spectrometer into the receiving optics. Such a method would

lemove some of the assumptions in the determination of temperatures from density profiles and
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may permit sampling over a larger height range.

I{igh-resolution Fabry-Perot spectrometers have been used to determine thermospheric tem-

peratures using the oxygen À 630 nm emission and, less extensively, the À 558 nm emission.

Temperatures are determined from the width of the line profile by use of the equation

óÀ= 2(ln2 (2.r2)

where óÀ is the line-width at half-maximum, À is the central wavelength, and T the tempera-

ture of the emitting species of atomic weight M. This method has also been used to determine

temperatures from the sodium emission at twilight (Sipler and Biondi 1975, 1978; Hernandez

1975). Sipler and Biondi (1978) described seasonal variations in sodium layer temperature from

measurements made at Laurel Ridge Airglow Observatory, Pennsylvania (40'N, 79oW). Their

measurements varied from 160 K in summer to 220 K in early winter. It is not possible to

accurately determine temperatures from the night-time sodium emission as profiles are chemi-

cally broadened; emission occurs when the sodium atom is not in thermal equilibrium with the

surrounding atmosphere. Sipler and Biondi (1978) estimated an energy of 46*4 neV in excess

of thermal energy.

Temperature can be determined from density measurements given the hydrostatic equation

dP - -psd,z, (2.13)

and the ideal gas law

These two equations give

When integrated this gives

,2kT. 
^( u);'

Þ_PRT
M

- ffnro" = d(pT).

Tz = Ttoa* - oLn 1,",' ;0,

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

If an initial temperature T1, for a given height 21 and density p1 is determined from model
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Figure 2.10: Temperature profiIes from rocket salvos at Esrange, Sweden. The single cross
at 87 km denotes the temperature determined from OH measurements. (from Philbrick et
a/.1985).

calculations or by some other means then T2 can be determined. About 10 km from z1 the

result is insensitive to the initial vaJ.ue assumed for T1 (Philbrick et aL.1985).

Philbrick et aI. (L985) reported temperature measurements from 30 to 150 km using a variety

of rocket based methods. Ground-based OH rotational temperatures rvere also compared with

measutements obtained. Agreement between all methods was satisfactory. Figure 2.10 is an

example of the results obtained and shows the wave activity typical of that seen in most profiles.

Mesopause temperatures show an annual variation. The winter mesopause is warm, and

the summer mesopause is cold. The stratosphere is warm in summer and cold in winter. At

high latitudes towards the end of winter the stratosphere can rapidly change f¡om cold winter

conditions to summer conditions. Such changes have been described as 'sudden stratospheric

warmings'. Sudden stratospheric warmings have been closely linked to planetary waves. The

MAP/WINE (Middle Atmosphere Program / Winter In Northern Europe) project (reviewed by
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von Zahn 1987) produced extensive and co-ordinated observations of winds and temperatures

in the stratosphere and mesosphere in northern Europe. Petzoldt et aI. (L987) showed that a

major stratospheric warming depended on breakdown of the subtropical mesospheric jet. Wave

energy from the stratosphere propagates up into the rnesosphere antl there energy propagatiorr

depends on the wind field. The subtropical mesospheric jet focuses wave energy into the tropics.

If this jet breaks down and wave conditions are such that energy is propagated into the polar

regions, then a sudden stratospheric warming occurs. Hauchecorne et al. (1987a) and Oferman

et al. (1987) found wave components in the WINE temperature data. Waves of. 144, 54, 27.4,

13.3, and 9.6 days were reported from temperatures in the 20-90 km region.

Hauchecorne et al. (1987b) measured temperature inversions in the mesosphere which can

be explained by energy deposition by breaking gravity waves. These data were obtained with a

Rayleigh lidar at Haute Provence Observatory (44"N, 6"E). In another study using an extension

of the same data set, Chanin et al. (L987) found long-term variations due to changes in solar

UV flux and planetary wave activity. The latter is possibly affected by changes in solar activity

as well.

From temperature measurements at different locations, and using information on heating of

the atmosphere, models of global atmospheric temperatures have been developed (Forbes 1985;

Barnett and Corney 1985; CIRA 1972; Groves 1985; Hedin 1983, 1987). Temperature models

have been based, especially for the 85-120 km height range, on limited data sets constructed

mainly from rocket measurements. Such models do not therefore reproduce hemispheric or

longitudinal differences very well. With the establishment of Rayleigh lidars and hyperfine

structure sodium lidars further study will increase understanding of temperature variations in

the mesosphere and mesopause regions. Temperatures derived from observations of the sodium

layer using a Fabry-Perot spectrometer are presented in chapter 6.
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2.3 MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE DYNAMICS

Motion in the Earth's atmosphere can be decomposed into several components. Prevailing winds

are produced by mean or global temperature variations. Deviations from mean conditions

are produced by short term fluctuations including tides and waves. \Maves propagate both

horizontally and vertically and transport energy and momentum from one region to another.

Tides are large scale waves with periods of a fraction of a day. The major tides are the lunar

gravitational tide and the solar thermal tide. Tides and waves break and dissipate in the

atmosphere thus depositing their energy in regions away from the energy source. Turbulence is

produced when waves and tidal motions break into smaller and smaller scale motions. Other

factors which must be considered include ion drag and electric and magnetic field effects at

ionospheric heights and the Coriolis force which has a significant effect below the mesopause.

Motion of the atmosphere may be described by the Navier-Stokes equation

# :-2ox u+s -I"o-Viú +Lvzv -uni(u-u.,i) Q.tT)

where U is the neutral air velocity, # : # + (U.V)U is the acceleration following the motion

of the air. The Coriolis acceleration is given by -2O X U , O being the angular velocity of the

Earth. g is the acceleration due to gravity (including O x O x r the centripetal acceleration,

r being the geocentric radius) . p is the density and p pïessure. |Vp is the pressure gradient

force and +V2V the viscous force per unit mass. ü is the scalar gravitational potential andp

Vi[ the tidal force per unit mass. vni(U - Uni) is the ion drag which represents the transfer

of momentum from ions to neutral particles.

In the mesosphere and lower thermosphere at mid-latitudes ion drag is negligible. To est!

mate prevailing winds further simplification of the Navier-Stokes equation is made by assuming

that viscosity is not important, there are no tidal effects, motion is constrained to the horizontal

plane, and steady state holds i.". t = 0. The equation then becomes

2fixu =lvp. (2.18)
p
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This is known as the geostrophic approximation; the pressure gradient force just balances the

Coriolis force, resulting in winds flowing parallel to isobars (clockwise in the northern hemisphere

and anticlockwise in the southern hemisphere around a high pressure cell). Labit zke et o/. (1987)

corr.pared geostrophic winds calculated from radiance measurements from SAMS (Stratospheric

and Mesospheric Sounder) measurements on the Nimbus 7 satellite with mean winds from radar

measurements at Saskatoon. The radar measurements had tidal contributions removed. Good

agreement was only obtained for limited times of the year without planetary wave activity and

when gravity wave activity was minimal. Such a comparison is useful if only to highlight the

effect of wave activity on the mean flow (i.e. the geostrophic approximation is not good).

In the remainder of this section, gravity waves and tides will be treated in more detail.

Special emphasis will be given to their importance at mesospheric heights. It should also be

borne in mind that although the term dynamics is used to refer to motions in the atmosphere,

the motions are either a refl.ection of, or produce, changes in other atmospheric phenomena.

Tidal and wave effects can be seen as variations in temperature or density as well as wind

va¡iations.

2.3.1 Gravity 'Waves

Gravity (or buoyancy) waves are waves which propagate both horizontally and verticaJly in a

stratified fluid. The atmosphere provides such an environment and in the past few years the

importance of gravity waves in the momentum budget, especially at mesospheric heights, has

been recognized. Fritts (1984) or Geller (1983) review effects of gravity waves on the middle

atmosphere. That topic will be discussed in the next section. The importance of gravity

waves in the atmosphere was first suggested by C. O. Hines (1960). He pioneered the use of

internal gravity waves to explain atmospheric phenomena with particular reference to meteor

trail observations, travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs), and other small scale atmospheric

motions. This section will briefly introduce concepts recluired to understand some aspects of
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Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram of a forced, upward propagating, gravity-wave of phase speed

c. The corrugated boundary layer exerts a positive stress on the fluid in the x-direction. (from
Dunkerton 1981)

gravity waves.

Gravity rvaves are a three dimensional phenomenorì. but visualization of the wave is easier if

they are assumed to be two dimensiona.l; the horizontal axis aligned parallel to the direction of

propagation of the wave. A corrugated sheet moving with constant velocity, c, in the horizontal

direction will excite internal gravity waves in the fluid above. Figure 2.Il ,, after Dunkerton

(1981), shows the phase fronts generated by such a wave. Phase fronts tilt forward and appear to

move down but energy propagates upwards. Displacement of a particle is greatest at crests and

troughs of a wave; the velocity at those points is smallest. Pressure variations are in phase with

velocity variations, regions of high pressure occurring on the rising edge of the wave. Density

variations are largest where displacement is greatest. Since the fluid is approximately adiabatic,

rising motion causes a decrease in temperature and falling motion an increase. Temperature

variations are 180o out of phase with displacement and density. Temperature maximizes at the

wave trough and minimizes at the wave peak.

Figure 2.11 does not express variation in wave amplitude with height. However, in the
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atmosphere density, po, varies as e-'/H, where H is the scale height. If the wave does not

dissipate, the energy, E, remains constant.

E = I( E + pE = Lroolu'.' + .' o2) + !roe'( (2.1e)

where u', u' , are The horizontal and vertical perturbation velocities u', and tulo their amplitudes,

p' the increase in density above ps, and ( the displacement of a parcel of fluid by the wave.

Since total energy remains constant, amplitude must increase exponentially ïvith height. In

practice waves may saturate at certain heights where the phase speed of the wave reaches that

of the mean f.ow of the background wind, so that energy is lost from the wave.

Gravity waves are derived mathematically by considering oscillating solutions to the Navier-

Stokes, conservation of energy, and mass continuity equations. A detailed mathematical treat-

ment can be found in Gossard and Hooke (1975) and more simplifled treatments in most other

atmospheric physics texts. Solutions to the equations of the form uloei(kclmz-ut) are assumed

where z! is say the perturbation velocity amplitude, k is horizontal wavenumber, rn vertical

wavenumber, and u = lcc is intrinsic frequency (the frequency of the wave with respect to the

mean flow). When these solutions are substituted into the equations with relevant simplifying

assumptions, a dispersion relation is obtained viz.

(2.20)

OI

,r-k2Y:+Ü2.= k2T m2-' Q2r)

Here / = 2O sin d/ is the Corioüs parameter, and 0' latitude. IÍ is called the Viasala-Brunt fre-

quency and is characteristic of the fluid. Iù2 can be expressed in terms of potential temperature

d, or specific entropy, s. If. c, is the specific heat at constant pressure, c, the specific heat at

constant volume, 1= *, and c" the speed of sound ("", = Zff) then

L?p.9, gds
por* "?): %dr'

sd0 : -nl0 dz r\N2
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Alternatively,

N2 = -g(
9_

c?(r - t)
0"?

0z
(2.23)

À parccl of fluid displaced vertically in a stably stratified environment, in the absence of friction,

will oscillate at the Viasala-Brunt frequency.

The Viasala-Brunt frequency also defines an upper ümit on gravity wave frequencies; ø ( .|f .

As t¿ - y'{, i.e. at high frequencies, gravity waves propagate nearly horizontally. The dispersion

relation also gives a lower frequency limit for gravity waves. îor m2 to be positive, both N2 > a2

and w2 > f2 arc required; f < u < ¡f . If rn2 is negative, rn is imaginary and the wave decays

exponentially with height only propagating horizontally. Í = 20sin d' is the inertial period at

which a fluid will oscillate if the acceleration terms and the Coriolis terms are in balance. For

35o S, the latitude of the observations presented here, the inertial period is approximately 21 h.

At 90 km altitude the Viasala-Brunt period is approximately 5 min.

Most importantly wave motions result in the t¡ansfer of energy and momentum in the

atmosphere. Hines (1960) and Gossard and Hooke (1975) developed equations for energy and

energy dissipation of a gravity \ryave. Energy propagates in the direction of the group velocity.

For phase velocities propagating downwards, energy propagates upwards and vice versa. The

vertical components of the phase and group veiocities are usually in opposite directions and the

horizontal components are usually in the same direction. Waves can reach a criticl level where

the phase speed of the wave equals that of the mean flow; reflection or absorption then occurs.

When the wave amplitude can no longer grow exponentially with height and saturation occurs

the waves lose energy to the mean fl.ow. The next section discusses in more detail the effects of

wave activity on the mean fl.ow.

2.3.2 Gravity-wave mean-wind interaction

Geller (1983) summarized problems produced by attempts to model the middle atmosphere

without including gravity wave saturation and dissipation. Figure 2.L2, hom Geller (ibid.),

2
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compares the observed zonal winds and temperatures with those obtained from a model assum-

ing radiative equilibrium and the geostrophic approximation. Any differences between the two

pictures must be produced by dynamic transport of energy in the atmosphere. The model does

not feature the temperature minimum at the tropical tropopause, the tempetature maximum

in the winter polar mesopause, and minimum at the summer polar mesopause. Although the

temperature maximum at the stratopause is found the winter minimum is too low. This feature

is produced by the absorption of solar radiation by ozone. Geostrophic winds derived from the

temperature distribution are far from the observed winds especially in the mesosphere. The

winter eastward jet and summer westward jet are too high and not closed.

Radiative models can be improved by adding a Rayleigh drag term; this is a mathematical

contrivance to produce better results. In the model it acts to counter zonal accelerations and

produces qualitative agreement between predicted and observed winds and temperatures.

Lindzen (1981) first proposed a way of incorporating gravity wave and tidal breakdown into

atmospheric models. Gravity waves cannot propagate with a phase speed exceeding the mean

wind. Wave energy is deposited in the region between where the wave starts saturating, z, and

the critical Level,2", beyond which the wave cannot propagate. This is shown schematically in

flgure 2.13 (Fritts 1984). Upward flux of zonal momentum and induced variations in mean wind

are also shown. The troposphere is a major source of gravity waves, waves being generated by

topographic features, frontal weather systems, thunderstorms, and various instabilities in the

wind field. Waves generated in the troposphere and propagating vertically are filtered by the

mean wind in the stratosphere and mesosphere. \Maves reaching the mesosphere thus have a

preferred direction of travel, determined by the wind field at lowerlevels, and act, on saturating

or breaking, to accelerate, and can reverse, the mean wind. On saturation, waves bring the

mean wind toward the phase speed of the wave. This is shown in figure 2.14 (Lindzen 1981)

where zonal winds from rocket profiles are compared with the calculated geostrophic wind. The

level at which gravity waves start b¡eaking is indicated by an arrow. Above these heights there
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is a marked deviation of the winds from geostrophy.

Inclusion of gravity wave breaking in the atmospheric momentum budget has been developed

further by Holton (1982,1983), Miyahara (1985), and Schoeberl (1985). Agreement between

observed wind profiles and models incorporating gravlty wave saturation is better than for

Rayleigh drag models, This is largely because gravity waves can actually revetse the mean wind

whereas Rayleigh drag acts proportionally to the mean wind amplitude and cannot actually

reverse wind direction. Models require specification of the gravity wave spectrum. Few long-

term gravity wave studies have been made so global variations in the gravity wave field can

only be coarsely described. However even quite simplistic gravity wave parameterization can

provide improved agreement in atmospheric models (Holton 1983; Garcia and Solomon 1985),

As more observations of gravity waves become available, improvement in model descriptions of

temperature and wind fields can be expected.

A cold summer mesopause and warm winter mesopause are the result of gravity lvave mo-

tions. In radiative equilibrium the meridiona.l pressure gradient between the cold winter pole

and the hot summer pole is balanced by the a.rr"U$ffioduce an east-wes t zonalflow. Thus

in radiative equilibrium there are no meridional winds: the wind field is limited to a zonal

flow. In practice saturation of gravity waves and their interaction with the background wind

at mesospheric heights causes a drag which is balanced by the Corioüs force associated with a

meridional component of the wind thus generated.

In an adiabatic atmosphere rising air cools and sinking air warms the surroundings. Thus

warm air rising above the summer polar stratosphere cools the mesosphere. The meridional

component of the fl.ow carries it to the winter pole where, now cooler than its surroundings, it

sinks thus warming the winter polar mesosphere.

Energy transfer from wave motion to the mean flow has been linked with generation of

turbulent layers in the atmosphere. Fritts and Rastogi (1985) have reviewed the theory and

observations of convective and dynamic instabilities produced by gravity wave motions in the
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middle and upper atmosphere. They suggest three mechanisms for gravity wave dissipation:

Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, convective or Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, and non-l-inear in-

teraction of wave motions producing energy transfer from large-scale to small-scale motions.

Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities occur when a wave encounters a narrow interface in which veloc-

ity and density gradients are large. The wave encompasses the whole layer producing billows,

turns in upon itself, and breaks, creating considerable turbulence in the center of each wave

period. Patterns known as billows, cats-e¡les, and braids can be seen in cloud formations and

in laboratory simulations of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. Few cases of such structures have

been seen in mesospheric observations. However most measurement techniques do not have the

spatial and temporal resolution required to distinguish them. Structures indicative of Kelvin-

Helmholtz instabilities have been observed in noctilucent cloud formations which form in the

summer polar mesopause region (Witt 1962).

Superadiabatic lapse rates have been observed in atmospheric temperature proflles where

reasonable vertical resolution can be obtained (Hauchecorne et a\.1987b; von Zahn and Neuber

1987; Philbúck et ø/. 1985). In such regions the atmosphere is unstable and turbulence acts

to restore stability. Super-adiabatic lapse rates are produced in regions of enhanced gravity

wave amplitude and can be produced by superposition of gravity lvaves or ref.ection of waves

from density discontinuities (see Fritts and Rastogi op. cit. for references to theoretica,l and

laboratory studies). Large wave amplitudes carry heavier fluid over üghter fluid thus reversing

the normal stratification and producing unstable conditions. Many observations of narrow

bands of intense turbulence in the atmosphere have been made; such layers are produced by

convective instabilities.

High frecluency gravity waves are more l-ikely to dissipate in convective instabilities and

Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities are associated more often with low frecluency gravity waves.

fn summary gravity waves carry energy from one region of the atmosphere to another.

When waves saturate or dissipate the wave energy and momentum deposited affect the mean
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flow. Such effects occur on such a large sca.le that mean global wind and temperature fields are

significantly affected, especially at mesospheric heights.

2.3.3 Gravity wave observations

Observed gravity waves fall into two main categories; quasi-monochromatic variations due to

a single wave and those in which (after tidal and mean components have been removed) the

variations are due to a broad spectrum of wave periods. Airglow observations are usually

confined to hours of darkness and hence do not extend over 24 hour periods; airglow intensity

or rotational temperature may be determined. Since tidal and mean trends in these parameters

cannot be determined identification of gravity waves is limited to isolation of monochromatic

components in the data.

Some airglow emissions are produced in thin layers and interaction of gravity waves with

such layers has been studied and modelled by Garcia and Solomon (1985), Shelton et al. (1980),

Gardner and Shelton (1985), and Hines and Tarasick (1987). The interaction is quite complex

as airglow brightness depends on several parameters including density, temperature, and emis-

sion reaction rates which may also be temperature dependent. Gravity waves can affect all

these parameters. Most work has concentrated on the oxygen À 558 nm emission as produc-

tion mechanisms are known and reliable estimates of the required variables exist. Gardner and

Shelton (op. cit.) simulated the density response of the sodium layer to gravity v.laves. Sodium

lidars observe density fluctuations in the sodium layer with a height resolution of about 1 km.

Monochromatic gravity wave events have been observed at most lidar facilities. Gardner and

Voeltz (1987) reported 171 gravity wave events over 34 nights. These observations were used to

determine amplitude, vertical and horizontal wavelengths, kinetic energy, and vertical phase ve-

locity. The waves they observed were influenced by dissipation rather than saturation. Gravity

wave amplitudes at sodium layer heights are often large and sodium density gradients tend to

enhance wave perturbations. Gardner and Voeltz (1985) discuss gravity wave saturation effects
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on wave motions in the sodium layer.

Fruend and Jacka (1979) and Jacob and Jacka (1985) used a spaced-field photometer ob-

serving variations in À 558 nm oxygen emission to determine horiznntal phase speeds of gravity

waves. Gravity \\raves seen were related to tropospheric fronts. Similar observations using a

scanning photometer were reported by Meek and Manson (1983).

Other monochromatic gravity wave variations have been observed simultaneously in two or

more emission features. The oxygen À 558 nm emission from 97 km, the sodium À 589 nm

photochemical emission from 85 km, the OH emission from 86 km, and the 02 emission from

94 km provide a means of obtaining limited height resolution in gravity-wave observations. Thus

the direction of vertica.l phase propagation can be determined. Also OH and 02 observations

can be used to determine rotational temperature so temperature variations at different heights

can be considered.

Taylor et aL (L987) used an imaging TV system to record a gravity wave in the À 558 nm,

sodium, and OH emissions. A wavelength of 6.5 krn, phase velocity of 5 ms-1, and phase

propagation angle of 75o from vertical were determined from the data. Myabro et ø/, (1987)

compared sodium emission intensities and OH rotational temperatures and emission intensities.

Considerable fine structure with periods of 5-15 min was attributed to high-frequency gravity

rvaves. Longer-period waves (1+-2 hours) were also seen. It was suggested that high-frequency

waves were generated by low-frequency waves at altitudes above 80 km. Variations in OH

temperatures of up to 60 K were reported. Different variations in OH temperature and emission

intensity were ascribed to breaking gravity waves. Takahashi et al. (1986) reportedinitial results

of simultaneous measutements of OH and 02 rotational temperatures and intensities, and 01

À 558 nm emission intensity. Variations in the 02 temperature of up to 50 K were obtained.

Although the OH and 02 temperatures were generally correlated, at some times there were

significant differences indicating considerable temperature gradients in the mesosphere. These

four emissions were used to study gravity wave activity in the mesosphere (Takahashi et al.
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1e85).

A more comprehensive review of variations in airglow emissions is provided by Forsyth and

Wraight (1987).

Some extensive studies of gravity waves from partial reflection radar observations have

been mad.e at Buckland Park, near Adelaide (Vincent 1984a; Vincent and Fritts 1987). These

studies are of particular interest as the Buckland Parkradaris located 50 kmfrom Mt. Torrens

where the observations presented in this thesis were made. Radar wind velocities are obtained

throughout the day so that the tid.al ampütudes and phases can be determined. The mean wind

is calculated by averaging over 7 days. These components can be subtracted leaving other rvave

motions. The radar samples wind from 60-100 km with a height resolution of a few kilometers.

Results of the radar observations will be summarized with emphasis on the later work (Vincent

and Fritts op. cit.).

A seasonal variation in wave amplitudes is observed with a maximum occurring in winter

and another, less marked, in summer. These seasonal variations are linked to variations in

the mean fl.ow, maximum wave activity occurring with strongest mean winds. Gravity wave

components in the zonal direction were noted as being smaller than meridional components.

A decrease in energy density with height indicating saturation or dissipation was observed'

Waves tend to be propagating in the north-south direction with summertime waves having an

easterly component as well. Vincent (1984) found that 65% of the total gravity wave energy

was propagating upwards.

A technique for measuring mesospheric gravity wave momentum fluxes has been developed

(Vincent and Reid 1983; Reid and Vincent 1987). The Buckland Park radar was used to

look in two directions and the vertical flux of zonal (or meridional) gravity wave momentum,

p",., (pÑ), can be shown to be proportional to the difference of the variances of the Doppler

velocities measured in each beam. Thus interaction of gravity waves with the mean flow and tide

can be determined. All studies of gravity waves in the mesosphere note variability in gravity
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wave fl,ux and attribute it to variations in gravity wave sources or changes in propagation

conditions for waves (Vincent and Reid op. cit; Reid and Vincent op. cit.; Fritts and Vincent

1987). Reid and Vincent compare the Coriolis torque associated with the meridional mean wind

with acceleration produced by the gravity wave momentum flux. Balance between these two

components is only obtained in the absence of large (6-8 day) planetary wave-like oscillations.

Fritts and Vincent obtained better time resolution than other studies and were able to

measure waves with periods down to 8 min. They found that waves with periods less than

t hour accounted for about 70% of. the inferred zonal drag on the mean wind. Such high

frequency waves would have wavelengths < 100 km, and steep propagation paths combined

with high vertical group velocities would produce rapid local forcing in the mesosphere. Fritts

and Vincent also noted interaction of the diurnal tide with gravity wave motions. A diurnal

modulation of gravity wave flux can be linked to changes in wind shear produced by the diurnal

tide. Changes in gravity wave flux also alter apparent amplitude and phase of the tide.

2.3.4 Tides

A detailed account of tida,l theory is given by Chapman and Lindzen (1970), Forbes (1981,1982a,

b, 1984), and Forbes and Garret (1979). Emphasis here will be on the generation of tides and

their manifestations in the mesosphere; observations will be limited to those from the sodium

Iayer.

Solar diurnal and semidiurnal thermal tides are the most important in the atmosphere.

These tides are driven by absorption of solar radiation by ozone and water vapour in the

atmosphere. Ozone forms a layer centred around 50 km and water vapour is conflned to a

layer centred about 8 km. Tides are forced from these regions and propagate, as waves, into

other regions of the atmosphere. Water vapour and ozone concentrations vary spatially and

temporally and the ability of models to accurately describe observed tidal variations depends,

in part, upon an accurate description of the forcing functions. Forbes and Garret (1978) discuss
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excitation mechanisms. Groves (1982a, b) has improved the description of tida,l excitation by

including a cloud layer.

A thermospheric tide is also generated by absorption of UV and EUV in the thermosphere'

Propagating modes excited in the middle atmosphere can also contribute to the thermospheric

tide but only if the vertical wavelength is such as to allow propagation to thermospheric heights.

Thus the semidiurnal tide from the middle atmosphere contributes more to the thermospheric

tide than the diurnal tide. Excitation of thermospheric tides is treated in more detail by Forbes

and Hagan (1982) and Forbes (1982a, b).

The lunar semidiurnal tide with a period of. L2.4 hours has also been studied. The excitation

of this tide, by gravitational forcing, is well known and hence the theoretical calculations of the

tidal forcing and the resulting motions can be confidently calculated. The effects of this tide

are however an order of magnitude less than the solar thermal tide and little more will be said

here about it.

Tides are normally described in terms of Hough functions and equivalent depths. The

Hough functions form a complete and orthogonal set and are used as eigenfunctions in the

eigenvalue/eigenfunction solution to the set of equations describing forced atmospheric motions.

The eigenvalues defrne equivalent depths and fix vertical structure of the tide and the Hough

functions define horizontal structure. Hough functions are usually denoted Orr,- whete m and

n are integral,, m ) 0, and there are I , I -m nodes between the north and south poles in the

function. Figure 2.15 from Forbes (1982a, b), gives important Hough modes for the diurnal and

semidiurnal tides. With each Hough mode there is associated a wavenumber, k-,r. Negative

values of n indicate evanescent tides (waves) which do not propagate vertically out of their

region of excitation. Tides with positive n indicate tidal (wave) amplitudes which increase

exponentially with height until dissipation or saturation occurs. Two types of solutions to tidal

equations are found; they are propagating modes which travel westwards with the apparent

velocity of the subsolar point and stationary or trapped modes. Propagating modes dominate
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at low latitudes and trapped modes ate mole important at high latitudes.

Important tidal variations of temperature and density in the middle atmosphere occur in

addition to the zonal, u, meridional, v, and vertical, w, winds. The diurnal tide can be expressed

in terms of the (1,1), (1,-1),(Lt2), (1,-4), and (1,2) Hough modes shownin figure 2.15 (Forbes

1982a). Velocity and temperature variations are given at 6o latitude increments from the surface

to 400 km in Forbes and Gillette (1982). The Hough modes for the semidiurnal tide are (2,2),

(2,3), (2,4), (2,5), and (2,6); also shown in figure 2.15. The terdiurnal tide, with a period of 8

hours, and other components with periods of an integral fraction of 24 hours are also seen at

times. These components are not as persistent or large in amplitude as the semidiurnal and

diurnal tides.

There are two basic forms of tidal motions, a summer structute and a winter structure.

During equinoxes, over a period of about two weeks, tides change rapidly from one form to the

other. Other short term variations in amplitude and phase, see Forbes (1984) for examples,

have not been adequately explained. It is highly likely that they result from interactions of

tidal motions with gravity waves and the mean wind as suggested in Fritts and Vincent (1987).

Figure 2.16 (Chapman and Lindzen 1970) shows distribution, in latitude, of variations in

temperature and wind components, u, v, and w. Both amplitude and phase relationships are

shown. In the mesosphere at Adelaide, 35o S, the mean wind and gravity wave contribution

to the wind field are of the same order as the tidal contribution. At low latitudes the diurnal

tide is larger and tends to dominate the wind field; for experimental results see, for example,

Vincent and Ball (1981). Thus when analysing measurements from the mesosphere, tidal effects

can account for substantial variations in the results obtained.

2.3.6 Observed tidal variations in the sodium layer.

Tides in the middle atmosphere have been studied most extensively using radar observations of

winds: both partial reflection and meteor radars have been used. This section will review tidal
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variations in observations of the sodium layer.

Diurnal and semidiurnal tides affect the sodium layer. Although data sequences of six

or more hours in length allow observation of the semidiurnal tide, sequences of at least 24

hours are required to separate efects of both the diurnal and semidiurnal tides. 24 hour lidar

observations of the sodium layer have been reported since 1972 (Gibson and Sandford, L972).

However neither Gibson and Sandford nor Granier and Megie (1982) noted tidal variations in

their data. Batista et aI. (L985) and Kwon et aI. (L987) have observed large tidal variations in

sodium density particularly near the top and bottom of the layer. Figure 2.17, ftom Batista

et al., shows normalized sodium density variations. A semidiurnal variation is apparent with a

phase reversa,l near the peak of the layer. This was explained by consideration of interaction of

the layer with the tide.

Production and loss mechanisms for sodium have a long time constant; individual sodium

atoms remaining, on average, several days in the layer. Perturbations of a wave with period

T can be allowed for without considering production and loss terms if T << several days.
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By considering variations in density of a minor constituent, n, and variations of the major

constituent, N, Batista et al. derived the following equation for density variations of a wave

given by exp(i2rtlT)i

Ln a¡{ t (I!þ _ L*\* (2.24)

^ 
= 

^L 
t 2r, \ruE - N.-az /

where W is the vertical velocity due to the wave. By considering typical values of quantities

involved it was shown that the second term in this equation dominated in determination of *.

AIso the equation shows that the second term will lead W by f above and lag by f below the

Iayer peak as the density perturbations of the minor constituent d.ecrease above the layer peak.

It can be seen in figure 2.L7 that the transition region of this phase change for tidal oscillations

is between 92 and 98 km thus indicating that ffi tr"s a smaller effect than the second term.

The equation above was then used to interpret behaviour of both the diurnal and semidiurnal

oscillations in various parts of the sodium layer. The following approximation can be made far

from the sodium layer peak:

An -iTno 2r,**-i#,*
Batista et al. tsed this equation to estimate vertical velocity. Values of 5-20 ms-r were ob-

tained; these are in reasonable agreement with model predictions. By separating the diurnal and

semidiurnal components a semidiurnal vertical wavelength of about 50 km was obtained. The

diurnal vertical wavelength was much larger than the layer width and could not be calculated.

Analysis by Kwon et aI. (L987) gave a vertical wavelength of 56 km for the semidiurnal tide

for observations at another site. Both groups compared th"ir measurements, where possible

with models. Reasonable agreement was obtained between results and Forbes' (1982a, b) tidal

model.

Takahashi et ø1. (1984) compared variations in 01 À 558 nm, Na D, and OH emission and

rotational temperature. A marked semidiurnal variation in the oxygen emission was found;

and, although present in the Na D emission, the semidiurnal variation was not as marked. Data

lengths of 5-10 hours were used to obtain monthly means in the analysis. Changes due to
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photochemical processes at the emission height, 85 km, may partially mask variations due to

the semidiurnal tide which is quite obvious in density variations.

Other observations of tidal variations in the mesosphere include studies of the oxygen

À 558 nm emission. Attempts to model these variations have been reasonably successful (Pe-

titdidier and Titelbaum 1977; Akmaev and Shved 1980; Yee and Abreu 1987). Myabro (1984)

noted tidal variations in the OH emission. Forbes (1981, 1982c) has investigated tidal variations

in temperature and ion concentrations in the D and E regions of the ionosphere. On the basis

of these studies it is expected that tidal variations will be present in both wind and temper-

ature measurements obtained from observations of the sodium emission using a Fabry-Perot

spectrometer.
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Chapter 3

THE FABRY.PEROT

SPECTROMETER

3.1. THEORY OF THE FABRY.PEROT ETALON

3.1.1 Ideal etalons.

Light multiply reflected by two plane, parallel surfaces distance h apart will form interference

fringes. Fringes are formed both in the reflected beam - dark fringes on a bright background,

and in the transmitted beam - bright fringes on a dark background. As illustrated in figure 3.1

the fringes can be imaged at P and P' using lenses L and L'. \Mhen the angle 0 is very small

the fringes formed are known as Fabry-Perot fringes, and the instrument as a Fabry-Perot

interferometer. The pair of glass plates forming the parallel surfaces are known as a Fabry-

Perot etalon.

The theory of ideal etalons is treated in most optics texts, for example Born and Wolf,

(1970) or Jenkins and White, (1976). Hernandez (1986) dea^ls with Fabry-Perot interferometers

presenting a complete treatment of Fabry-Perot theory. The presentation here will follow the

basic outline presented by Jacka (1984).

For two surfaces h apart, separated by a medium with refractive index n, and for light of
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wavelength À, incident at angle d, the phase difference between two ref,ected or transmitted

beams in a Fabry-Perot etalon is given by

t = lnhcos| +2ó. (3.1)

^

where { is the phase change on refl.ection at each plate surface. The maximum intensity of the

interference pattern occurs when the order of interference, m, is integral: where m is given by

6 2nhcosî*= 2n: À + ô
1l

(3.2)

In general rrl= rtlo * e where rno is integrai and e is a fractional part of an order.

The intensity of light reflected from and transmitted through an etalon can be calculated

by considering the reflected and transmitted amplitude of the beam at each intersection with a

surface. The resulting equations are known as Airy's formulae;

rþ) - 
(2 - 2 cos 6)R ,1;¡ - 

4asin2(6 lz) ,r',t - 1 + R2 _ Z¿cosó. - (1 _ R ) + 4Bsin2(612)'
(3.3)

¡(t) : .. =="'-= -¡(t) -- , -, T" 
=, , , r(i) lg 4l"-I*R2_2¿cos6' -(1 _2'2)+t7csin2(6lZ)' \"'=,,

JQ), J?), and 1(t), are the intensity of the incident, reflected, and transmitted beams respectively.

R, and T are the reflectance and transmittance of the plate. Given the reflection co-efficient,

r, and the reflectance defined by

r ñ reflected intensity
,v---

incident intensity
(3.5)

then 71, = 12. Similarly for the transmission co-effcient and transmittance. Using

and ,o: & (3.6)

the Airy function for the transmitted intensity becomes

Å'(*)= uffi*¡. (3.7)

Figure 3.2 illustrates fringes of order m and mf 1 (for m integral) for varying reflectivity. A

compromise between fringe contrast and transmission is always made when choosing an etalon
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Figure 3.1: Reflection of a plane wave in a plane parallel plate. The lenses L and L/ form the

fringe images at the points P and P'.
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Figure 3.2: The ratio of transmitted to incident intensity as a function of phase difference for
varying etalon reflectivity. m is an integer. The full width of the fringes, óÀ at half maximum
for R : 0.64 and free spectral range, AÀ, are shown.

AÀ
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design. High contrast or very fine fringes produce low transmission of the incident light. ff high

transmission is obtained then contrast of the fringes is poor. This is usually expressed in terms

of f.nesse, Frof the etalon. Finesse is defined as the ratio of separation between two fringes,

AÀ, to the full width at half maximum of a fringe, ó,\;

-- aÀ- - óÀ. (3.8)

The quantities óÀ and AÀ are indicated in figure 3.2. The separation between two fringes, AÀ,

is known as the free spectral range of the eta,lon and is given by

(3.e)

where t is the effective spacing of the etalon given by

ÀÀ2AÀ:-=--rn 2t

2t

^=T + t=nh"o"0+ff. (3.10)

For an idea,l etalon the instrument finesse is defrned by the reflectivity of the etalon plates:

(3.11)

where ó¿À is the width of the Airy function.

The concepts presented so far have assumed a perfectly flat etalon and a finite field of view.

In practice this cannot be achieved

3.L.2 Non-idealetalons

A brief review of non-ideal Fabry-Perot theory will be given: it is based on those by Jacka

(1984) and Wilksch (1985). Hernandez (1986) provides a more extensive review.

Two parallel surfaces are required in a Fabry-Perot etalon. Defects in the plate surfaces,

non-uniformities in the coatings, and imperfections in the plate mountings, parallelism control,

and scanning mechanisms all contribute to departures of the etalon from the nominal spacing.

Such departures are described by the defect function, D'(I - ú) and defined by

D,(t-t)at=ff (s.12)
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where 7 is the mean effective plate separation. The defect function is the fraction of the plates

over which the effective plate spacing lies in the range ú to ú * dt. In terms of wavelength the

defect function is expressed a,s

D(X- À) = D'(i -ùT, (3.13)

where mo is a reference order such that rzr.of - 2Í. This function has width ó¡rÀ, so the defect

finesse is given by

Np-4- 'À"' (3'14)- óp(À) - 26e(t)'

since d2(À) : (21m,)6p(ú). Thus l/N¿r is the width of the defect function D'(1- t) in units of

^12.
Considering the etalon to be composed of sections of mean spacing 7 such that À is trans-

mitted at order rns, the etalon transmission of the range of wavelengths dÀ at À is given by

d,E = A(\)D(À - À)dÀ, (3.15)

where A(À) is the Airy function described in the previous section. The total transmission for a

finite range of wavelengths is

E - IA(À)D(À - À)dÀ. (s.16)

This is the convolution of A and D denoted by

E(À) = A()) +, D(À) or E = A* D. (3.17)

Convolution is commutative, associative and distributive - Bracewell (1978) gives definitions

of these properties.

The eta,lon finesse is defined by

AÀM- - - (3.18)¿'E - óø(À)'

where (see Jacka 1984 for proof)

ó3(À) : o](.r¡ + óå(À), (3.1e)
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and

111
NE= n* W (3'20)

Thus the eta,lon finesse describes the quality of the etalon.

When a Fabry-Perot etalon is used in a spectrometer some form of wavelength scanning is

required. From equation 3.10 it is clear that the wavelength can be scanned by varying ú. This

can be achieved either by varying the physical spacing, ñ., of the etalon by applying a voltage

to piezoelectric ceramic supports, or by varying the index of refraction, n, of the gas between

the plates by changing the pressure (see references in Jacka 1984) or by imaging the fringe

pattern on a two dimensional array of detectors the etalon can be effectively spatially scanned

by varying 0 (Hays et al.I98l; Killeen eú al. 1983).

Incorporating the etalon into a spectrometer a,lso requires a finite field of view. Jacka (1984)

assumes the etalon subtends a solid angle Âc.r : u2-u)L at the field stop and defines the aperture

function -F'(À1 - À) by

- F(À, - À)dÀ : #. (3.21)

Thus the aperture function is the fraction of the total solid angle Ac.r within which the wave-

length of maximum transmission lies in the interval À to À + dÀ. This can also be expressed

AS

where Ào is the wavelength transmitted at 0 = 0. The aperture finesse is defrned as

-F(À,-À)= #,

.ff¡-#

111111
-I -I-I-

N?-NrE'Nrr-N3'Nro'Nþ

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

Convolving the aperture and etalon functions gives the instrument function;

/(À)=E(À)*F(À).

The instrument f.nesse is determined by
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Thus the instrument response to an infinitely narrow spectral line (a Dirac delta function) is

given by equation 3.24.

The width of an emission line is determined by the temperature of the emitting species. The

Doppler line-width at half-intensity is given by

6).=2,,ffi,rÆ:, (3.26)

where å is Boltzman's constant, M the atomic weight, and c the speed of light of waveiength À.

A transmission profile recorded by a spectrometer is the convolution of the instrument profile

and the emission line profile. The source function is given by B(,\),

dL
B(À)dÀ: î, (3.27)

where L is the total radiance and dL the radiance of the source in the region of the spectrum

from ) to ) 1 dÀ. The recorded profile Y(À) is thus given by

Y(À) = B(À) + 1(À). (3.28)

Using the properties of commutation and association of convolution, and equations 3.24 anð,

3.17, this becomes

y(À) : .a(À) * D(À)'r F(À) * B(À). (3.2e)

The width at half-maximum of the recorded function, óy(À), is finally obtained as

ó?(À) = llQ) + óå(À) = alir) + ó3(À) + ô?-(À) + óå(À). (8.a0)

The width of the recorded function can be measured, so if the instrument function at the

appropriate wavelength is known then the width of the source function can be calculated.

Hence by equation 3.26 the temperature of the emitting species can be ca.lculated.

In practice a narrow bandpass filter is usually required to isolate a single line from the

source spectrum. When viewing the night sky a 5 nm filter is usually adequate to isolate the

required emission line although when the spectrum is cluttered with lines a narrower filter may

be required.
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3.2 MT. TORRENS HIGH.RESOLUTION SPECTROMETER

3.2.L Optical conffguration

The high-resolution Fabry-Perot spectrometer at Mt. Torrens was developed for night-time

airglow studies (Jacka et al. 19801' Wilksch 1975). For this project several modifications to the

system were made to improve performance and to implement changes developed for a simiiar

instrument installed at Mawson, Antarctica (Jacka 1984). Figure 3.3 shows the optical layout

of the Mt. Torrens spectrometer. All parts labelied in figure 3.3 are listed in table 3.1. For

night-time and twilight observations the mirror labelled LR11 is removed and the fie1d stop,

lens, and periscope are positioned above the main cabinet. The periscope extends through the

roof. Observations through 360o in azimuth and g0o in zenith angle are obtained by rotation

of the periscope.

The objective lens HR2 focuses light on the field stop HR4. This stop defrnes the field of

view of the spectrometer and various diameter stops are available to optimize spectrometer

operation at different wavelengths. The field stop can also be illuminated by a calibration light

source which is introduced via an optical fibre and removable diffusing screen, HR3. A camera

release cable is used to operate the diffusing screen. HR5 is a 970 mm focal length, high quality,

collimating lens; it consists of a singlet and cemented doublet and has been designed to correct

spherical aberration.

The etalon is mounted below the collimating lens. New etalons were obtained for both the

high-resolution and the low-resolution instruments because an improvement in etalon finesse

was desired. The new high-resolution plates are homosil, 150 mm in diameter and have 45o

facets for parallelism control on the lower plate. Finesse measurements for the new etalon are

presented in sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.4 of this chapter. Parallelism control is automated using

the method developed by Ramsay (1962). An external light source is int¡oduced via fibers and

lenses and traverses the etaJon gap twice, by reflection in the facets in the bottom plate, before

being detected by a PIN diode. The PIN diode is most sensitive to wavelengths from 700-
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Figure 3.3: Optical layout of the Mt. Torrens Spectrometer. For night-time and twilight observa-

tions the mirror labelled LR11 is removed and the components above installed. The components
are identified by their labels in table 3.1. (Not to scale.)
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Hi u onentso ri
HRl

IIR2
HR3

IIR4
IIRS

IIR6

HR7
HR8

HR9

IIRlO

I-IRII

IIR12
HRl3
TIR14

HR15

periscope tbr selecting zeuith angle of ob-
servations
objective lens, f=160 mrn
removable diffuser for calibration light
sottrce
field stop

collimating 'l"nr. Cooke briplet with
f=970 urru.
high resolution 150 mm etalon with infra-
red parallelisr.lr control mechanism

aspherizecl collecting lens, f--267 rnm
aperture to minirnize off-a-xis scattering
into phobomultiplier

CRl3 mouldecl aspheric collimating lens,
f=64 tnnr
filtenvheel n'ith choice of six narrow-
bandpass lìlters also fixed infra-red block-
ing filter
CR13 moulded aspheric collecting lens,
f=64 mm
electric shutter
collimating leus, f=23 mm
perspex cone to rua-ximize total internal re-
flections iu photocathode
photomultiplier, EN,II9558 Cooled to
-300c

Low resolution optical components
for dual etalon systcm

LRI

LÈ2

LR3

LR4
LRó

LR6
LR7
LR8
LR9

LRIO
LRIl

frout surlaced mirror, with 500 mm hood
to minimize scattering into field of view,
ca¡r be rotated in azimuth and zenith
front surfaced mirror, rotates to allow
choice of either sun or sky observations
removable diffuser for calibration light
soutce
glass windorv for temperature cont¡ol
Iow resolution, 50 mm, etalon
objective lens, f=300 mm
front surfaced mirror
field lens,f=63 mm
2x f=137 mm lenses to optically couple
into high resolution system

fieìd stop for dual etalon system

front surfaced mirror

Table 3.1: This table identifies the components in the Mt. Torrens spectrometer by the labels
given in figure 3.3.

Solar telescope comDonents
ST1
ST2
ST3
ST4
ST5
sT6
ST7
ST8

tiont surtaced mirror which tracks sun
perspex rvindorv

CRl3 aspheric collecting lens, f=64 mm
heat filter
optical fibre
dilTusing screeu

CRl3 aspheric collimating lens

=LR2 rotated about a vertical a-ris
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900 nm and several filters are incorporated so that only light in the range 740-780 nm enters

the etalon chamber. This allows observations of the 
^734 

nm OH emission, if wanted, without

significant contamination by scattered light from the parallelism control system. Above this

range the photomultiplier response is poor and observations are impossible. The external light

source replaces small incandescent bulbs which were previously mounted above the top etalon

plate.

The spectrometer output optics were signiflcantly modifred for this project. The objective

was to incorporate a filter wheel to facilitate rapid fllter changes with minimal disturbance of

the instrument. Previously a filter had been incorporated above HR2. A new Peltier cell cooler

for the photomultiplier replaced the original coolant system.

The filter wheel contains five, 50 mm diameter, narrow bandpass filters and an empty filter

holder for transmission of prefiltered calibration sources. A 0.5 nm filter is required for night-

time observations and a 0.3 nm filter for daytime observations of the sodium emission. Use

of such filters recluires the incident light to be collimated. To achieve this a moulded CR13

aspheric lens, HR9, is used. The 150 mm collecting lens, HR7, directly below the etalon had

to be aspherized to achieve the recluired degree of collimation without loss of light. This was

achieved by shaping the flat surface of the lens. A ray-tracing program was used to calculate

the amount of glass to be removed from the lens. Figure 3.4 shows a schematic representation

of the fina.l lens shape and the associated table gives the amount to be removed at 5 mm steps

across the lens. J. Cole, of Quentron Optics, did the recluired shaping and smoothly graded the

surface between the specified points. The final lens shape produced a focus of less than 1 mm

diameter at 267.5*0.5 mm from the flat surface.

'lhe aperture HR8 and fixed infra-red blocking frlter below the filter wheel are incorporated

to remove any light scattered from the parallelism control beams into the freld of view of the

photomultiplier.

HR10 is also a moulded CR13 aspheric lens, used in conjunction with HR13 to produce a
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Figure 3.4: A schematic representation of the aspheric lens shape,

Table 3.4: The amount of removed from the lens at distance Y from the centre.

narrow collimated beam for the perspex cone HR14. The perspex cone was designed to introduce

light into the photocathode at greater than the critical angle so that multiple internal reflections

occurring inside the front window and photocathode effectively increase the quantum effi.ciency

of the photomultiplier. The perspex cone, similar in principle to those of Hircshfeld (1968),

has an extended end which passes through the narrow bore of a solenoid used for magnetic

defocusing. The end of the perspex cone is optically contacted to the photocathode using oil.

Figure 3.5 shows dimensions of the cone and insulated delrin holder which is mounted in front

of the Peltier cell cooler. Attached to the Peltier cell cooler an electric shutter, HR12, allows

the photomultiplier to be isolated when not in use.

Assessment of optical components and alignment of lenses was checked on the optical bench

before required optical coatings rvere applied. Antireflection coatings on optical components

make a significant contribution to the reduction of transmission losses. The application of

coatings to the optical components is discussed further in Appendix A.

Y

30.0 35.0 40.0Y 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0

0.1415AX 0.0000 0.0028 0.0111 0.0247 0.0425 0.0645 0.0892 0.1152

70.0 75.065.0 77.5 80.0Y 45.0 50.0 55.0 60.0

0.2163 0.2065 0.1837 0.1668 0.1458AX 0.1666 0.1883 0.2052 0.2752
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Figure 3.5: Dimensions of the perspex cone used to introduce light at greater than the critical
angle so that multiple internal reflections occur within the front window and photocathode of
the photomultiplier. The mounting of the cone and lens HR14 in the delrin holder, which flts
into the front of the Peltier cell cooler, a¡e shown.
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3.2.2 Operation of high-resolution spectrometer

Operation of the Mt. Torrens high-resolution spectrometer involves etalon maintenance, data

acquisition, and light collection. As mentioned in the previous section the viewing direction

is determined by the periscope. Alterations are made manually and about 30 seconds are

required to change viewing direction. The whole instrument is encased within a light tight shell

and mounted on springs in an insulated cabinet. The building housing the instrument has been

designed so that minimal room light can be scattered into the field of view.

The etalon plates must be kept parallel. Near infra-red beams traverse the plates in two

orthogonal directions as described in the previous section. These beams form white light su-

perposition fringes. The intensity of the fringes is measured by a PIN diode. The top plate is

mounted on three points mechanically coupled to three piezoelectric ceramic tubes. Application

of a voltage across the wall of the ceramic tube produces a small change in length. A voltage

with a frequency of approximately 1.3 kHz is applied to the ceramic tubes to wobble the top

plate by a few nanometers. This alters the seperation traversed on either sicle of the plates. A

maximum in intensity of the fringe pattern seen at the PIN diode occurs when the separation

on either side is equal. The signal from the diode is used to control correction voltages applied

to ceramic supports for the lower plate. When the plates are within half a fringe of parallelism

a servo control mechanism keeps the plates parallel. At the beginning of an observing session

parallelism is obtained by manually altering the voltages on the lower plate. No further manual

adjustments are usually required.

If the spectrometer has had a major disturbance (such as that required to open the filter box

or change the plate separation by several millimetres) physical adjustments of the top etalon

may be required to obtain parallelism. This was achieved with a special tool which alters the

fine and coarse screw threads which attach to the ceramic mounts. Care was taken when making

such alterations that the etalon remained perpendicular to the optical axis. This can be checked

by autocollimation at thefleld stop. If the etalon was not perpendicular to theoptical axis the
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instrument profile became asymmetrical. Details of the plate mountings and other parts of the

spectrometer not altered for this project can are described by Jacka et a/. (1980) and Wilksch

(1e75).

The voltages applied to the lower plate (0-600V) are used to correct parallelism etrors, set

the separation of the plates to a fraction of an order, and to scan the plate separation. The

movement of the ceramic mounts allows up to five orders to be scanned. The system is most

stable when operating over one order at the centre of the voltage range.

Large changes in separation are made by altering the lower plate's position. Three columns

support the meehanite ring in which the lower plate is mounted. These columns have fine thread,s

and a motor and gear at the bottom of the eta,lon chamber are used for coarse adjustments.

The gear can be turned manually for smaller adjustments. The threads are very precisely cut

so that even after several millimeters movement the plates are usually very close to parallel.

A capacitive displacement transducer is attached to the lower plate mount. An invar rod,

resting on the movable stainless steel discs in the capacitive bridge is clamped to the meehanite

ring in which the upper plate is mounted. This system is capable of measuring changes in

plate separation as small as 0.1 nm. Scanning the required distance is achieved by applying a

stepped, saw-tooth waveform. During routine observations only a fraction of an order is scanned

but adjustments are available to scan up to five orders. The separation is servo-conttolled, the

correction being applied to the lower plate.

Changes in temperature and air pressure also affect the refractive index of the air gap be-

tween the etalon plates. The instrument is therefore temperature controlled. Thermostats

are used to control heaters in the etalon chamber, collimating lens and cabinet ducts. Fans

circulate air in the cabinet through ducts. The temperature is maintained at 30o C with fluc-

tuations of 0.5o C. The hut containing the instrument is air-conditioned and room temperature

is maintained at 24" C. A pressure transducer senses changes in barometric pressure and adds

a correction to the separation control voltage. Changes in air pressure of 0.6 mb or greater are
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sufficient to affect the instrument operation if no correction is applied. The whole instrument

is mounted on springs to mechanically isolate it from vibrations in the building.

Small changes in the separation of the plates still occur on a timescale of hours, probably

due to the long-term temperature changes. Such drift is monìtored by observing a calibration

source, either the À 546 nm from a Hg 198 lamp or one of the D-ünes of a hollow cathode

sodium lamp.

An EMI 9558 photomultiplier is used to detect the signal. The photomultiplier is cooled

to about -20oC using a Peltier cell cooler. This significantly reduces the photomultiplier darh

count. During night-time observations signal levels are very low; the signal to noise ratio is

usually less than 1. In such circumstances it is beneficial to use the magnetic defocusing coil

which reduces noise levels. The amount of signal reduction is less and improves the signal to

noise ratio. During twilight and daytime observations signal levels are very high and the major

source of noise is produced in ampliflcation and counting of the signal so that no benefit is

derived from magnetic defocusing applied to the photomultiplier.

The signal from the photomultiplier is amplified before being sent to the multichannel anal-

yser. The amplifier can either be used in a photon counting digital mode or, for daytime

observations, in analogue mode. The contents of the analyser can be recorded when the acumu-

lated profile has suffcient counts. For the purpose of the following discussion the term proflle

wili be used to describe the record of pulse counts per channel. Data are usually recorded in

128 channels, the analyser stepping in synchronism with scan voltage, 256 or 512 channels can

also be used if a larger scan range is required for calibration purposes. Scanning the instrument

over two orders allows the number of channels corresponding to the free spectral range, for

a given wavelength and order, to be calculated. If the order of operation is known then the

wavelength step per channel can be estimated using equation 3.9. One channel corresponds

to approximately 0.12 pm for typical va.lues of order and free spectral range used for sodium

observations. The dwell-time per channel can be varied; typically, for twilight observations,
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40 ms was used.

At the outset of the project data were recorded on cassette tape. Data are now recorded,

along with housekeeping information such as start and stop time, filter in use, direction of

viewing, etc., on magnetic disc using a personal computer. The data are transferred to the

University of Adelaidets main computer system for analysis.

A chart recorder can be used to monitor signal levels. This is most useful to see changes in

background conditions. When observing conditions are marginal, due to cloud or fog, a chart

record can be used to isolate contaminated profiles.

3.2.3 Optirnization for sodium observations

The optimum conf.guration of the Fabry-Perot spectrometer is that which gives highest trans-

mission with instrument bandwidth comparable with the source line width. To determine the

required instrument parameters for sodium observations the following criteria were used (after

Jacka (198a)):

ó¡(À) : ó¡(À), (3.31)

6¡(À) = 6Á(À), (3.32)

ó¡(À) = óp(À), (3.33)

and dp(À) is as small as possible. (3.34)

ó.o(À) is set by the quality of the etalon and parallelism control mechanism. ó¡(À) is determined

by coatings applied to the etalon. Although design of the reflective coatings can be changed

replacement is expensive. The width of the aperture function ór(À) is given by

ór(À) =)xiz=# (3.35)

where f is focal length of the collimating lens and D is diameter of the fleld stop. This is used,

given values of N¡ and N¡, to determine the field stop diameter. By considering equation 3.32
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and equation 3.9, the separation, t, of the plates is given by

Lf2\,= frfo. (3.36)

This gives a guide for determining the plate separation. The D1 and D2 lines of the sodium

emission are separated by 0.6 nm so that even with a 0.3 nm bandpass filter for, say, the D2

line, some small transmission of the Dl line will occur. The exact order was chosen so that

this parasitic transmission did not contaminate the required line profile. The D1 order, ?¿, was

chosen so that the D2 order was given by n+rn+ll2,for n and rn integral. This limiis the

separation to values given by

t=L.45x10-axn (3.37)

for n integral and odd.

An initial estimate of etalon finesse of 20 gave values of D=4.0 mm and f=6.98 mm. Later

measurements showed that the etalon fi.nesse was less than 20. The values of D and t given

above were stili used because the measured etalon finesse did not vary suffciently to justify

modifications.

The etalon was set to the approximate separation using a micrometer incorporated into the

eta,lon chamber. Small adjustments were then made so that equation 3.37 was satisfied. This

was checked by scanning the two D-lines using a calibration lamp. The order could then be

measuted, as described by Jacka (1984), using the sodium D-lines and a neon line, À588.189 nm.

Thus the operating order for sodium measurements at À589.592 nm was 23150. At times the

separation was changed for observations of the À630 nm atomic oxygen emission and also for

finesse measurements. Using the above procedure to reset the order for sodium observations

ensured that the order was always within *100 of 23150.

3.2.4 Instrument assessment

The old etalon had an etalon finesse of 16.5 at À630 nm. The new etalon was specifled to

have /y'¿ - N¡ = 50. Unfortunately these criteria were not met. The eta,lon did initially have
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No æ 42. When gluing support lugs to the plates some stress was introduced and localized

defects occurred for about 2 cm around the lugs. This was minimized, but not completely

removed, when the lugs were removed and reglued with a mixture of epoxy resin, and silica

microspheres. The lugs should be glued to the plates before the final matching (polishing). TIie

matching of the etalon was downgraded when the hard antireflection coatings were removed

from the back surface (Greet 1986 (see Appendix A)). The final defect finesse, as measured in

the flatness testing instrument, was .l{p = 3812.

The methods for measurement of etalon characteristics were desc¡ibed by Jacka (1984). De-

fect finesse is determined from measurements of the reflective finesse and etalon finesse. Design

values of reflectance and phase change on reflection were suppl-ied by the coating manufacturer

(R. Schaeffer, pers. comm.) Reflectance as a function of wavelength is shown in figure 3.6.

Ref.ectance before and after application of soft AR-coatings on the back surfaces is also shown.

The difference between the top and bottom plates is also shown. Profiles at the centre and edge

were made to check uniformity. No variation was measurable for the bottom plate but the top

plate varied by about L% in the wavelength regions 6L0-720 nm and 460-490 nm.

A comparison of the theoretical and measured values is given in table 3,2. The measured val-

ues were determined: (1) using the reflectance as given by the final spectrometer measurements,

(2) assuming that 1% is lost by reflection at the back surface (the soft AR coatings decrease

the loss by reflection from 4% to approximately l%), and (3) using the technique described by

Jacka (1984), All measurements are made over only a fraction of the plate area and there are

variations of about L% in the unifo¡mity of the coatings both between the top and bottom plate

and across a plate. Considering this reasonable agreement is obtained between the measured

values but only if allowance for reflection at the back surface is made. Figure 3,6 and table 3.2

show that the design criteria were not met but in view of the lower than expected defect fi.nesse

the lower values of .l[¿ are desirable.

The average of several measurements of etalon finesse is shown in table 3.3. Using these
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Table 3.2: Reflective finesse measurements for the 150 mm eta.lon. The design specifications are

given and in line (1) the finesse was calculated from spectrometer reflectance measutements; in

line (2) the calculations allowed for the 1% reflection loss at the back surface; in line (3) the

measurements were made in the Fabry-Perot spectrometer.

N¡ 730 nm 633 nm 590 nm 558 nm 546 nm

design 40 49 49 40 33

(1)

(2)

(3)

32+L

28+1

26+r

24+r

24+2

33+1

30+1

29 +4

30+1

27 tL

26+1

24tr

20+2

R€FLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS

Final bot]om otate with soft AR
coalings.
Bottan p(ate beire soff AR apptied.

Final. top ptate .

Design catcutalions.

50

60
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Figure 3.6: Reflectance measurements of the 150 mm etalon. The crosses are the design values.
The other lines are measurements made in a spectrometer. The heavy line is for the bottom
plate in final form with soft AR coatings, the dashed line for the top plate. The light line is for
the bottom plate before the application of the soft AR coatings.
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Table 3.3: Etalon and Defect finesse measurements for the 150 mm etalon. y'f¿ and ¡fp (1)
were determined from averages of several measurements using the method described by Jacka
(1984). No Q) was calculated from flatness testing at À 633 nm.

wavelength 632.8 nm 589.6 nm 589.0 nm 546.1 nm

NB

N¿ (1)

No (2)

15.9 + 1.4

22t 4

38+2

15.9 + 1.4

2r+3

35+2

15.9 + 0.5

79 t2

35 +.2

12.1 + 0.6

r5t2

33 +2

and values of lV,4 given in table 3.2, .lü¿r has been determined (.lf¿ (1) in table 3.3). The defect

finesse obtained by this method is considerably less than that obtained using the flatness testing

instrument with a À 630 nm HeNe laser (.lf¿r (2) in table 3.3), Values at other wavelengths

have been calculated from this measutement. The difference between the two methods is in

the means of maintaining parallelism control. In the fl.atness testing instrument, parallelism is

maintained by observing the fringe pattern and manually adjusting the piezoelectric ceramic

supports for the bottom plate. In the FPS, as mentioned previously, parallelism control is

automated using two small areas on either side of the etalon. It is possible, when one of these

area has a localized defect, that the servo-control mechanism will hold the plates slightly away

from the ideal position. It is a,lso possible that the method of obtaining flatness measurements

by selecting random points on fringes across the plates does not adequately sampie the whole

plate.

The instrument function at any wavelength, Àr, is its response to a delta function at that

wavelength. This can be determined from a calibration lamp profile at a known temperature

and the reflective finesse at both the lamp wavelength, À¿, and the required wavelength, À,. If

the source function and the Airy function at the lamp wavelength, À¿, are deconvolved from

the recorded lamp proflle and this function is convolved with the Airy function at the required

wavelength, Àr, the instrument function at À, can be determined. A hollow cathode sodium
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lamp, operating at about 400K, provides a source at the operating wavelength. The sodium

emission has hyperfine structure so this must be removed to obtain the instrument function.

Use of the sodium lamp for analysis will be discussed in the next chapter. The sodium lamp

Dl profile used for twilight analysis is shown in figure 3.7.

A measurement of instrument finesse was made using a À 546 nm line from a 198Hg lamp

operating at 300 K. The calculation used values of refl,ective finesse given above and a lamp pro-

f.le recorded at the separation and with the field stop used for sodium observations. Figure 3.8

shows the instrument function obtained. An instrument finesse of 12.0 I 0.1 at À 589 nm was

obtained. Unfortunately this is only a slight improvement over the previous etalon.

3.3 DUAL.ETALON SPECTROMETERS FOR DAYGLO'W

OPERATION

Single etalon Fabry-Perot spectrometers are limited by their multiple passbands to observations

of simple emission features isolated by narrow bandpass filters; one passband and one emission

feature coinciding. By incorporating further etalons the FPS transmission can be reduced to a

single passband. The high resolution etalon is normally operated in conjunction with a narrorv

bandpass filter. This allows transmission of many orders of the etalon as illustrated in figure 3.9.

When a third element is incorporated (i.e. a low-resolution etalon) only the central order of the

high-resolution etalon is selected, as in figure 3.10. Some small transmission of other orders

occurs and these are known as ghosts or parasitic passbands.

Poly-etalon Fabry-Perot spectrometers can be used to study complex spectra such as the

solar absorption spectrum or the spectrum of the day sky. The theory of poly-etalon systems

has been discussed by McNutt (1965), Hernandez (1986), and Skinner et aI. (1987). A summary

of the required concepts will be given in this section and operation and instrument assessment in

following sections. Reference will be made to discussions of the poly-etalon systems: PEPSIOS

instruments (Mack et aI. Lg63; Burnett and Burnett 1983) , and HRDI (Skinner et at. 1987).
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Figure 3.9: A simulation of the high-resolution spectrometer instrument profile at À 589.6 nm
is shown in (c). The profile is obtained by multipling the filter transmission profile, (u), by
the high-resolution profile, (b), covering the same wavelength region of approximately two
nanometres. The high-resolution profile is obtained from an empirical profile replicated over
the required number of orders.
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Figure 3.10: A low resolution etalon profile at ,\ 589.6 nm is obtained by replicating an em-
pirical profile over the required number of orders (a). In (b) the combination of the high
and low-resolution etaJon profile was chosen to minimize the t¡ansmission at the second of the
low-resolution passbands. lVhen combined with the filter a simulation of the dual scanning
spectrometer instrument profile is obtained, (c). The filter profile and wavelength scale are the
same as that used for figure 3.9.
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The Mt. Torrens instrument is simpler, incorporating only 2 etalons and a narrovr' bandpass

filter and is similar in principle to the instrument used by Bens eú al. (1965).

Design of a poly-etalon Fabry-Perot spectrometer involves a compromize between transmis-

sion, suppression of ghosts, resolution, and the number of etalons required. Cocks (f9ZZ) has

recorded the theory and constraints used to design the Mt. Torrens dual scanning spectrometer.

Three types of etalon configurations exist: (1) the etalons can be nearly identical as in TESS

(Hernandez et aI. 1981), (2) the eta,lon spacings can be related by large factors and are knorvn

as simple etalon systems as in the Mt. Torrens system or HRDI, and (3) the etalon spacing can

be related by small differences as in the PEPSIOS and are known as vernier-compound etalon

systems.

For optimum operation the etalons for a simple configuration should be coupled without loss

of entendue, SO. Thus for a high-resolution etalon of area 51, field of view O1, and tesolvance

Rr and a second etalon with 52, Qz, and Rz

(3.38)

The Mt. Torrens instrument is designed so that Sr/Sz = 3/L. Two lenses of focal length 970

and 300 mm are used to couple the etalons. This approximately fits the criterion for coupling

(Hernandez 1986)

(3.3e)

The etalon separations should also flt the criterion

(3.40)

Reflections occur between two or more etalons in a poly-etalon system. These reflections

can be removed from the system by slightly off-setting one from perpendicularity to the optical

axis or by introducing some absorptance. With the large separation of etalons and lenses in the

Mt. Torrens system it has been assumed that no extra reflections occur. The transmission of a

perfect poly-etalon system is given by the product of the Airy functions. For an ideal system
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with no absorptance

/(À) = .4r (À)A2(À).....4,(À). (3.41)

For a two etalon system, where the ratio of spacers is given by t.', and using the notation of

section 3.L.1,

(3.42)

where A is the absorptance of the coatings (Hernandez 1986). Equation 3.42 yields plots similar

to those given in figure 3.10. The transmission through all peaks other than the desired one is

known as white or parasitic light and is given by

1(À) = l' - *]' {{' + ¡.i"'?å} {' + fr' - ...(,ô)}}-'

/iS r(À)dÀ - 4"f4 /(À)dÀ
W: (3.43)r,AÀ

f::S /(À)dÀ

For an ideal etalon !V : 0. Parasitic light is also described by another ratio called filterage,

which for an ideal etalon is 0.5. White light is a function of etalon spacings in the system and

wavelength of operation. Minimizing white light can be used as a criterion for determining

optimum separation ratios of the etalons. Skinner et al. (1987), compared white light ratios for

various poly-etalon designs. Consideration of plate defects and a finite refl.ective f.nesse leads

to broadening of the instrument profiIe (as for a single etalon) and hence to larger ghosts or a

higher white light ratio. The maximum acceptable height of the largest ghost, signal to noise

ratio, and expected reflective finesse were used to determine a separation ratio of 10 for the

Mt. Torrens instrument (Cocks 1977).

The finite field of view must be considered when choosing the low-resolution etalon order.

Equation 3.10 shows the order to be a function of d. For a dual etalon in the positive lens

configuration of the Mt. Torrens system movement across the common aperture causes variation

in d for the two etalons. Thus a misalignment will occur towards the edge of the aperture if

etalons are tuned for bandpasses to coincide on the optical a-xis. This effect can be minimized

by increasing the t2f t1 ntio by approximately 30% thus broadening the Airy function for the
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low-resolution eta,lon. The separation ratio for the Mt. Torrens instrument was increased from

10 to 13 to allow for this (Cocks 1977).

With the basic design of the instrument fixed the system had to be optimized for observations

of the sodium emission. This involved choosing the appropriate order and field stop.

3.3.1 Mt Torrens dual scanning spectrometer for dayglow observations

Figure 3.3 and table 3.1 show the optical layout of the Mt. Torrens dual scanning spectrometer.

For dual etalon observations components HR1-4 are replaced by a mitror, LRl1. For observa-

tions of dayglow emission, a solar profiie is required to provide a meâsurement of background

Rayleigh scattered light (see section C.2). The mirror, ST8/LR2, rotates to allow o'bservations

of either the sun, through a solar telescope, or sky. Electronic control of this mirror allows auto-

matic scanning of the sun and sky according to a predetermined ratio; for example 18 sky scans

for 6 sun scans. The mirror takes approximately 1 scan or 6.4 s to alternate. Micro-switches

are used to locate the required position. The periscope and solar telescope are new components

in the system. Previous solar profiles ,vr/ere obtained by illuminating a ground glass screen with

sunlight. The new periscope has motor driven control of azimuth and zenith viewing directions.

The section over the calibration light source extends above the field station roof; it is stored

just below the roof and placed in position for observations when required.

The solar telescope mirror, ST1, rotates to maintain an image of the sun on the end of an

optical fibre. A heat filter is used to protect the fibre. The mirror, ST1, can be manually tilted

to allow for variations in solar declination. Such adjustments are required at approximately

weekly intervals. The optical fibre ends near the focal point of an aspheric collimating lens,

ST7. The individual fibres are glued to a small conical mount. They, along with the diffusing

screen and reflective, non-luminous, white coating within the mount, ensures beam uniformity

across the aperture of the etalon to within 10%. The solar telescope is permanently mounted

on the field station roof.
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A calibration light source, LR3, can be inserted above the low-resolution etalon to allow

instrument profiles of the dual system to be recorded. The plane glass window, LR4, isolates the

etalon chambcr for tcmperature control. An old etalon was repolished and coated to improve

etalon fi.nesse. Similar coatings were used for low and high-resolution etalons. All lenses in the

low-resolution section were coated with hard AR coatings. The mirrors ST1, LRl, IR2/ST8,

LR7, and LRl1 have protected front-surfaced silver coatings with dielectric reflecting booster

layers. The solar telescope lenses were not coated because small losses in this section were

tolerable.

Individua"l sections of the dual system can be aligned by adjusting separately the coupling

optics, high-resolution etalon and lenses, and low-resolution etalon. By removing mirror LR7

and auto-collimating from the etalon, perpendicularity with the optical axis is obtained. Align-

ment of lenses and mirrors above LR7 can be checked by placing a point source at the focus

of collecting lens LR7 and checking the image position in the periscope hood. Alignment of

the complete system is checked by auto-collimation in both directions at the freld stop, LR10.

Small deviations from alignment can be corrected by repositioning the mirrors LR7 and LRll.

When replacing LR11, locating holes are used to ensure correct positioning of the mount. Small

adjustments of the mirror within the mount are used for alignment.

3.3.2 Operation of dual scanning spectrometer

The low-resolution etalon is mounted in a heavy bronze support stand designed to ensure both

temperature and mechanical stability. This stand is located within a metal chamber which is

mounted on springs within another metal chamber. Lenses and glass windows seal the optical

path from external air movements allowing both chambers to be temperature controlled. The

inner chamber mount, with springs in oil-filled dash pots, is used to damp vibrations. The

outer chamber is mounted in a wooden cabinet which is packed with insulation to improve

thermal stability. Ihe coupling optics, LR8-LR10, are mounted on the top of the high-resolution
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instrument cabinet. All joins in the system ate covered with concertinaed black rubbet to ensure

the whole system is light tight but not mechanically coupled.

Low-resolution etalon parallelism is not servo-controlled. Coarse adjustment of parallelism

can be achieved by differential screw threads in the etalon mount. A light source on a table

is used to set the etalon approximately parallel before it is placed in the inner chamber. Once

inner chamber temperature stability is obtained further fine adjustments of the screw mounts

can be made through the lid. The top plate is clamped onto three piezoelectric ceramic tubes.

These small ceramic tubes exhibit considerable hysteresis in their movement. The plates are

scanned continuously to avoid this. A scan can be paused in any channel while eta,lon separation

is tuned. Final parallelism adjustments must be made while the plates are scanning. Voltages

on the ceramic tubes are varied to make required fine adjustments. A fringe-viewing eyepiece

is introduced into the beam between LR7 and LR8 to determine if the plates are paral1e1. Two

mirrors and a doublet allow observations of several orders so that a visual assessment of etalon

parallelism can be made. \Mhen almost parallel, a flnal tweak of the voltages to maximize the

photomultiplier signal at the peak of the passband produces the optimal operating conditions.

Operation of the dual scanning spectrometer is summarized by Cocks ef al. (1980), and

described in more detail by Cocks (1977), To operate the dual-etalon system, the two etalons

must be tuned to the correct wavelength and then scanned synchronously. When observing an

emission for which a laboratory source lamp is available tuning is achieved by maximizing the

signal on a ratemeter when the scan is paused in the required channel. Low and high-resolution

etalons should be tuned alternately until maximum transmission is obtained. This procedure

should be completed as quickly as possible because hysteresis of the ceramic supports will begin

to signiflcantly affect the signal. The final tuning should be checked in a short pause in the

required channel.

Cocks eú a/. (1980) describe the method for obtaining scan synchronism. Briefly it involves

altering the scan amplitude of the low-resolution etalon until both tuned and detuned scan
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spectra have similar shapes. Although checked at regular intervals the scan amplitude did not

require significant change. When scanning in synchronism with the high-resolution etalon the

low-resolution etalon only covers a small fraction of an order. The high-resolution etalon scan

range can be changed by factors of 2. The low-resolution etalon has two scanning ranges -
low range for operation in synchronism with the high-resolution, and high range which scans

through an order or more. Scans over an order or more are used for instrument assessment. A

fine gain control is used for small adjustments required to achieve scan synchronism with the

high-resolution etalon.

Alternate 128 or 256 channel observations of the sun and sky can be made. Single profiles

of 512 channels can be acquired with approximately 2.5 high-resolution orders of the sodium

D1 line.

For dayglow observations the signal count levels are high and analogue detection was used.

The photomultiplier anode current was amplified with gains for sun and sky observations set

separately and a,ltered from a control unit. Thumbwheels on the control unit were used to set

the sun to sky scan ratio.

For alternate observations of the sun and sky, profiles are accumulated in two separate blocks

of multichannel analyser memory. If an observing sequence commences with sky observations,

accumulated in block 1 of memory, when the required number of scans is complete the acquisition

pauses while mirror LR2 rotates for sun observations. The required amplifier gain and memory

block are changed when the mirror locates in the new position. Acquisition commences at the

beginning of the next scan and the etalons keep on scanning. The analyser steps through a

scan in synchronism with the scan voltage generator. The sequence continues, returning to sky

observations, when the required number of sun scans is complete.

The above procedure is automated and profiles are accumulated until an adequate signal to

noise ratio is obtained. The accumulation can be interrupted at the end of a scan, or preferably,

at the end of a frame (a set of sun/sky scans) to assess the accumulated prolles. As for high-
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resolution observations, the profiles are recorded on the PC. The control unit counts the total

number of sun and sky scans in a sequence. If mishaps occur and for any reason the acquisition

and scanning get out of step an alarm souncls.

3.3.3 Optimization for sodium observations

The resolution required for daytime observations was the same as that required for twilight

observations. This determines the high-resolution etalon separation and field stop. The high-

resolution etalon may therefore be used for twilight observations without any gross change in

separation by simply replacing the mirror LRll with the fleld stop, Iens, and periscope and

retuning the etalon.

The low-resolution etalon separation was determined by considering the design value of

high/low resolution separation ratio (13), the relative positions of the D1 and D2 passbands,

and white light ratio. The filter passband corresponds to approximately two orders of the

low-resolution etalon. If one peak is centred in the filter passband, some small transmission of

the two peaks on either side occurs through the filter proflle wings. To minimize transmission

at these peaks the low-resolution order was chosen so that n' + , free spectral ranges of the

high-resolution etalon corresponded to 1 free spectral range of the low-resolution etalon. This

ensured that the high-resolution passband peaks did not correspond with the low-resolution

passband peaks in the filter profile wings. This minimized the white light ratio. So that the

low-resolution D1 and D2 passbands do not overlap the separation is limited to values defined by

equation 3.37. The high-resolution order and free spectral range are known so the low-resolution

free spectral range is given by

1
AÀ¡, = (n'1 )AÀ¡,, = (n' +

L

2 ) x 25.41x I0-r2m (3.44)
2

which gives

TfL¡, =
ITLhr

n'++

for nt an integer.
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This gives two sequences of desired values for nt¡r. At low orders equation 3.37 need not be

so strictly adhered to since the resolution is considerably less; hence the free spectral range of

the low-resolution eta.lon is 5 or 6 times the width of the recorded profile. Values of n of 3.5 or

4.5 are adequate to ensure that the Dl and D2 passbands do not overlap.

Low-resolution order was thus set to 1715, very close to that value determined by n' = 13

or n=3.5. This implies that the ratio of separation of high to low-resolution etalons is 13.50.

Observation of a white spectrum tlirough the dual etalon system, with it tuned to the wanted

wavelength, allows precise tuning of the narrow bandpass frlters. The filter passband can be

modifled by tilting the frlter with respect to the optical axis. This shifts the passband to lower

wavelengths but also broadens the passband; Hernandez (1986) gives more cluantitative details.

The filter mounts are designed to give tilts of up to 5o. The Dl filter was tuned to maximize

the D1 emission. Only a small tilt was required (< 1"). Over a period of a year or more the

filter passband has shifted slightly to lower wavelengths. Such shifts are very small and do not

have a significant effect on the instrument function.

3.3.4 Instrurnent assessrnent

The low-resolution etalon finesse is diffcult to measure because uniform illumination over the

whole etalon is required. The illumination used has low output and bright sources are required

to obtain finesse measurements even when using the whole eta,lon area. Reflective flnesse mea-

surements using the procedure outlined by Jacka (1984) are impossible as sources sufficiently

bright to provide enough illumination over a fraction of the plate aperture are not available.

Finesse measurements at À 633 nm were obtained using a PIN diode detector placed at the

focus of LR6. Measurements at the sodium wavelength were made through the high-resolution

system as filters are required to isolate the recluired line from the lamp spectrum. By wedging

the high-resolution etalon so that at least one whole order or two or more fringes occur across

the high-resolution etalon, the transmission of any wavelength occurs somewhere on the eta,lon
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Table 3.4: Etalon, defect, and reflective finesse measurements for the 50 mm etalon. The values

in y'üa (1) are from spectrometer measurements, the values ¡fo (1) are calculated from the

etalon finesse measurements assuming the tr/¡ (1) values are correct. The values in I[p (2) are

from fl.atness tests at À 633 nm and the values N l^ Q) are calculated from the etalon finesse

measurements ass the lfp 2 values are correct

50mm etaton refleclance measurements

Ptale L final focm.

Ptate 2. final form.

0.70

qs0

0.60

UUz
FUU
J
rLU
É. 0 80

0.90

100

800 700 500

\¡/AVELENGTH

Figure 3.11: Reflectance measurements from a spectrometer for plate 1 (solid curve) and plate
2 (dashed curve) of the low-resolution etalon. The two plates are nominally identical.
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transmission varied somewhat across the filter aperture. The fllter profile used had a full-width

half-maximum of 0.32 nm and was identical to that provided by the manufacturer. Some other

measurements indicated wider passbands. The effect of wider fllter bandwidths is to increase

the transmission through the low-resolution passbands one order frorn tlte central passband.

The widest measurement obtained, 0.44 nm, produced peaks at the second passbands of the

low-resolution approximately twice as intense as those obtained for a 0.32 nm profile. Different

fllter profiles had a negligible effect on the ghosts in the central passband of the low-resolution

etalon. To improve the filter description a white light profile was incorporated to accurately

describe the peak of the fllter. The white light profile is a dual etalon profrle of a white light

source through the filter. Incorporation of the white light profile into the filter profile had

neglible efect on ghost intensity. The filter profrle used is shown in figure 3.9.

High and low-resolution profiles used in the simulation were based on empirical profiles from

the instrument and are shown in figures 3.9 and 3.10. An instrument profile for each etalon

covering one order was obtained. The order, free spectral range, and width of each channel in

picometres were obtained for both etalons from order measurements. This a,llowed the empirical

profiIes to be replicated over the required wavelength range. Background noise was removed

by averaging counts away from the central passband and subtracting this average from each

channel. The apparent variation in high-resolution passband heights seen in figure 3.9 is due

to the array size in the simulation limiting the sampling of the high-resolution passband. Each

peak should have the same transmission.

The profiles were combined to produce the dual etalon spectrometer profile seen in fig-

ure 3.10. The intensity of ghost passbands is also indicated. To verify that the simulated profrle

was reasonable, a 512 channel profile of the sodium lamp was made (see figure 3.12). The ghosts

in the recorded profile can be seen but their intensity is considerably less than that predicted

by the simulation. Several causes are possible: the simulation could be wrong; for example

the low-resolution finesse could be larger than that of the profile used, the etalons may not be
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scanning synchronously, or subtraction of noise from the empirical profile may not be justifred.

The low-resolution etalon illumination causes very low transmission of the calibration source.

A single scan high signal-to-noise laser profile was recorded to check the background correction

. The simulation was varied for these conditions but similar results were obtaincd. Ghost trans-

missions for the laser profile were 0.03 and 0.02 times the transmission of the central bandpass.

The background counts were very low; in some channels no counts were recorded. An example

is shown in figure 3.13. Other checks wete made. The simulation was found to be fairly insensi-

tive to small changes in the free spectral range of both high and low-resolution etalons. Several

low-resolution profiles were used; instrument profiIes from both laser and sodium profiles were

tried and little variation found. Scanning of the etalons was exhaustively checked using the

method described by Cocks, (1977), and the instrument appeared to be working correctly.

In conclusion, Iamp profiies show the dual scanning spectrometer to be working correctly

and better than predicted. An empirical measurement of the instrument transmission over the

full wavelength range of the filter was impossible as both etalons cannot scan over the required

distance. However the simulation at least gives a useful idea of the spectrometer passbands.
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Figure 3.12: A 512 channel dual etalon sodium lamp profile. The first and second ghost peaks

can be seen to the left of the main passband.
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Figure 3.13: A 512 channel dual etalon profile of the HeNe À 632.8 nm laser. Ghost intensities,
relative to the central passband, are shown.
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Chapter 4

SODIUM DAYGTOW

4.L Introduction

Observations of the sodium dayglow emission, using a PEPSIOS spectrometer, have been made

at Fritz Peak (40oN, 105"W) by Burnett eú o/. (1975). These measurements were made prin-

cipally to determine whether diurnal variation in the sodium dayglow intensity inferred from

Zeeman photometer studies r,vas present in PEPSIOS observations. However, observations of

the sodium dayglow should also allow determinations of winds and temperatures using stan-

dard Fabry-Perot analysis techniques (see chapter 5). The major difficulty is isolating the sky

emission from the background of scattered sunlight. This is usually achieved by observing the

sun and sky alternately and using the direct solar spectrum to estimate the Rayleigh scattered

background in the sky spectrum. A suitably normalized solar spectrum, when subtracted from

the sky spectrum, gives the emission feature and another contribution from the sky called the

Ring effect. Figure 4.1 shows the emission feature, obtained by subtracting the sun profile from

the sky profile, from PEPSIOS measurements (Burnett et a/. 1975). The sodium dayglow

emission feature is obvious in the sky spectrum.

Tlie principles of dayglow observation and dayglow measurements of both the oxygen À 630 nm

and sodium D emissions are presented in more detail in appendix C. The remainder of this
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chapter discusses attempts to observe the sodium dayglow using the dual scanning FPS at Mt

Torrens

4.2 Mt. Torrens dayglow observations

Figure 4.2 shows a sun and sky pair of observations made with the Mt. Torrens dual scanning

spectrometer. The profiles were obtained near 0230 I,T on DOY 063, 1987, 256 channels, or

approximately 30.7 pm, centred on the Dl line were scanned with 12 sky and 12 sun scans

made alternately until 72 scans of each were obtained. About 15 minutes were spent accluiring

each profiie. The general shape of the spectrum is influenced by the fllter profile which can be

determined from the spectrum of a white light source. The white light spectrum is flat over the

wavelength range of the scan. Figure 4.2 a,lso shows a white l-ight spectrum recorded during the

observing period - the effects of the filter can be seen. No emission feature is obvious in the

sky spectrum.

The D2 emission is approximately twice as intense as the DL emission. No emission feature

was visible when the instrument was conflgured to observe the D2 line. Most observations were

made of the D1 emission as the D2 filter available had a bandpass centred too low to be useful

for dayglow observations. The effect of a displaced fllter passband on the instrument profile

would be to increase greatly the ghost transmission at the second, of-centre, low-resolution

passband in figure 3.10.

The example presented in figure 4.2 is typica.l of those obtained on many days. A polarizer

was incorporated to improve background rejection. Pausing the scan near the beginning of

a profi.le, away from the emission line, and setting the polarizer to minimize counts for an

observing direction at g0o to the sun, should improve the sky emission/background intensity

ratio but no emission feature was visible when this was done. Acquiring data over a longer time

period also had no apparent effect.

Subtraction of the sun profile from the sky profile did not reveal any obvious structure
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Figure 4.2: Sky (a) and sun (b) profiles obtained on DOY 063, 1987, with the Mt. Torrens
dual scanning FPS. No emission feature is visible in the sky profile. The general shape of the
spectrum is influenced by the filter proflle illustrated by the white light spectrum (c).Both sun
and sky profiles were from 72 scans of 256 channels, acquired with a dwell time of 50 ms per
channel.
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Figure 4.3: Sky - normalized sun profiles. (a) is the subtraction set from the profiles in
figure 4.2 a,nd (b) from a profile in which the hollow cathode lamp was superimposed on the sky
profile using a glass beamsplitter. The small bar in the top right-hand corner of (a) indicates
the expected intensity from twilight measurements.
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in the subtraction set - an example is given in figure 4.3. These results were obtained by

subtracting a normalized sun profile from the sky profile. In two gtoups of channels, away from

the emission feature, a sun/sky ratio was found and the average of this ratio used to normalize

the sun profile. This is a fairly crude method but does allow more detail in the spectrum to

be resolved. To check that the subtraction was adequate, the scaling was varied to produce

several subtraction sets - no emission feature was apparent in any of these. However, if the

normalization factor is too large or too small a positive or negative contribution from the sun

profile will be present.

As a check on all procedures a sodium lamp signal was superimposed on the sky signal by

using a sheet of glass as a beamsplitter in front of the periscope. The lamp contribution was

clearly visible in the sky spectrum and on subtraction the lamp spectrum was superimposed

on the background structure. Figure 4.3 shows such a lamp profile obtained soon after those

shown in figure 4.2.

The expected intensity of the dayglow emission can be estimated by using dual scanning FPS

observations through twilight. The dayglow intensity is two or three times the twilight intensity

for a given sodium abundance (Chamberlain 1961). The exact value depends on the Earth's

albedo and the solar and observing zenith angles. The albedo of the Earth near Mt. Torrens

would be low as the surrounding land use, for some distance, is mainly grazing and dryland

cropping. Snow is very rare and never lies on the ground for mo¡e than a few hours. Thus the

noon dayglow intensity would be approximately twice the twilight intensity- a value similar

to that obtained experimentally by the PEPSIOS dayglow measurements (Burnett 1975).

A twilight profile obtained with the dual scanning system is shown in figure 4.4. The

instrumelt was used to observe through twilight and a profile recorded every 25 scans. Three

profiles similar to that shown in figure 4.4 were obtained at both dusk and dawn on DOY 063.

The average peak count rate was 16 counts when the region of the scan away from the emission

line was used to define the background value. Thus for a sky profile of 72 scans, assuming a
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Figure 4.4: A,twilight profile, from dawn on DOY 063, using the dual scanning FPS. The profile

presents 25 scans of 256 channels acquired with a dwell time of 50 ms/channel.

dayglow/twilight intensity ratio of 2,a peak count of about 90 counts would be expected. This

is indicated by a bar in figure 4.3. An emission feature of this size would be obscured by noise

in both the sky spectrum and the subtraction set.

4.3 Conclusions

The emission feature could be isolated if an increase by a factor of 4 or more was obtained in

the signal intensity. A new fiIter allowing observations of the D2 emission would immediately

provide twice the signal intensity. Observing at g0o to the sun with a polarizer set to minimize

the background transmission would allow further improvement.

Parasitic light appears to be a problem with the current instrument because a large range

of signal intensity is obtained over the scan range. The PEPSIOS profiles, scanned over a

range of approximately 2I pm, had background count rates, at the extremes of the profile of

three times the emission intensity. The Mt. Torrens background count rates are much larger

than this, indicating a considerably higher contribution by parasitic light. Decreasing parasitic

light, by using a three period rather than a two period fllter, would give an improvement in the

1 t 01I 1 ? 0
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signal/background intensity ratio. A three period filter has a sharper wavelength profile with

less transmission in the wings of the profile.

The sodium Fraunhofer line is very deep (96% of the continuum is absorbed) and the width

is about 20 pm. Pressure broadening considerably increases the wings of the absorption profrle.

It is not possible to scan the whole profile with the Mt. Torrens spectrometer. The scan needs

to be sufficiently wide that a region with no contribution from the emission üne in the sky

spectrum, or the telluric absorption line in the sun spectrum, can be used to normalize the

solar prof,le. Normalizing the sun profile by using the slope of the edges of the profile, with an

allowance for the Ring effect, would improve the subtraction procedure.

Observations of the sodium dayglow emission would allow temperatures and winds, from

the sodium layer height, to be studied. With the improvements mentioned above it should

be feasible to isolate the emission from the sky spectrum thus allowing studies of longer time

sequences than those permitted by twilight measurements. This is important for studying \vaves

and tides in the mesopause region.
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Chapter 5

TWITIGHT SODIUM

OB SERVATIONS AND ANATYSIS

5.1- Twilight observations

The À 589.0/589.6 nm sodium emission is excited by resonant scattering of sunlight. During

twilight this emission may be observed with minimal contamination by sunlight Rayleigh scat-

tered from the lower atmosphere, The duration of twilight observations depends on latitude

and time of year. At Mt. Torrens, 35o S, 139o E, twilight observations can be made for 15-20

minutes.

The high-resolution Fabry-Perot spectrometer was made operational in December, 1985.

Twilight observations lryere then made whenever possible. More data were obtained in Summer

months as the sky is more often clear then. More dusk than dawn measurements were made as

the field station, in the Adelaide Hills, often becomes cloud covered after dusk.

The night-time intensity of the photochemical emission is very low; this, coupled with scat-

tering of üght from sodium street lamps in Adelaide and nearby towns, makes night-time ob-

servations useless at Mt. Torrens.

Table 5.1 ljsts days on which data were obtained during twilight and the type of observations
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made. Cardinal point observations, at a zenith angle of 60o in the north, south, east, and lvest,

allowed more observations in a single twilight because sunset, and the required conditions for

obscrvations, occurs in the east about 15 minutes prior to sunset in the west, Zenith observa'tions

were made to obtain a clearer understanding of twilìght progression. All data except those on

days 062, 072,anð,083, 1986, were from observations of the D1 line. The D2 emission is more

intense than the D1 emission but the only D2 filter available had a peak passband approximately

0.1 nm too low so the instrument transmission for that line was lower than for the Dl line.

Table 5.1: Twilight observations. The days on which observations were obtained are indicated

by the day of year in the appropriate column'

yeax rnonth dusk
zenith I cadinal

dawn
zenith I cardinal

1986 Jan

Feb
Mar
Apr
M.y
Jr¡n
Jul
Arrg
s"P
Oct
Nov

Dec

0o5,006,008,009,
o25,026p27
054,056,057
063,072,085
091
r2a,t32

324,325,326,328
331
337

o22,O28,O29

042,051,052
062,O70,082,083
099
133
153,154

005,006

054
062,063

325,326,328,331

o22,O27,O28

o42
079
090

153

1987 Jan
Feb
Mar
Ap"
M.y
Jr¡n
Jul

Aug
s"P

Oct
Nov
Dec

013,O15
035,036,037,056
069,083
114

o4o,o43

158
182,184,186,1 87,
188,189

245p53p54,258,
269,260,264
274,275,298
331
346,347,351,355,
363

015
035,O36,037,056
069,083
114

040,043

158
184,186,187,188

253,258,239,260,
264,266
275,298
331
346,347,355,363

The remainder of this chapter discusses the analysis and interpretation of the twilight data.

Temperature and wind results from twilight observations wili be presented in chapters 6 and 7.

5,2 Analysis

The source profile for the sodium emission is not a simple Gaussian curve. The D1 line has 2

x 2 and the D2 line 2 x 3 hyperflne components. In the D1 line the two groups of hyperfine
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Figure 5.1: The source profile of a sodium emission proflIe from DOY 063. The instrument
function, calculated from a mercury lamp profile, has been deconvolved from the recorded

spectrum to produce a source profile. Analysis of this profile gave an estimated temperature
of 178 K. The high frequency components in the curve are a result of truncation in the Fourier

transform domain during deconvolution.

components are separated by about 2.1 pm and each group is 0.2 pm wide (very small compared

to the Doppler width). In the D2 üne the 2 groups are separated by about 2.1 pm and each group

is 0.1 pm wide. Table 5.2 (Chamberlain, 1961) gives further details. If the instrument proflle

is deconvolved from the recorded proflle the hyperflne components appear as two Gaussian

curves as in figure 5.1. The positions of the peaks of the two Gaussian curves contain the wind

information and the width of each Gaussian curve the temperature. To extract this information

the source profile can be represented as the convolution of a Gaussian curve at the temperature

of the emission and a combination of delta functions. These delta functions are the sodium

profile at zeto Kelvin. Figure 5.2 illustrates this description.

The analysis schemes used follow the general principles for analysis of a simple Gaussian

emission line as described by Wilksch (1975). Computer programs required for this analysis were

available. A least-squares fitting routine is used to fit a Gaussian curve to the source spectrum

in the Fourier transform domain. Noise is removed by truncation of the noise dominated
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Table 5.2: Wavelengths and wavenumbers of the two sodium D lines. The deviations of the

hyperfine structure from the line centre and the relative intensities of each component are

given.( Chamberlain, 1961

components of the Fourier transform. Temperature is estimated using equation 3.26. For the

temperature to be interpreted as the atmospheric temperature it must be assumed that the

emitting species is in thermal equilibrium with the dominant neutral species. This assumption

is certainly valid for the twilight sodium emission, which is produced by resonant excitation

by sunlight. The line-of-sight component of the wind velocity, u, in the height region of the

emission can be determined from the Doppler shift of the line from the rest wavelength, Às,

using

(À - Ào), = "ìo-. (b.I)

It is necessary to allow for the hyperflne structure in the sodium emission proflles in determining

both the temperature and velocity.

Initially two methods of analysis were examined. In the first method the sodium profile

at zero Kelvin was convolved with an empirical instrument profile. This combined profile was

deconvolved from the recorded profile yielding a Gaussian curve, the location and width of

which estimate the wind and temperature of the emitting region.

In the second method, the instrument profile was deconvolved from the recorded profile and
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Às (nm)Às (nm) -1UO rrL-1UO IfL

D2 1697.3 588.99531D1 1695.6 589.59231

I Az m-1 aÀ (pm) IA,u rr--r A) (pm)

0.8291

0.7632

0.7181

-1.1969

-r.2211

-t.2628

T4

1

5

2

5

5

D1 -2.62

- 1.98

3.29

3.93

0.9107

0.6883

-7.1437

-1.3661

5

5

1

5

D2 -2.39

-2.27

3.45

3.52

3.64

2.07



fi.ve parameters were frtted to the source proflle: two peak positions, two intensities, and one

temperature. In a trial analysis of three twilight data sets, the average separation between the

two fitted Gaussians was2.2 * 0.1 pm and the average ratio of the two intensities was 0.6 + 0.1.

These values are in agreement with those from Chamberlain (1961).

These two methods require knowledge of the instrument function. ¡ rs8¡1* À 546.1 nm lamp

profile was recorded regularly during observing sessions. The Airy functions at À 546 nm and

À 589 nm .ri b" calculated given a value of reflective finesse. If the Airy function at À 546 nm

and the Hg source function are deconvolved from the lamp profile then convolution with the

Airy function at À 589 nm gives the instrument function at that wavelength.

In l-987 a hollow-cathode sodium lamp was obtained. These lamps produce lorv temperature

and pressure emission profiles with little self-absorption occurring in the emission. Since then

FPS profiles of the hollow-cathode lamp emission have been recorded during observation periods.

The lamp operates at a temperature of about 400 K. Another analysis procedure was developed

to use information available from the lamp profile.

If a source Gaussian curve of the correct temperature is deconvolved from the lamp pro-

file the remaining profile, the sodium * instrument profile, is a convolution of the instrument

profile and the sodium profile at zero Kelvin. The sodium profile at zeto Kelvin contains the

necessary information about the sodium hyperfine structure. A Gaussian curve, convolved with

the sodium *, instrument profile, is fitted to the raw data following the procedure developed by

\Milksch (1975). The temperature and wind information are obtained from the fitted Gaussian

curve. Figure 5.2 illustrates this analysis.

Two major advantages arise from having a lamp at the wavelength of the observations.

When calculating the emission temperature the instrument profile at the wavelength of the

observation is required. For observations of the À 558 nm and À 630 nm oxygen emissions

lamps are not readily available as the emissions involve forbidden transitions. This is usually

overcome by using a nearby emission line and measuring the values of reflective finesse at the
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Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the analysis procedure. The asterisk denotes convolu-
tion. The recorded lamp profile is a convolution of the instrument profrle and the lamp profile.
The recorded sky profile is the convolution of the instrument profile and the sky sodium profile.
In both cases they may be expressed as a convolution of the sodium * instrument profile (at
zero kelvin) and a source profile. The parameters of the Gaussian curves contain information
on temperature and velocity of the source; they are adjusted for best fit with the recorded lamp
and sky profiles.
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observing wavelength and at the wavelength of a calibration source as described above. The

difficulty with this procedure is in obtaining accurate values of reflective finesse. By having

a iaboratory source of the line under observation such difficulties are removed. The second

advantage arises when calculating the wind from the Doppler shift of the emission line. When

no laboratory source is available the rest wavelength is usually determined from a mean of

zenith measurements made throughout the observing period. This assumes that the average

vertical velocity is zero. Such assumptions are not necessary when the rest wavelength can be

determined from a laboratory source.

The third method, as well as having the advantages of the lamp at the operating wavelength

mentioned above, also uses an empirical measurement of the hyperfine structure. This removes

uncertainties in the order and channels per order measurements required in calculating the

so<lium profile at zeto Kelvin. Also, by not deconvolving the instrument or sodium * instrument

profile from the recorded profi.le, more stability in the analysis was obtained. The fitting was

done in the Fourier transform domain and only those parts of the spectrum where the signal

greatly exceeds the noise were used. The Fourier transform of the sodium profile at zero Kelvin

is a very broad function. When deconvolving, division by the Fourier transform occurs. This,

combined with noise truncation, can give misleading high frequency components which make

fitting the required function difrcult.

5.3 Simulation

All analysis routines were checked using simulated data. Lamp and instrument profiles were

constructed from simulations of the component parts illustrated in figure 5.2. The relative

intensities and separation of the hyperfine components, from table 5.2, were used to simulate

a sodium profile at zero Kelvin. A source Gaussian curve of the recluired width was calculated

and the profile shifted to simulate a Doppler shift. The instrument profile does not have a

simple analytic description being essentially determined by the defect function which is nqt
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necessarily symmetrical. For these simulations the instrument function was arbitr

to be a Gaussian shape and the width set to approximately the width of the source function.

By convolving the Gaussian and sodium * instrument profiles and adding noise a simulation of

a recorded sodium data profile was generated.

Noise was produced in digital acciuisition by the variations in time of the dark current of the

photomultipl-ier. This did not have a simple analytic form which could be easily simulated. Two

techniclues of noise simulation were investigated; neither gave very satisfactory results. Initially

noise was generated using a Poisson noise generator. This required a background component to

be added to the profile so that the counts in each channel were of the same order of magnitude

and the noise contribution was similar for all channels. The second type of noise was generated

using a random number generator. The problem with both techniques was that temperatures

calculated were slightly larger, on average, than expected. The expected temperature was

within the error limits on the temperature returned by the analysis. Running the simulations

without noise gave the exact result. Although not ideal, the results obtained with the noise

described above were considered adequate.

Simulation runs with various signal-to-noise ratios were completed for the initial analysis

methods. As expected simulated profiles with higher signal-to-noise ratios gave smaller errors

in estimated temperatures and velocities. This was not pursued further because for twilight

observations the available time is the limiting factor.

In the discussion which follows references to temperature calculations will generally be made

because temperature was the most sensitive parameter in the fltting routine.

The significance of the third analysis method lies in use of the lamp profile to describe both

the instrument function and hyperfine structure of the sodium emission. Empirical lamp proflles

are used and so effects of noise in these profiles were investigated, Two parameters were used to

describe noise: the number of components in the Fourier transform of the lamp profile, and the

signal-to-noise ratio. In the simulation a lamp proflle was used to analyse a recorded profile.
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Figure 5.3(a) shows how the estimated temperature varied (from an actual value of 200 K) for

different signal-to-noise lamp profiles. Noise was generated using the internal random number

generator on a VAX-VMS computer. Means of 15 simulation runs for each signal-to-noise ratio

were used to calculate the values plotted. In the analysis the profile is truncated in the Fourier

transform domain to where the power is less than the average high frequency noise power.

Thus only a certain number of components of the Fourier transform are used. in the fltting

procedure. Figure 5.3(b) shows how the estimated temperature varied when a different number

of components of the lamp profile rvere used.

From the flgures it can be seen that at least 8 components and a signal-to-noise ratio of

at least 100,000 are required. These two criteria are not independent. Analysis of a series of

empirical lamp profiles showed that profrles of at least 2 minutes duration fulfilled these criteria.

In the lamp analysis a source profile is removed from the recorded lamp profile to give the

sodium * instrument function. The source profile is calculated assuming a lamp temperature and

a Gaussian emission line profile. The current used to drive the hollow-cathode lamp determines

both the intensity of the emission and the temperature at which the lamp operates. To obtain

suff.cient counts in a reasonable time the lamp is usually run with a current of 5 mA and a profile

is accumulated for two or three minutes. At this current the lamp runs at approximately 400 I(.

In a simulation the lamp profile was generated assuming a certain temperature, 400 I(. When

analysing another profile the assumed lamp temperature was varied. The effect of variation in

lamp temperature on the estimated temperature of the analysed profile is shown in figure 5.4. A

simulation run using noise shows the noise effects described above. Averages of 15 simulations,

ignoring profiles with X2 ) 5, were obtained. A run without noise confirms that, for each degree

of assumed lamp temperature departure from 400 I(, the temperature inferred from the data

profile changes by one degree.

Two steps were taken to minimize the effects of uncertainty in the lamp temperature. First

the lamp temperature was determined as accurately as possible and second a single lamp profile
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was used to analyse all Dl data. Therefore if there does exist an absolute error in the tem-

perature estimates, variations in temperature would still be correct. The temperatute of lamp

profiles usecl for analysis ca,n be estimated using one of the fitting routines in which an empirical

instrument profile is determined from r ln8Hg ) 546 nm profile. Because the mercury/sodium

mass ratio is large an uncertainty of 10 I{ in the mercury lamp temperature estimate will give

about a 1 K uncertainty in the sodium lamp temperature. This allows an estimate of the sodium

lamp temperature to within +1 K. The least-squares flt to the sodium lamp profile also involves

an uncertainty so a total uncertainty of approximately 1 or 2 K can be expected depending on

the signal-to-noise ratio of the profile being analysed. Using a single lamp profile to analyse

all data assumes that the instrument profile and order are the same for all observations. The

order could be set to within *100 of 23150 using the method outlined in section 3.2.2. As no

major alterations likely to change the instrument function occurred during the period in which

observations were made the above assumption should be valid.

5.4 Twilight analysis

Figure 5.5 shows a series of D1 zenith profiles obtained at dusk on day of year (DOY) 063, 1986.

Each profile is the sum of about 50 scans in a 5 minute interval except profile 9 which was of 10

minutes duration. Dwell times of 40 ms per channel were used for 128 channel profiies so that

in a single scan little variation in the background intensity occurred. The background has been

subtracted to show spectral structure in the profiles. The sodium Fraunhofer absorption line

can be seen in profiles 1-3. This is due to a contribution from Rayleigh scattering of the solar

spectrum from the lower atmosphere. As the sun sets at increasing altitude, resonant scattering

from the sodium layer at 90 km becomes the dominant feature in the spectrum (e.g. profiles

5-7). As the sun sets on the sodium layer the intensity of the emission rapidly decreases and

the profile broadens as the photochemical reaction, which is exothermic, becomes the dominant

source of photons. Profiles 8 and I in figure 5.5 show photochemical contamination.
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Figure 5.6 shows the variation in background intensity through twilìght on DOY 063. These

data were obtained from the chart recording of the photomultiplier output. The time of sun-

set at different altitudes, calculated using formulae from the Astronomical Almanac and from

Chamberlain (1961), is indicated at the bottom of the plot. Intlividual FPS scans äre accunu-

lated in a multichannel analyser and recorded as a profile after several minutes. The duration of

the profiles in figure 5.5 is shown at the bottom of the plot. Profiles 1-3, which have considerable

Fraunhofer contributions, were obtained before the sun had set at 20 km.

In a single scan the FPS samples the background on either side of the emission line; thus the

height of a scan on the chart record can be used as a measure of the intensity of the emission.

Several ranges on the ratemeter were recluired to obtain a chart record through twilight and the

ratemeter response varied for each range. Figure 5.7 shows the intensity of individual scans for

the flnal range used. The numbered bars indicate the profile being acquired at that time. The

intensity of the emission is approximately constant at the beginning of twilight then decreases

as the sun sets at greater heights. The background intensity is indicated by open circles and

heights are marked for various times of sunset. Once the emission intensity starts to decrease

the proportional contribution of photochemical emission increases and the proflle is broadened

beyond its Doppler width. Figure 5.7 shows that profiles 7, 8, and g were obtained after the

emission intensity started to decrease and thus have an enhanced photochemical contribution.

Decrease in intensity of the emission through twilight can be used to estimate the height and

width of the layer (Chamberlain, 1961). Such calculations are not very precise as assumptions

are made regarding the height at which the atmosphere screens out the component of the solar

radiation producing the emission; the lower atmosphere produces a shadow with a difuse edge.

From figure 5.7 a screening height of about 45 km is suggested.

Sodium layer height and width measurements are mole accurately measured using lidars.

The height of the peak of the layer varies slightly over the year. Gibson and Sandford (i971),

from lidar measurements, found the peak height to be at 87.5 km in summer and g1 km in
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winter. Gardner et aJ., (1986b) found the mean centroid of the layer to be at g2 km with a

1.5 km decrease in December and November (winter). They suggested that the variation in

the height of the centroid of the layer was due to a combined effect of the zonal winds and

meridional circulation system. The FPS observations integrate the emissions from the whole

of the layer, most weight being given to its densest part. In view of the variability in layer

shape and the variation of 2-3 km in the height of its centroid, both spatialiy and temporally,

a representative height of g0 km will be assumed in the following discussion.

Figure 5.8 shows the results of analysis of profile 6 on DOY 063, 1986. The best fit profrle,

as determined using the lamp analysis described above is shown on the same plot and residuals

plotted below. A temperature of 178 + 20 K was obtained.

FigureS.9showstheresultsof analysis of.aD2 profilefromDOY062, 1986. Forthisproflle

a temperature of L72 + 20 K was obtained.

The analysis also returns the peak position and intensity of the fltted Gaussian curve. Both

the residuals and the X2 goodness of fit parameter can be used to assess results from the fltting

routine (Wilksch 1975). Selection of profiles for analysis was critical and will be discussed at

length in section 6.1. Profiles with significant Fraunhofer or photochemical contribution have

to be discarded.

It has been shown here that the analysis described can be used for both the D1 and D2lines.

As few observations of the D2 line *ur" -uU" but results presented in the following chapters

include only the Dl observations.
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Chapter 6

T\MIIIGHT TEMPERATURE

VARIATIONS

This chapter presents the results of temperature analysis of twilight sodium observations. These

results have been accepted for publication and a copy of the manuscript is in appendix B.

6.1 Background and photochemical contamination

The D1 observations presented in section 5.1 have been analysed using the sodium lamp analysis

discussed in section 5.2 and illustrated in figure 5.2. Temperatures obtained from analysis of the

profiles from dusk on DOY 063, 1986 are shown in table 1. Also shown are the standard errors in

individual temperature estimates obtained from the fitting routine, and the total background

count rate per channel for each profile. These profiles were from zenith observations. Most

profiles had similar acquisition times, thus the standard errors in the temperature estimates

for 60o off zenith cardinal point observations were smaller than those given in table 6.1 as

the emission intensity is proportionally higher. Some zenith profiles on individual days were

combined to obtain a better signal to noise ratio.

A sma,ll contribution from the Fraunhofer absorption line masks the wings of the emission

profile thus adding an apparent constant to the background. This effect was examined by
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Table 6.1: Temperature estimates for the zenith profiles given in figure 5.5 using the analysis

outlined in figure 5.2. The temperature errors are those returned from the fltting routine. In
profile 2 an error of XX indicates an inadequate flt. Profrles 2, 3, and 4 show Fraunhofer
contamination. Profile 8 has considerable photochemical broadening. Only proflles 5 and 6

would be accepted by the selectiou criteria given in the text.

proflie temperature

(K)

background

(counts/s)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

640 + XX

68+95

r77 + 54

r87 +.2r

r78 +.20

23t +.20

260 +.64

15980

4681

1244

343

115

49

31

subtracting a constant from each channel in a simulated profile. The simulated proflle was then

analysed as described above. An approximately linear relationship was obtained; a subtraction

of 1 percent of the profile peak count rate resulted in underestimation of the temperature by

10 K.

An attempt was made to remove background contamination by fitting a polynomial to the

wings of the profile; this was found to be inadequate. In principle, if a solar profile was obtained

just prior to the sun setting, then the twilight profiles could be analysed in a manner similar

to dayglow profiles (see chapter 4 for a description of dayglow analysis). Solar profiles have

not been obtained to date. However, in view of the sensitivity of temperature estimations and

the limited extra data which could be obtained by this method, it is unlikely to be a profltable

exercise.

The photochemical emission, being exothermic, will broaden the profile beyond the Doppler
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width. As twilight progresses and the ratio of photochemical to resonant emission intensities

increases the profile width increases also. This effect was also simulated. By adding trvo

simulated sodium profiles, one at 200 K for the resonant emission, and one at 700 I( for the

photochemical emission (Sipler and Biondi, 1978), antl analysirg as a single profile the effects of

photochemical contamination can be seen. For small amounts of photochemical contamination

a ünear relationship is obtained. Photochemical emission at lTo of. the intensity of the resonant

emission will produce a change in width of the emission profile equivalent to a temperature

increase of approximately 1 K. Although the exact emission intensity ratio is unknown the

expected value is about 4%.

Care must be taken in interpreting the temperatures returned by the analysis described

above. Obviously not all are representative of the atmospheric temperature. Useful information

can be extracted from these results if stringent selection criteria are used to remove profiles with

Fraunhofer background contamination or profile broadening due either to excess photochemical

emission or scattered street light emission. The profile background is the count rate due to

a combination of both photomultiplier dark count rate and sky background emission. The

following selection criteria were used:

1. Fraunhofer background contamination can be allowed for by not selecting proflles with

high background count rates. For zenith profiles a cut-off of 500 counts/s was used and for 60o

off-zenith observations a cut-off of 2000 counts/s.

2. The problem of broadening by the photochemical reaction can be avoided by not selecting

profiles with low background counts. For zenith profiles a background of 60 counts/s was

considered the lowest acceptable background and for off zenith profiles a background of 120

counts/s was set.

3. No profiles from the west at dusk have been used in the temperature analysis as these

proflles all show varying amounts of contamination by scattered street light.

4. The fitting procedure returns X2 values describing the goodness of fit. A limit on the
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value of X2 was set to discard profiles for which a good fit was not obtained.

5. If a temperature estimate had a standard error of greater than 60 K it was not included

in further analysis.

The background selection criteria under 1 and 2 above were determined by altering the

limiting background values and calculating the monthly mean temperatures from the selected

profiles; the monthly mean values reach a plateau. For example, when increasing the minimum'

acceptable background, the mean temperatures decrease until increasing the minimum value

further does not significantly change the mean. The background limiting values were set to

where the plateau commenced. Figure 6.1 illustrates this process. An average temperature

from all profiles was calculated using the selection criteria above. In (a) the value of the

background minimum cut-off was varied while assuming a background maximum cut-off of

500. It can be seen that as the background decreases the contribution from the exothermic

photochemical emission increases and the temperature apparently increases. A background

minimum count rate cut-off of 60 counts/s was chosen. All proflles would still have some

contribution from the photochemical emission but the effect of this contribution and variations

arising from different photochemical emission contributions through a single twilight should

be minimized. In figure 6.1 (b) the mean temperature is shown as a function of background

maximum count rate cut-off (with an assumed background minimum of 60 counts/s). It can be

seen that some contribution from Rayleigh scattered sunlight occurs right through twilight. A

maximum background count rate cut-off of 100 counts/s or less would be chosen if all profiles

with any Fraunhofer contamination were to be eliminated. This would leave very few profiles in

the data set. A background count rate of 500 count/s was chosen to give a reasonable sample

and to exclude profiles for which excessive Fraunhofer contamination occurred.

These criteria also exclude some useful profiles. Profiles of a longer duration near the end of

twilight start to become contaminated towards the end of the acquisition time. A shorter profile

with the same background counts may not be contaminated. These rigid selection criteria rvere
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used to avoid any subjective judgement in the selection of useful profiles.

When using the selection criteria described above a total of 166 profiles from 65 days data

were obtained over the two years. A single lamp profile was used to obtain a sodium * instrument

profile for the analysis of all data. The temperature of the lamp profile was determined by a flve

parameter fltting of two Gaussian curves using an instrument function derived from a proflle

obtained with a Hg 198 À 546 nm emission lamp. The temperature obtained was 433.9 t 1 K.

This uncertainty includes both that from the fitting routine, + 0,3 K, and an estimate of the

error ftom the specification of the mercury lamp temperature.

6.2 Monthly mean temperatures and twilight variability

In this study profiles of 5-10 minutes duration were obtained over the short mid-latitude twi-

tight. The temperatures calculated were highly variable both from day to day and on some

individual days. Data are available for all months except August. In all months except May

data from both dusk and dawn are available. The general trend was as expected; a warm win-

ter mesosphere and a cold summer mesosphere. Taking June and July as the winter months

(no August data are available) a winter mean temperature of 199 + 5 K was obtained and for

summer, December, January, and February, 150 + 20 K.

Figure 6.2 shows the monthly mean dusk and dawn temperatures. A significant difference

between dusk and dawn values can be clearly seen in the months January - April. As dusk and

dawn are approximately 12 hours apart an obvious possible explanation of such a diference is

the diurnal tide. Model values for 35o S from Groves (1988) are indicated by the dashed line

in figure 6.2. This model was developed to match upper and lower atmosphere models and to

fit available temperature data from satellites and rockets. The winter values are in reasonable

agreement with those of the model but summer values are more variable and significantly lower.

To indicate the variability within estimates when more than two profiles have been used

from any particular twilight, the range (maximum - minimum) of the estimates is used. From
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53 twilights the mean variability assessed in this way was 40 K; it does not change signifrcantly

through the year. This variability arises from several sources. The uncertainty in the fitting, as

indicated by the standard error of the estimate, introduces some variability. The average value

of this standard error from all data is t 22 K; in Winter, (June and July), when twilighLs are

longer and profrles have higlier total counts, the avetage value of the standard error is t 15 I(.

Another contribution to the variability arises from inadequacies in the selection criteria. As

mentioned above the photochemical emission and the Fraunhofer background contamination

can both affect the emission profile. The two effects act in opposite ways and would cancel

each other to a certain extent. If the intensity of either was abnormal then this would produce

an apparent change in temperature. If the background criteria are made more stringent the

number of proflles satisfying them becomes too small to be useful.

A possible cause of actual variability of temperature during a single twiüght is the preserlce

of internal gravity waves. Hines (1965) predicted temperature variations of up to t 30 I(

at 110 km. The tunable sodium lidar study of Neuber et al. (1988) found that temperature

fluctuations of * 25 K about the mean were not uncommon. Using the relationship (Hines,

1e65)

6T
T =+i(t-l)1"-rU'

where 7 is the ratio of specific heats, c the speed of sound, and [/, the wave induced horizontal

wind speed, Vincent (1984a), from velocity measurements at Adelaide, estimated rms temper-

ature variations of - 70-L2 K for gravity waves in the 85 km region. Zenith measurements over

twilight span 15-20 minutes when more than one profile is obtained; thus a wave with a period

less than an hour, not uncommon at mesospheric heights, could produce significant temperature

fl.uctuations in the zenith observations.

Cardinal point observations span distances of 300 km and so waves with horizontal rvave-

lengths of a few hundred kilometers, also not uncommon at mesospheric heights, could produce

significant temperature fluctuations in any set of single twilight observations.
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6.3 Tidal variations

To see if a connection with the diurnal tide could be substantiated a comparison was made

with tidal measurements from the spaced-antenna partial-reflection radar at Buckland Park

which is 50 km west-north-west of Mt. Torrens. The radar measures horizontal winds with

a height resolution of a few kilometers. Wind data, including amplitude and phase of the

diurnal tide for 1986-87, were supplied by Dr. R.A. Vincent (personal communication). To

relate the amplitude of the wind variation with the amplitude of the temperature variation

and to determine the phase difference between the wind and temperature variations a model

is used viz. that presented by Forbes and Vincent, (1988). It incorporates the effects of mean

winds and dissipation on the (1,1) mode of the diurnal tide. This model was used to calculate

the phase shift between the zonal wind and the temperature variations at the March equinox.

An amplitude of the variation in the wind of 30 ms-l corresponds to an amplitude of the

temperature variation of 8.5%; the time of maximum zonal wind lags the time of maximum

temperature variation by 7 hours (Vincent, personal communication). Assuming that the ratio

of the tidal temperature amplitude to the tidal zona,l wind amplitude remains constant, and

that the phase shift between the variations remains the same for all months, figure 6.3 compares

the (dawn - dusk) temperature variation calculated from the model and radar data with that

obtained from the FPS measurements. Reasonable agreement is obtained throughout the year

except at the solstices. From January through April the FPS (dawn - dusk) temperature

difference is slightly larger than the modei/PRD values and in all other months it is slightly

smaller. The diurnal tide maximizes in the autumn equinox (Vincent et al., 1988) and the phase

is such that the maximum difference between dusk and dawn, 37 K or 20T0, occttts then. The

general agreement seen offers support for the predictions from the model of the temperature

effects of the (1,1) mode of the diurnal tide.

An attempt to use an earlier model (Forbes and Gillette, 1982) gave diurnal temperature

variations a factor of 2 less than those seen in the FPS data.
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Other factors could also produce systematic variations in the temperature of this region.

The model used only accounts for the (t,t) mode of the diurnal tide; other modes of the diurnal

tide may be important at times. No account has been taken of the semidiurnal tide which has

been shown to have a significant effect on the density of t,he sodiurn layer (Batista et al., 1985;

Kwon et al., 1987). Although the semidiurnal tidal data are available from the Buckland Park

radar, the model amplitude and phase relationships are not. Phase information needs to be

known fairly accurately to do a similar calculation of the dawn - dusk temperature difference

produced by the semidiurnal tide. A 1 or 2 hour phase shift has quite a significant effect.

Considering the times of dusk and dawn the largest effect would be expected at the solstices

and least at the equinoxes. Howevel, the phase is quite significant; the semidiurnal tide can

cause the dawn temperatures to be lower than those at dusk and may explain the December

and June/July negative temperature differences seen in FPS measurements.

Sipler and Biondi (1978) analysed 2 years of twilight and night-time measurements from

Laurel Ridge, Pensylvania (40' N, 79' \M). They found no systematic difference in the temper-

atures at evening and morning twilight. They were working with a fairly small data set; dawn

temperatures were only available on about 10 days. The amplitude of the diurnal tide is large

at Adelaide, 35o S (Vincent et aI., 1988). It may be that at 40o N the temperature variation

produced by the diurnal tide is not as significant as at Mt. Torrens and was therefore completeiy

masked by other variations. The temperatures they obtained are in reasonable agreement with

those reported here - their summer minimum of 150 K and winter maximum of.230 K compare

with our means of 150 K in summer and 199 K in winter.

Neuber et al., (1988) used a tunable sodium lidar to obtain a winter mean temperature at

90 km of 205.2 K. These measurements were made at Andoya, Norway,69o N.
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6.4 Conclusions

Observations of the twilight sodium emission made with a high-resolution FPS can, with care,

be used to infer temperatures at a height of about 90 km.

Observations from Mt. Torrens, a southern midlatitude station, have been used to determine

monthly mean temperatures. A summer mean of 150 K and a winter mean of 199 K have been

determined from two years of data.

The data show considerable short term variability some of which may be ascribed to the

effects of gravity \Maves. The FPS measurements of the dawn -dusk temperature difference were

in reasonable agreement with those calculated using a recent theoretical model together with

measurements of the amplitude and phase of the diurnal tide from a nearby spaced-antenna

partial-reflection radar. A systematic difference between dawn and dusk temperatures of up to

37 K in March and April is ascribed to the diurnal tide: at this time the amplitude of the tide

is largest and the phase such as to maximize the effect.
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Chapter 7

T\MITIGHT WINDS

In this chapter the principles involved in determination of wind from FPS observations and

data from twilight observations will be presented. In section 7.3 a comparison will be made

with winds measured using the spaced antenna partial ref,ection radar at Buckland Park.

7.L 'Wind analysis

The peak position of an FPS emission line profile can be used to determine the average line-

of-sight component of velocity, 'u, of atoms in the line-of-sight of the spectrometer, if the rest

wavelength, Às, is known. The equation for Doppler shift is given by

À-Ào
(7.1)?)=

Às

For sodium observations the rest wavelength can be determined from hollow-cathode lamp

profiles; advantages of this have been outlined in section 5.2.

From equation 7.1 and assuming typical values for the order (23150) of the etalon and

channels per order (215) a line-of-sight wind velocity of 50 ms-l would be indicated by a shift

in the peak position of the profile of 0.85 channels. Changes in effective etalon spacing must

be monitored to enable accurate measures of such small shifts. This is done by recording, at

appropriate time intervals, a calibration profile; in this case a sodium lamp proflle. Before the
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sodium hollow-cathode lamp was obtained etalon drift was monitored by changing the fiIter

wheel position and using a À 546 nm 1e8Hg lamp. In a transition period drift was monitored

by using both sodium and mercury lamps. Figure 7.1 shows etalon drift determined from

variations in peak position of both types of profiles on DOY 013, 1987. The peak positions of

zenith sky sodium profiles are plotted as rectangles the height of which indicates the standard

error returned by the fltting routine. Error in the peak position of each drift measurement is

indicated by symbol size. It can be seen that the two drift curves are in general agreement. The

initial drift is quite erratic but drift is uniform just before, and during, the time sky profiles

were recorded (from about 0950 UT onwards).

When apparently erratic drift occurs during sky observations those data are discarded. If

the drift is quite large, as in figure 7.1, but changes only monotonically, then the data are

acceptable. The drift recorded was usually considerably less than that in flgure 7.1.

A linear interpolation between drift points preceding and following an observation was used

to allow for drift in etalon separation. When, for sodium observations, the drift was moni-

tored using a sodium lamp the interpolation between drift points was used to define the rest

wavelength. When drift was not monitored at the same wavelength, the peak position of the

calibration profile, interpolated at the central time of the observation profile, was subtracted

from the profile peak position. A further correction was then applied, using either a single rest

wavelength lamp profile or assuming that the average vertical velocity was zero, to obtain a

Iine-of-sight velocity estimate.

Line-of-sight winds, 'u) are converted to horizontal winds by assuming that the vertical

velocity is zero. For an observing zenith angle, ¡, the horizonta,l wind component is given by

u
uhor - 

-.
sln x

(7.2)

Zonal and meridional wind components are determined by observing in the cardinal directions

at a zenith angle of 60o. This large zenith angle increases emission intensity according to the

van Rhijn function Y(r,X). For an emission layer at height 2,, and for an Earth's radius 'a',
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by

intensity of observations at a zenith angle ¡ is related to intensity of the emission in the zenith

I(r,x) = T(2,o)V(z,u) = I(z,o¡ffit' . (7.3)

The emission intensity at an observing angle of 60o is 1.92 times emission intensity in the zenith

assuming the height of the emission to be approximately 90 km.

During twilight only a limited number of proflles can be obtained. Zenith profiles were

not required for observations made when the hollow-cathode sodium lamp was available. This

enabled a single profrle in each of the cardinal points to be recorded during progression of twilight

across the sky. Observations were usually made in the sequence east, south, north, then west,

except in mid-summer when east, north, west, then south was more appropriate. More than four

profiles were usually recorded, however background contamination was present and analysis not

always possible. On several days suitably-attenuated sun observations were made just before

sunset. By scaling and shifting these sun proflles to fit the Fraunhofer background in the profile

wings an estimate of the background component can be removed.

Some profiles showed a linear variation in the residuals indicating a significant change in

background intensity during individual scans. This could be corrected by scaling the proflle

before it was submitted to the fitting routine. The scaling factor was varied until no linear

variation in the residuals was apparent.

Caution was essential when using background and ramp corrections. Ramp corrections were

usually only required for profiles with background correction as well. These corrections could

be misleading if the Fraunhofer contribution was significant or emission intensity low or both.

During 1986 the hollow-cathode lamp was not available and zenith observations rvere re-

quired to estimate the rest wavelength. A short twilight limits the value of wind estimates as

tidal, mean wind, and wave components cannot be separated. Because of these two factors

wind analysis has been restricted to data from 1987 onwards. The data fall into two groups,

zenith observations and cardinal point observations, and these are presented in sections 7.2and
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7.3 respectively.

The FPS was originally designed for measurements of the 01 À 558 and 630 nm thermo-

spheric emissions. Mesospheric win<ls, typically of the order of 20-50 Íts-1, are considerably

smaller in magnitude than thermospheric winds. The measurements presented here show that

this FPS can be used for mesospheric measurements, but better drift monitoring is required for

mesospheric winds if reasonable accuracy is to be obtained.

7.2 Zer¿ith. observations

Observations of mesospheric vertical winds using a high-resolution Fabry-Perot spectrometer

pointed to the zenith challenge the instrument's limitations. Vertical rvinds of tens of metres per

second have been reported from the thermosphere (Reiger 1974; Spencer et aL 1976; Peterherych

et aI. 1985; Wardill and Jacka 1986). Many of these observations have been assocìated with

gravity waves produced by auroral disturbances. Ganguly (1980) has reported mesospheric

vertical winds of up to 2 ms-l from incoherent scatter radar observations. These rvinds were

linked to the (1,1) mode of the diurnal tide. Widdel (1987) has reported velocities of up to

10 ms-l from mesospheric foil cloud experiments which wete associated with wave motions.

Using the EISCAT UHF radar Hoppe and Hansen (1988) have measured mesospheric vertical

velocities of up to 6 ms-l in 4 hours of data.

Table 7.1 shows the days in 1987 on which zenith observations were made. Comments

on instrument drift and vertical velocities (with errors from the fitting routine) are included.

Instrument drift during these observations is generally poor. As can be seen, the drift is rvorse

at dusk than at darvn as setting up the instrument for observations produces disturbances

which take a while to settle. By dawn the instrument is usually more stable. Improving the

capacitance balance, see section 3.2.2, can reduce drift; this was done several times in 1987.

For most of these observations both mercury and sodium lamp profiles were recorded. This

allowed a comparison of several techniques for determining the rest wavelength. If no lamp
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Table 7.1: Zenith observations, drifts, and vertical winds for 1987

Modes of wavelength calibration are as indicated in figure 7.2.

DOY time Drift Mode Wind/error

013

015

035

036

037

056

069

083

174

dsk

dsk

dwn

dsk

dwn

dsk

dwn

dsk

dwn

dsk

dwn

dsk

dwn

dsk

dwn

dsk

dwn

large, monotonic

large, erratic

erratic

large, monotonic

large

erratic

large, monotonic

large, monotonic

large, monotonic

large, erratic

small, monotonic

large, erratic

small, monotonic

large, erratic

large, erratic

small

small, erratic

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

L5 I 76, -L3 I 1r, -24 I 76, 0 I 64

discarded

discarded

-14125,0174, -64166

-9lLL,  ILL,22l19

discarded

7 I t8, o I L5, o I 15,, t9 I 78

discarded

26l17, t5lt3, -t0122

discarded

Ll9, -r0lL2

discarded

12 1 22, 0 1 9, 18 l t2, -20 1 23

discarded

discarded

-rr I 2L, -4 I 13, -28 I LI, 8 I L7

71t3, t4lt2,20l19
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observations at the rest wavelength are available, the rest wavelength can be defined by setting

the average of the vertical velocity measurements to zero (mode 3). The rest wavelength can

be obtained from the sodium lamp drift curve (mode 1) or from a single larnp profile (mode

2). Note that for all modes drift corrections are made. A comparison of results obtained using

these diferent methods for data from dusk of DOY 013 and for dawn of DOY 036 is given in

figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2 also shows a plot of velocities for the asterisked mode in the table. If sufficient

sodium lamp profiles were obtained to adequately monitor drift then mode 1 is used to determine

winds. For some days, for example darvn on DOY 036, too few sodium lamp profiles were made

to monitor drift so a single lamp profile was used to define the rest wavelength and drift

corrections were made using mercury lamp profiles.

All modes of analysis produce sirnilar trends in vertical winds; the wind decreases then

increases on dusk of DOY 013, and similarly for dawn on DOY 036. Different modes tend to

shift the winds vertically on the plots in figure 7.2. Except for the second mode 2 value, all

modes on dusk of DOY 013 are in excellent agreement. The exceptional set of data was obtained

using the final sodium lamp profile to specify rest wavelength. From figure 7.1 it can be seen

that drift increased during this profile. The previous sodium lamp profile lies very close to the

mercury drift curve. Results for dawn on DOY 036 show more variability. If observations were

made over a sufrciently long period the average vertical velocity should be ze¡o and, if drift is

adequately monitored with either mercury or sodium lamps, all three methods rvould be the

same.

Vertical velocities are included in table 7.1. Velocities are usually of the same order as

errors from the fitting routine. In some instances, for example dawn on DOY 037 and dusk on

DOY 114, signifrcantly non-zero velocities are obtained. Unfortunately insufficient data were

available to determine whether the vertical velocities are produced by wave motions.

From the results it can be seen that vertical wind measurements in the mesosphere are
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Mode Type of wavelength calibration

1

2

3

linear interpolation of drift gives rest wavelength

single lamp profrle defines rest rvavelength

average zenith velocity defines zero

Table A: Modes for h calibration.

Table B: Vertical velocities different modes.
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Figure 7.2: Table A indicates rvays of determining rest wavelength. Table B gives wind velocities
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for the asterisked values in table B are plotted.
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possible using Fabry-Perot observations of the sodium emission, however optimum operating

conditions (ie minimal drift) must be maintained.

7.3 Comparison with spaced antenna partial reflcction radar

7.3.L Horizontal winds

Other data obtained in 1987 were from observations to the north, south, east, and west at

a zenith angle of 60o. From a set of such observations obtained over a single twilight the

horizontal, neutral winds at the altitude of the sodium layer can be estimated.

Extensive horizontal wind measurements have been obtained using the spaced antenna par-

tial reflection (SAPR) radar experiment (Vincent 1984b). One such radar is located at Buckland

Park, 50 km from the Mt. Torrens field station. The need to compare FPS and radar determi-

nations of the wind was highlighted at a workshop on Coupling, Energetics, and Dynamics of

Atmospheric Regions (CEDAR) (Romick 1987). The SAPR radar obtains wind measurements

at 2 km height intervals from 60 - 100 km. Reflections are not always obtained from all heights;

data are most frequently obtained from the 80 - 90 km range. At dusk external interference

can reduce the radar performance but at dawn operating conditions ane usually good. Thus

a comparison of SAPR radar wind measurements with winds from FPS observations of the

twilight sodium emission is ideal as the height of the sodium layer (88 - 90 km) coincides with

the region of densest radar data (Vincent 1984b)

Previous FPS sodium observations have not been used to obtain wind measurements (IIer-

nandez 1975; Sipler and Biondi 1975, 1978). More extensive observations of the 01 À 558 nm

emission have been made but comparison of winds from these measurements with radar winds

is more difÊcult as tl-re height of the oxygen emission layer is about 97 km and width about 7 km

which means the layer extends above the region of frequent radar data. Interpretation of the

À 558 nm emission is also complicated by thermospheric and auroral contributions. Hernandez

and Roper (1979) made an indirect comparison between meteor radar wind measurements at
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Atlanta, Georgia (34'N,84'W) and winds from FPS observations of the 01 À 558 nm emission

at Fritz Peak, Colorado (40o N, 106" W). The distance which separates these two sites, over

2000 km, is such that significant differences in tidal and wave variations 'would be expected,

i
and were seen in the data.

In the following section dusk on DOY 158, 1987 (7 June) will be used as an example

to illustrate the method used to compare data. The bulk of the data will be presented in

section 7.3.3.

7.3.2 Data reduction for wind comparison

Figure 7.3 shows the respective locations of Mt. Torrens and Buckland Park. Mt. Torrens is

one of the highest peaks in the Mt. Lofty ranges which run approximately north-south. Mt.

Torrens is on the eastern side of the range. Ground projections of FPS observing locations in

the cardinal directions are shown; about 300 km separates them. The SAPR radar at Buckland

Park observes in the zenith.

In a winter twilight the FPS obtains four or five usable profiles of about 7 min duration.

Wind samples at 15 min intervals can be obtained by using the nearest meridiona,l and zonal

profiles.

Figure 7.4 shows 15 min averages of radar data from dusk on DOY 158. To compare thcse-

data with FPS values a height-weighted average of radar data for each 15 min average was

calculated. A Gaussian function of a specified width and height was used to determine the

weighting. Considering other sodium layer observations (see chapter 2) a layer full-width at

half maximum of 7 km was chosen. Gaps in the data needed to be filled to weight the radar

values. This was done by setting all values above the highest data point to the value of the

highest data point and all values below the lowest data point to the value of the lowest data

point. Where a gap between data points existed the wind was assumed to vary smoothly from

the height below the gap to the height above the gap. If no data were obtained at any heights
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a gap was left. Figure 7.5 shows the fllled radar data set for dusk on DOY 158. Obviously

this techniclue may be misleading if radar data are sparse. Data outside one half width of the

Gaussian weighting function have little effect on the weighted results so gaps in the data above

94 and below 78 km are not important.

Figure 7.6 shows radar and FPS winds for dusk on DOY 158. The fi.ve sets of wind vectors

are comparisons assuming the Gaussian function used to weight radar values is centred at fi.ve

heights from 84 - 92 km. In this case, because the wind field was fairly uniform, there are few

differences between weighted radar values at different heights. Reasonable agreement between

the two data sets was obtained. Unfortunately a gap exists in the radar data at twilight due

to the use of the SAPR radar for another experiment to measure turbulence. The first FPS

vector is in excellent agreement with radar winds obtained before the data gap. Obviously a

change in the wind occurs over twilight and although radar and FPS wind directions are not in

agreement at the end of twilight the wind magnitudes are similar.

No uncertainties have been presented in this section. They will be discussed in detail in

section 7.3.5.

7.3.3 Comparison of results

Table 7.2 summarizes the FPS/SAPR radar wind comparison. FPS wind measurements were

rejected when the etalon drift was large and erratic as large drift typically yields unacceptably

large and variable wind estimates. In some cases one or two of the FPS wind samples were

reasonable and others unreasonable, however, all data from such times have been rejected.

Unfortunately drift during these measurements was particularly bad. It was not until 1988,

when a complete check of the separation transducer was made and an electronic fauit isolated,

that optimal operation was regained.

Complete confidence in both data sets is recluired for a comparison of two techniques. For

this reason, the severe drift in the FPS data, and the shorter summer twilights, the wind analysis
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Table 7.2: Summary of FPS/SAPR radar wind comparison'

(o

di.fference r¡rs-l
N-slE-wltot

-85
69
-L4

46

-56

-{

-58

-118

3

t1

33

83
-9

-169
-23

49
-33

46

-56

-6

-5.1

-71

-20

-10

-70

120
-5

-Òf

-44

20
l9

0

0

,

-4

-47
18

23
-4{

2L

103

-4

-LL2
2l

Compa,rison
aheement I magnitude I meridional I zonal

opposite
simila¡

both va,rying

FPS varying

5¿Une

FPS va,rying

diflelent
opposite

o¡>¡rosite
bo[h varying

both va^rying

both va,rying

both varying
SAPR va,rying

both va.rying

!-PS>>SAPTT
sallle
similar

opposite

opposite

sarne

SAPR varying

both var¡'ing
sirnilar'

si.uúl¿u'
Lroth va.r'ying

both l'arying

l.roth varying

SAPR va.rying
SAPR va¡'r'ing

FPS varying

simila¡
simila¡
simila¡

FPS>SAPR

si¡nila¡

si¡nila¡

SAPR>FPS

si-rnilar'
sirnil¿¡r

FPS>S¡\PR
similar'

similar'

FPS>>SAPR

simila¡
si¡nila¡

si¡uila¡
si¡nila¡

fair
fa¡r

good

POOr

Poor

good

POOr

Poor'
POOr'

POOr
poor

fai¡'

Poor'

POor
faiÌ

poor
fa¡r

Wind

steady
moderate, steady

lighü, va.riable

light, va,riable

moderate, steady

light, steady

valiable, strong

moderatc, variable
rnoderate, r'ariable

r¡roderate
Iiglrt, variable

moderate, valiable

light, valiable

strong, variable
Iight, variable

strong, variable
moderate, va¡iable

SAPR coverage

modelate 78-88
dense 80-88
sparse 78-98

no data
moderate 76-98

no data
78-98 dense 84-90

no data
moderate 76-98

no data
moderate 80-9{

moderate 84-98
spalse 84-98

s¡rarse 80-98
spalse 90-98

moderate 82-98

sparse 78-98

sparse 84-98
spa,rse S2-98

no data
no data
no data

spa,rse 88-94
2 points,68, 90

FPS d¡ift

small
small
small

vlge, monotonic
vlge, monotonic
lge, monotonic
þe, monotonic

small
large, erratic

mod, monotonic
mod, monotonic

moderate
la,rge, erratic

l-'g=
moclerate

nod, en'atic
rnoderate
moderate

la,rge, erratic
small, monotonic

la,rge, enatic
large, monotonic

large, erratic
la,rge, monotonic
srnall, monotonic

la.rge
moderate, erratic
moderate, erratic
moderate, erratic

moderate

Ti.rre

dusk
dawn
dusk
dusk
dawn
dusk
da,wu
dusk
dawn
dusk
daw¡r
dusk
dusk
dusk
danvrr

dusk
clusk
darv¡r
dusk
darv¡r
dusk
dawn
dusk
dawn
dawn
dusk
dwk
dawn
dusk
dawn

Date

7 Ju¡¡e

1 July
3 July

5 July

6 July

7 July

I July
2 Sept
l0 Sept

11 Sept
l5 Se¡>t

16 Sept

17 Sept

2l Sept

tt
I
t

Sept
Oct
Oct

25 OcL

DOY

158

L82
r84

186

r87

188

189
245
253

254
25E

2s9

260

264

265
274
275

298



of remaining 1987 data, from DoY 331-363, have not been presented.

Data rejected for wind analysis have been included in the temperature analysis presented

in chapter 6. Since profiles are obtained from very short, 5-7 min tuns, insttument drift during

that period should be small. Extremely bad drift would distort a profile: for such profiles the

fltting routine would return a high X2 value resulting in rejection by the selection criteria.

Table 7.2 also gives the radar data coverage during twilight. The height range of the data

is given and the words sparse, moderate, and dense used to describe the number of points in

that range or the range indicated. The wind is described as light if both radar and FPS winds

were less than 50 ms-1 in the whole period; a moderate wind fluctuates around 50 ms-r, and

a strong wind is one in which most measurements were greater than 50 ms-l. If the wind was

consistent in both magnitude and direction then it was described as steady.

The next four columns in table 7.2 describe the FPS/SAPR radar comparison. The frrst

column is a summary of the plots similar to figure 7.6. The second comment compares the

wind magnitudes. fn most cases the wind magnitudes are similar. The one case where FPS

winds are much larger than radar winds the drift is large and this casts doubt on the reliability

of the FPS winds. The last two columns describe the comparison of the zonal and meridional

components. The meridional components are more often similar than the zonal components.

fn cases where both FPS and radar values are varying they may be in agreement for some of

the time.

Of the 17 twilight data sets presented, agreement throughout the period in both zonal and

meridional components was obtained in only two cases: dusk on 1 July and 7 July. In both cases

the wind was light. On the 1 July the radar data coverage vi/as sparse but on 7 July moderate

coverage was obtained. The radar data and FPS/SAPR radar comparison for 7 July are shorvn

in figure 7.7. The five sets of wind vectors are comparisons assuming the SAPR is weighted by

a Gaussian function 7 km FWHM centred at five heights from 84 -92 km. From this figure it

can be seen that the radar winds rveighted by the Gausdian function centred at 88 km gives
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much better agreement than those from the weighting centred at 84 or 92 km. This supports

the assumption that the sodiur.n layer is centred near g0 km; it suggests a height slightly lower

may be more appropriate.

On several twilights, for example dusk 7 June, dusk 10 Sept, and dawn 16 Sept, the radar

winds were reasonably steady for the hour before twilight and then a change in wind direction

occurred during twilight. Figure 7.8 shows the FPS/SAPR radar wind compa¡ison for dawn on

16 September. In this figure the best agreement was obtained at 84 km. As the radar rvinds

vary rapidly both with height and time, it is more likely that the wind at sodium layer heights

is non-uniform over the spatial scales sampled by the FPS than that the layer has descended

to 84 km. The centroid of the sodium layer is slightly lower in winter than in summer (Gibson

and Sandford 1971; see also other references in section 2.I.L). However the separation of the

observing points, as indicated in flgure 7.3, is such that waves with a wavelength of less than

500 km could produce a significant difference in the winds measured by the two instruments.

A final example of the FPS/SAPR radar comparison is given in figure 7.9, dawn on 7 June.

This example shows reasonable agreement in the meridional components, except that the FPS

magnitudes are slightly larger than those from the radar, and although zonal magnitudes are

similar the directions are opposite. This is representative of several cases. Velocities similar

in magnitude but different in direction may result from a wave or waves propagating through

the region. Beer (1977) has shown that the terminator may produce waves in the mesopause.

Hall eú ø1. (1987) have observed a wave in the mesosphere that was associated with the passage

of the terminator. Such a wave, propagating zonally, could produce variations in the zonal

wind and hence disagreement between FPS and radar measurements. The Mt. Lofty Ranges

run approximately north-south and may also be a cause of some mesospheric wave activity.

Such wave activity may also be seen in the FPS data as the north and south, and east and west

observations are separated by approximately 300 km. Horizontal velocity divergence, calculated

by subtracting velocites of south from north located observations, and east from west for the
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FPS observations, has been included in table 7.2. The total horizontal velocity divergence is

the sum of the meridional and zonal divergences. On all days when the divergence was less

than 30 ils-l, except one, the comparison between the FPS and radar is good. This indicates

that significant variations in the wind are occurring over spatial scales of 100 km.

The sodium layer is near the mesopause. In this region gravity wave amplitudes are large

and waves often saturate and dissipate producing quite large variations in wind velocities.

In conclusion, reasonable agreement has been found between the two techniques; the velocity

amplitudes are usually similar and wind directions are usually in agreement when the divergence

in the wind field is small. Variations in direction of the wind are possibly due to the presence of

gravity waves and other in-homogeneities. To examine this point further some measurements

were made where the FPS and SAPR radar were sampling the same region of the atmosphere.

Preliminary results from these measurements are presented in the next section.

7.3.4 Line-of-sight winds over Buckland Park

FPS observations at a zenith angle of 29o and an azimuth angle of 302o have been made on

several twilights in 1988. In these observations the FPS and SAPR radar are observing the

same volume of the atmosphere. The FPS has a semi-angle field of view of 13 mR. The SAPR

radar detects echoes from an approximately circular area of the ionosphere about 10 km in

radius (Briggs, L977). In figure 7.10 the relative positions of the two regions are shown. Note

that the FPS samples a much sma.ller region than the radar. Therefore some spatially small

f.uctuations present in FPS winds may be averaged out in the radar measurements.

Only line-of-sight winds can be measured with the FPS pointed over Buckland Park; the

horizontal component of this can be compared to the component of the wind in the same azimuth

obtained from the radar measurements. The data have been analysed in a similar manner to

the cardinal point observations. No temporal averaging has been performed and each FPS and

radar wind value has been plotted. Radar data density is shown in figure 7.11 along with the
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FPS/SAPR radar comparison for dusk on 24 June, 1988. Radar data are weighted by a Gaussian

function of 7 km FWIIM centred on the five heights 84, 86, 88, 90, and 92 km. Especially good

agreement between the two measlrrements is obtained for the weighting centred at 84 or 86 km.

There was a light wind on this day. However changes in the wind amplitude were similar in

both data sets. The error baïs indicate the error for the FPS wind values derived from that

obtained from the fitting routine.

One of the other line-of-sight observations rvas at dawn. This led to large background

contributions as the eastern part of the sky is quite bright when the sun is rising in the north-

west; this data has therefore been discarded. For the other two twilights the compa.rison is

presented in figure 7.72.In both cases the SAPR radar data are sparse; on 17 June twilight fell

when the radar was being used for another (turbulence) experiment. In both these cases the

wind was larger and more variable than on 24 June. General agreement was obtained at lower

heights, 84 -86 km.

To avoid the intermittent gaps produced by the turbulence experiment and to obtain a more

detailed comparison, a joint FPS/SAPR radar comparison program was scheduled in which the

radar was to be operated to sample the regions 70-90 km then 80-100 km at 2 km height

intervals every 5 minutes. The first data from this program is presented in flgure 7.13. SAPR

radar data is dense in the interval. The FPS etalon drift was small and excellent agreement

between the two data sets was obtained. As for other line-of-sight comparisons better agreement

is obtained at lower heights, 84-86 km. These measurements have been made in winter when

the sodium layer is expected to be slightly lower.

Further data wili be obtained when the weather conditions allow the FPS to run. This will

allow a more thorough comparison and more useful information to be obtained.
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7.3.5 lJncertainties in the FPS and SAPR radar wind measurements

Uncertainties in the FPS measurements arise because of the fltting routine, the instrument

drift, and contamination of the emission by Fraunhofer background and street light emission.

Compensation for drift has been discussed at length in section 7.1. Bad drift and excessive

contamination are obvious in the preliminary analysis and proflles affected were discarded. The

uncertainties from the fitting routine, weighted appropriately for conversion from the line-of

sight to horizontal wind, were plotted as error bars in the comparisons in the previous section.

This uncertainty depends on the signal-to-noise ratio which is a function of emission intensit¡

background intensity, profile observing duration, and seeing conditions. The uncertainty in the

wind estimates, similar to that for vertical winds (section 7.1), is typically 15-20 ms-l. Profiles

at the beginning and end of twilight often have larger uncertainties.

Conversion from line-of-sight to horizontal winds involves the assumption of zero vertical

wind. Although, on average, the mesospheric, vertical wind will be zero it may at times have a

significant effect. A vertical wind, ør, contributes to the estimated horizontal wind by

"ff# = 1.804,. (7.4)

A 2 ms-l vertical wind would contribute 3.6 ms-l to the apparent horizontal wind. VerticaJ

winds of up to 10 ms-1 have been measured in the mesosphere (Widdell, 1987). In most cases

the contribution should be negligible but rnay, in some cases, explain some differences betrveen

FPS winds and radar winds.

No attempt has been made to quantify the uncertainty in the SAPR radar wind measure-

ments. May (1988) discussed the theoretical and statistical errors in the SAPR technique. An

rms diference between pairs of observations of 10-15 ms-1 was obtained from simultaneous

independent wind measurements of spatially close regions. The distribution of the theoreti-

cal error estimates was strongly peaked at about 10-20 ms-l. Thus an uncertainty of this

magnitude exists for individual rada¡ measurements. The values used in the comparisons are

weighted with height. If good height covetage was obtained and the values are consistent
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between heights, varying smoothly from one height to the next, then there would be less un-

certainty in the weighted value used for comparison. For comparisons made when the radar

cla,ta, a,re sparse and interpolation or extrapolation over several height ranges occurred then the

error associated with radar data is larger, This error will be minimized in the co-ordinated

FPS/SAPR radar observations.

7.4 Conclusions and suggestions

FPS observations of the sodium emission at twilight can be used to measure winds in the

mesosphere. The instrument is barely adecluate for measurements of mesospheric vertical winds.

The duration of twilight at Mt. Torrens is too short to resolve the tidal, wave, and mean wind

components in the FPS wind measutements.

Comparisons of the FPS and SAPR radar horizontal winds are presented. There is excellent

agreement in some cases and,in general,agreement between the two methods is good when

the wind field is uniform atially. A measurement of the uniformity was obtained from the

divergence of the FPS measurements. Small divergence and reasonable agreement occurred on

about one third of the twilights on which data are presented. At other times there is considerable

variability, probably due to a non-homogeneous wind field.

The FPS/SAPR radar comparison was extended to wind magnitudes in the line-of-sight of

the FPS over Buckland Park. These gave general agreement on all occasions. Although the

two instruments are observing the same region the radar is averaging over a significantly larger

volume, hence identica.l winds should not be expected all the time.

Although twilight wind measurements from Mt. Torrens are of limited value the techniclue

would be more powerful for polar regions where dusk and dawn merge at mid-summer and

mid-winter thus allowing considerably longer observing times. Longer data sets would allorv

identification of individual phenomena and more detailed study of the dynamics at the height

of the sodium layer. This region is of considerable interest as it links the thermosphere and
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mesosphere and is the region where waves generated in the lower atmosphere dissipate and

saturate.
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDED FURTHER,

STUDIES

The À 589.0/589.6 nm sodium emission is produced by a thin layer of neutral sodium atoms

centered at about 88 km in the atmosphere. The emission is produced by resonant excitation

by sunlight and a small contribution is made by a photochemical excitation mechanism.

A brief review has been presented of earlier observations of the emission using Fabry-Perot

spectrometers (Sipler and Biondi 1975, L977; Hernandez L975) to determined temperature at

twilight, and to estimate the excess energy of the photochemical production reactions. Obser-

vations over a period of three years of twilight, and attempts at daytime observations using

the Mt. Torrens dual-scanning Fabry-Perot spectrometer have been presented. Both wind and

temperature have been determined from the twilight observations.

Upgrades to the instrument have been described with empliasis on testing new etalons.

Application of hard antireflection coatings to the back surfaces of the etalons produced stress

in the plates, signiflcantly decreasing the etalon finesse. Removing the hard AR coatings and

applying soft antireflection coatings gave a final etalon finesse of 15.9 i 1.4 at À 589.6 nm for
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the high-resolution etalon. An instrument finesse of 12.0 t 0.1, at an order of m = 23150 for

À 589 nm and using a 13 mR field of view at the etalon, was obtained with the instrument in

its standard configuration for high-resolution twilight sodium observations.

Some improvement in the instrument would be obtained by replacing the photomultiplier

with an imaging photocathode. This would also involve changes in the collecting and output

optics to obtain an image of the sky on the photocathode. The etalon would still be scanned to

give a profile at each unit of the photocathode. This would allow a considerable improvement in

temporal and spatial resolution of the winds and temperatures. An imaging system may have

some difficulty at twilight as conditions suitable for obtaining sodium twilight profiles occur in

the east about 15 min prior to when they occur in the west. Meridional bands of data could be

obtained with an imaging system at twilight. The instrument would then also be more useful

for further studies of the oxygen thermospheric emissions.

A sodium hollow-cathode lamp emission line proflle has been used for analysis of twilight

data. This permits estimates of both the instrument function and the hyperfine structure in

the sodium emission profile. The lamp is also very useful for specifying the rest wavelength for

Doppler determinations of the wind.

Temperatures obtained from two years of twilight observations are presented in chapter 6.

Care is required in interpretation and selection of data as contamination by Rayleigh-scattered

sunlight and by photochemical emission affects the temperature derived from the analysis.

A summer mean temperature of 150 K and a winter mean of 199 K have been obtained.

Temperature measurements from both dusk and dawn have been obtained and a signifrcant

temperature difference has been noted for the months January - April. This difference can be

ascribed to the diurna,l tide. A comparison between the dawn - dusk temperature difference

and that predicted by a recent theoretical model together with measurements of the amplitude

and phase of the diurnal tide from the nearby Buckland Park spaced-antenna partial reflection

(SAPR) radar gave reasonable agreement.
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A comparison of the horizontal wind determined from the FPS sodium observations and

the SAPR radar gave agreement when the wind freld was uniform spatially. A estimate of the

uniformity was obtained from the clivergence of the FPS measured winds. Small divergence

and reasonable agreement occurred on about one third of the twilights on which data were

presented. Bxcellent agreement was obtained in some cases.

The FPS/SAPR radar comparison was extended to wind magnitudes in the line-of-sight of

the FPS over Buckland Park. General agreement was obtained on all occasions. A significantly

larger volume is being sampled by the radar hence indentical winds should not be expected

at all times. This comparison is continuing with high time resolution radar observations to

investigate possible seasonal effects.

The FPS winds alone are of limited value as the duration of twilight at Mt. Torrens is too

short for tidal, mean wind, and wave components to be isolated. At polar latitudes twilights are

much longer and near mid-Summer and mid-Winter dusk and dawn merge giving a period of

several hours during which it may be possible to observe the twilight emission. Such observations

are planned for Mawson, Antarctica, where a similar instrument is located. Variations in the

winds and temperatures over longer twilights will permit studies in more detail than is possible

at mid-latitudes.

A SAPR radar is also located at Mawson. Studies of the winds using the Mawson radar have

found a correlation between both the mean wind and tides and geomagnetic activity - especially

above 90 km in altitude (Phillips 1987; Price 1988). The SAPR ¡adar observes reflections from

charged ionization assumed to be travelling with the neutra^l wind. It is possible, especially at

higher latitudes, that the thermospheric electric field may affect the motions of the ionization.

The radar may be measuring motions produced by a combination of the neutral wind and

electric field especially during periods of high geomagnetic activity and above 90 km height.

Simultaneous SAPR rudarf FPS sodium observations at Mawson would permit comparisons of

the wind field and, as the FPS measures the neutral wind, investigations into other possible
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contributions to the drifts observed by the SAPR radar. This will be possible for the 85-90 km

region where the sodium layer is located.

The two instruments at Mawson cannot be used to measure horizontal winds in a common

volume as the two instruments are co-located and the radar field of view is in the zenith.

Improvements to the dual scanning FPS by using a three period filter at the D2 wavelength

may enable isolation of the sodium dayglow feature. This would permit winds and temperatures

of the 85-90 km region to be obtained over considerably longer periods, 24 hours at polar

latitudes.
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Appendix A

ETATON ANTIREFLECTION

COATINGS

Low intensity of the airglow presents a major problem because long observation times are

required to record a line profile. This justifies considerable effort to minimize all loss¿sin the

system.

Following Jacka (1984) the total light flux transmitted by a Fabry-Perot spectrometer is

d(À): ¿"^9¿oy(À) (A.1)

where ú" is the effective transmission coefrcient of all components other than the etalon, ^9 is

the eta.lon aperture area, O is the total so[d angle of the field of view, tr the radiance of the

source, and Y the instrument function described in more detail in section 3.1.2. To minimize

time required to acquire a line profile, /(À) must be as large as possible. Large etalon plates

increase the throughput of photons but are more difficult to polish to the recluired f.atness.

The field of view must be kept suitably small to ensure that the instrument function width is

small enough compared with the sou¡ce bandwidth to enable that to be accurately estimated.

In practice the output function f(À) is usually limited by the defect finesse. Values of y'{¿ -
50 are attainable with 150 mm diameter plates.

As -Û is the total radiance of the source and cannot be altered the only remaining variable in
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equation 4.1 is the effective transmission co-efficient t". Without any coatings a transmission

loss of about 4% occarc at each optical surface. These losses can be minimized by using the

appropriate coatings. The original optical components had single layer magnesium fluoride

antireflection coatings. The new components, except for the etalons, have multilayer, dielecl,ric,

broadband, antirefl.ection coatings (hard AR coatings) which reduce reflection losses to less than

0.5% for wavelengths from 450-750 nm. The moulded CR13 perspex lenses were coated with a

new method using ion beam assistance to give adhesion to the perspex. AII new coatings were

applied by R. Schaeffer of A.G. Thompson and Co. (S.A..) Pty. Ltd., Adelaide.

An attempt was made to apply hard AR coatings to the back surfaces of the etalons. The

following paper describes the resulting stress on the etalons and the final coatings applied.
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Observations of the sodium layer usinq a Fabry-Perot spectrometer:

Twili ht tem rature variations.

P. GREET and F. JACI(A

lv{alvson Institute for Antarctic Research

University of Adelaide

Adelaide, Soubh Australia

L Abstract

Observations of the twilight sodium emission from the 90 km level have been

made at Mt. Torrens, a southern mid-latitude station using a high-resolution

Fabry-Perot spectrometer. An outline of the analysis required to determine tem-

peratures is presented. A winter-mean temperature of 199 K and a summer mean

temperature of 150 K are determined from 2 years of data. The diurnal tide is

shown to produce a distinct difference between the dawn and dusk temperatures

during late summer and autumn.

2 Introduction

Few techniques for temperature measurements of the middle atmosphere have

been available until recently (Forbes, 1985) and development of temperature

models for this region has been based largely upon individual observations using

rockets (Philbrick et al., 1985; Offerman et al., 1937) and satellites (Barnett
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et al., 1985). Although satellite observations provide extensive spatial coverage

the daily variation at a single position cannot be monitored

Ground-based temperature measurements of the middle atmosphere can be

obtained using incoherent scatter radar (Wand, 1983a, b; Lathuillere et al., 1983;

Fukuyama et a1., 1987) and several optical techniques. Emissions due to molecu-

lar OH and Oz have been used to determine rotational temperatures of emission

layers centred at 86 and 94 km respectively (Tepley et al., 1981; N{yabro, 1984,

1986; Takahashi et al., 1986). Observations of the oxygen ) 558 nm emission with

high-resolution Fabry-Perot spectrometers allow temperature measurements to

be made in the lower thermosphere. At mid-latitudes this emission comes mainly

from a layer near 97 km; a small contribution from the thermosphere near 250 km

is also present (Hernandez,1976; Killeen and Hays, 1983; Thornas and Donahue,

7e72).

Neutral sodium atoms form a narrol,r/ layer centred at about 90 km with

12 km full-width at half-maximum. This layer was first studied using photo-

metric observations of ihe twilight sodium D-line emission (see Hunten, 1967,

for review) which is weakly excited photochemically, and strongly by resonant

scattering of sunlight. Kirchhotr (1986) has reviewed models of the sodium layer

photochemistry. The photochemical excitation is exothermic and typically about

40 R intensity. The resonant scattering is iypically about 1 kR intensity.

Lidars have enabled detailed studies to be made of the sodium layer; recent

examples include Gardner et al. (19s6); von Zahn et al. (198s); and Nomura et
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al. (1987). A tunable sodium lidar has been used to obtain temperature profiles

of the mesopause region from 80-110 km (Fricke and von Zahn,1985; von Zahn

and Neuber, 1987; Neuber et aI.,1988), These stuclies have shown the mesopause,

defined as the region of smoothed minimum temperature above the mesosphere,

to be situated at 100t2 km in the northern polar winter.

Temperature profiles of the stratosphere and mesosphere to 75 km have been

obtained using Rayleigh lidars. These lidars yield density profiles from which

the temperature profile can be determined by assuming a reference temperature,

hydrostatic equilibrium, and the perfect gas law. Such temperature profiles have

been reported from France (Chanin et al., 1987; Hauchecorne et al., 1987) and

Japan, (Shibata et al., 1986).

The dominant features of all lidar studies of mesospheric temperature profiles

are the temporal variability and the intermittent occurence of near-adiabatic

temperature gradients. These features are manifestations of gravity rù/aves which

frequently have large amplitudes in the mesosphere and interact strongly with

the mean flow (Fritts, 1984).

Tidal variations in temperature have been noted in measurements using inco-

herent scatter radars. Lathuillere et al. (1933) suggested that tidal processes may

be the cause of variations seen in night-time temperatures from the 90-110 km

region' They found variations of. M-20% in the averages of the first and second

parts of the night at equinox. Wand (1983b) has studied the semidiurnal com-

ponent of temperature variations in the lorver thermosphere from 105-125 km;
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tidal amplitudes of up to 28 I{ at 115 km were found. The amplitude of the tidal

variations was found to be larger than that predicted by the current models

Analysis of tidal variations in the density of the sodium layer have been made

by Batista et al. (1985) and l(won et al. (1987) using sodium backscatter lidars

with the capacity to perform daytime measurements. In these studies the semid-

iurnal tide was found to have substantial influence on the column abundance and

centroid height of the sodium layer.

This paper reports on observations of the sodium D-line emission at twi-

light obtained with a high-resolution Fabry-Perot spectrometer, (FPS). The FPS

records the profile of the emission line. The temperature of the emission region

can then be obtained from the width of this profile; allowance must be made for

the finite width of the instrument profiie. For the temperature to be interpreted

as the atmospheric temperature it must be assumed that the emitting species

a¡e in thermal equilibrium with the dominant neutral species; for the twilight

sodium emission, produced mainly by resonant excitation by sunlight, this as-

sumption is certainly valid. The line of sight component of the wind velocity

at the height of the emission ca¡r be determined from the Doppler shift of the

line but no wind results will be presented here. Jacka (1984) has reviewed the

application of Fabry-Perot spectrometers for airglolv observations of this sort.

The height of the peak of the sodium layer varies slightly over the year.

Gibson and Sandford (1971), from lidar measurements, found the peak height to

be at 87.5 km in summer and 91 km in winter. Gardner et al., (1986) found the
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mean centroid of the layer to be at 92 km with a 1.5 km decrease in December

and November (winter). They suggested that the variation in the height of

the centroid of the laycr was due to a combined effeci of the zonal winds and

meridional circulation system. The FPS observations integrate the emissions

from the whole of the layer, most lveight being given to its densest part. In view

of the variability in layer shape and the .r.ri.ìioo of.2-3 km in the height of its

centroid, both spatially and temporally, a representative height of 90 km will be

assumed in the following discussion.

Sipler and Biondi (1975) and Hernandez (1975) reported preliminary FPS ob-

servations of the twilight sodium emission obtaining temperature measurements

of 210 + 15 K and 215 * 15 I( respectively for single profiles. They also noted

that the night-time emission was considerably broadened due to the photochem-

ical excitation mechanism so that temperatures could not be obtained. Sipler

and Biondi (1977) analysed 2 years of twilight and night-time measurements

from Laurel Ridge, Pensylvania (40" N, 79o W). The temperatures they obtained

from twilight observations ranged from 150 K in summer to 230 K in winter.

3 InstrumentationandObservations

Observations of the sodium D-line emission have been made at Mt. Torrens,

(35' S, 139" E), for two years, 1986 and 1987. The instrument is a scanning FPS

basically the same as that described by Jacka et al., (1980). The single etalon used

for the twilight observations is part of a dual scanning instrument designed for
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daytime observations. Some minor modifications't¡¡ere made; a Peltier cell cooler

has replaced the original cooler, the photomultiplier now being mainbained at

approximately -20" C; a nerv etalon, 150 mm in diameter, with an etalon ûnesse

of 17 at À 589 nm has replaced the previous etalon. Optimizing the instrument

for operation at À 589 nm by using an etalon plate separation of 6.828 mm and

appropriate choice of field stop gives an instrrìment finesse of. !2 at À 589 nm.

A filter wheel houses six filiers which can be used to select the spectral line

of interest. Filters of 0.3 nm bandwidth at the sodium D2 (À 589.0 nm) and D1

(À 539.6 nm) lines rvere available for the observations. Although the D2 emission

is approximately twice as intense as the D1 emission in the present work the

D2 emission \¡¡as not observed because the D2 filter bandpass was approximately

0.1 nm too low.

The precise order of the etalon used, -23150, was chosen so that where the

Dl order, n, was integral the D2 order was r¿ * m t å, fot nz integral This

ensured that if some transmission of the unwanted D2 line occurred it would not

contaminate the shape of the required line profile.

The etalon plate spacing is normally scanned in 128 steps each of 40 ms

duration, the pulse output from the photomultiplier being accumulated in 128

separate channels of the recording system memory. The pulse count rate depends,

of course, on the signal intensity and various instrument parameters.

The twilight observations fall into two groups; those made in the zenith and

those made at a zenith angle of 60" in the four cardinal points. Figure 1 shows
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a series of D1 zenith profiles obtained ai dusk on day of year (DOY) 063, 1986.

Each profile is the sum of about 50 scans in a 5 minute interval except profilc

9 which was of 10 minutes duration. lVithin any one scan little variation in the

background intensity occurs. To show the spectral structure in the profiles the

background has been subtracted. The sodium Fraunhofer absorption line can be

seen in profiles 1-3. This is due to a contribution from Rayleigh scattering of the

solar spectrum from the lower atmosphere. As the sun sets at increasing altitude

the resonant scattering from the sodium layer at 90 km becomes the dominant

feature in the spectrum as in profiles 5-7. As the sun sets on the sodium layer

the intensity of the emission rapidly decreases and the profile broadens as the

exothermic photochemical reaction becomes the dominant source of photons.

Profiles 8 and 9 in figure 1 show photochemical contamination. The night-time

intensity of the photochemical emission is very low; this coupled with scattering

of light from sodium street lamps in Adelaide and nearby towns makes night-time

observations useless at Mt. Torrens.

4 Data analysis

The spectral line profile of the sodium emission is not a simple Gaussian shape.

The D1 line has 2 x 2 and the D2 line 2 x 3 hyperfine components. In the

Dl line the two groups of hyperfine components are separated about 2.1 pm

and each group is 0.2 pm wide (very small compared to the Doppler width).

If the instrument profile is deconvolved from the recorded profile the hyperfine
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components appear as trvo Gaussian curves. The positions of the peaks of the

two Gaussian curves contain the wind information and the width of each curve

the temperature.

FPS profiles of emission from a hollow cathode sodium lamp were recorded

during observation periods. The lamp operates at a temperature of about 400 K

Referring to figure 2, if. a source Gaussian curve of the correct temperature is

deconvolved from the recorded lamp profile the remaining profile is a convolution

of the sodium profile at zero I(elvin and the instrument profile; in future denoted

'sodium x instrument' profile. The sodium profile at, zero Kelvin contains the

necessary information about the hyperfine structure.

A Gaussian curve convolved with the sodium * instrument profile is now

fitted to the recorded sky profile. The fitting is done in the Fourier transform

domain and only parts of the spectrum where the signal greatly exceeds the noise

are used. The temperature and wind information are obtained from the fitted

Gaussian curve

Temperatures obtained from analysis of the profiles from dusk on DOY 063,

1986 are shown in the table 1. Also shown are the standard errors in individual

temperature estimates obtained from the fitting routine, and the total back-

ground count rate per channel for each profile. These profiles were from zenith

observations. Most profiles had similar acquisition times, thus the standard er-

rors in the temperature estimates for cardinal point observations tyere smaller

than those given in this table as the emission intensity is proportionally higher.
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Some zenith profiles on individual days were combined to obtain a better signal

to noise ratio.

A small contribrrtion from the Fraunhofer absorption line masks the wings of

the emission profile thus adding an apparent constant to the background. This

effect was examined by subtracting a constant from each channel in a simulated

profile. The simulated profile rÃ¡as then analysed as described above. An approx-

imately linear relationship rvas obtained; a subtraction of 1 percent of the profile

peak count rate resulted in underestimating the temperature by 10 K.

An attempt was made to remove background contamination by fitting a poly-

nomial to the wings of the profile; this was found to be inadequate. In principle

if a solar profile was obtained just prior to the sun setting then the twilight pro-

files could be analysed in a manner similar to dayglow profiles (see Cocks, 1983,

for a description of dayglow analysis). Solar profiles have not been made in the

observations obtained to date. However, in view of the sensitivity of temperature

estimations and the limited extra data which could be obtained by this method,

it is unlikely to be a profitable exercise.

The photochemical emission, being exothermic, will broaden the profile be-

yond the Doppler width. As twilight progresses and the ratio of photochemical to

resonant emission intensities increases the profile width increases also. This effect

was also simulated. By adding two simulated sodium profiles, one at 200 K for

the resonant emission, and one at 700 I( for the photochemical emission (Sipler

and Biondi,, 7977), and analysing as a single profile the effects of photochemical
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contamination can be seen. For small amounts of photochemical contamination

a linear relationship is obtained. Photochemical emisoion al lTo of the intensity

of the lesonant enrission will produce a change in width of the emission profile

equivalent to a temperature increase of approximately 1 K. Although the exact

emission intensity ratio is unknown the expected value is about 4%

Care must be taken in interpreting the temperatures returned by the analysis

described above. Obviously not all are representative of the atmospheric temper-

ature. Useful information can be extracted from these results if stringent selection

criteria are used to remove profiles wiih any Fraunhofer background contamina-

tion or any profile broadening due either to excess photochemical emission or

scattered street lights. The profile background is the background count rate due

to a combination of both photomultiplier dark count rate and sky background

emission. The following selection criteria were used:

1. Fraunhofer background contamination can be allowed for by not selecting

profiles with high background count rates. For zenith profiles a cut-off of 500

counts/s was used and for off-zenith observations a cut-off of 2000 counts/s.

2. The problem of broadening by the photochemical reaction can be avoided

by not selecting profiles with low background counts. For zenith profiles a back-

ground of 60 counts/s was considered the lowest acceptable background and for

off zenith profiles a background of 120 counts/s was set.

3. No profiles from the west at dusk have been used in the temperature

analysis as these profiles all show varying amounts of contamination by scattered
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street lights.

4. The fitting procedure returns ¡2 values describing the goodness of fit. A

limit on the value of ¡2 was set to discard profilcs for which a good fit was not

obtained.

5. If a temperature estimate had a standard error of greater than 60 K it

was not included in further analysis.

The background selection criteria under 1 and 2 above were determined by

altering the limiting background values and calculating the monthly mean tem-

peratures from the selectecl profiles; the monthly mean values reach a plateau.

For example when increasing the minimum acceptable background the mean

temperatures decrease until increasing the minimum value further does not sig-

nificantly change the mean. The background limiting values were set to where

the plateau commerrced. These criteria a,lso exclude some useful profiles. Pro-

files of a longer duration near the end of twilight start becoming contaminated

towards the end of the acquisition time. A shorter profile with the sarne back-

ground counts may not be contaminated. These rigid selection criteria were used

to avoid any subjective judgement in the selection of useful profiles.

When using the selection criteria described above a total of 166 profiles from

65 days data were obtained over the two years. A single lamp profile was used to

obtain a sodium * instrument profile for the analysis of all data. The temperature

of the lamp profile was determined by a five parameter fitting of two Gaussian

curves using an instrument function derived from a profile obtained with a Hg 198
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À 546 nm emission lamp, The temperature obtained was 433.9 t 1 K. This un-

certainty includes both that from the fitting routine, * 0.3 K, ancl an estimate

of the crror from the specification of the mercury lamp temperature. Because of

the mass ratio of mercury to sodium an uncertainty of 10 K in the mercury lamp

temperature produces only a 1 I( uncertainty in the sodium lamp temperature.

Using a single instrument profiIe has the advantage that any uncertainty in the

temperature determination arising from uncertainty in the lamp operating tem-

perature will be the same for all profiles. Thus variations in temperature between

different profiles will be real variations and not related to uncertainties in the

lamp operating temperature. At times over the two years the Fabry-Perot etaion

plate separation was changed for observations of other emissions but when reset

for sodium observations the order was always within 200 of the value n = 23150

quoted above. Variations in the instrument function due to such small changes

in instrument configuration should be negligible.

5 Results and. discussion

In this study profiles of 5-10 minutes duration were obtained over the short mid-

latitude twilight. The temperatures calculated were highly variable both from

day to day and on some individual days. Data are available for all months except

August and more data are available for the summer months since summer skies

are more often clear than winter skies. In all months except May data from both

dusk and dawn are available. The general trend is as expected; a rvvarm winter
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mesosphere and a cold summer mesosphere. Taking June and July as the winter

months (no r\ugust data are available) a winter mean temperature of 199 + 5 I(

is t-¡btairretl aucl fr¡r surnruer, Decetnber, January, and February, 150 + 20 I(.

Figure 3 shows the monthly mean dusk and dawn temperatures. A signifi-

cant difference between dusk and darvn values can clearly be seen in the months

January - April. As dusk and darvn are approximately 12 hours apart an obvi-

ous possible explanation of such a difference is the diurnal tide. Model values

for 35' S from Groves (1988) are indicated by the dashed line in figure 3. This

model was developed to match upper and lower atmosphere models and to fit

available temperature data from satellites and rockets. The winter values are

in reasonable agreement with those of the model but summer values are more

variable and significantly lower.

To indicate the variability within estimates when more than two profiles have

been used from any particular twilight, the range (maximum - minimum) of the

estimates is used. From 53 twilights the mean va.riability assessed in this v¡ay was

40 K; it does not change significantly through the year. This variability arises

from several sources. The uncertainty in the fitting, as indicated by the standard

error of the estimate, introduces some variability. The average value of this

standard error from all data is *.22I(; in Winter, (June and July), when twilights

are longer and profiles have higher total counts, the average value of the standard

error is + 15 I(. Another contribution to the variability arises from inadequacies

in the selection criteria. As mentioned above the photochemical emission and the
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Fraunhofer background contamination can both affect the emission profile. The

two effects act in opposite ways and would cancel each other to a certain extent

If the iniensiiy of either were abnormal then this wouid prorlrrce a,n appa,rent

change in temperature. If the background criteria are made more stringent the

number of profiles satisfying them becomes too small to be useful

A possible cause of actual variability of temperature during a single twilight

is the presence of internal gravity lvaves. Hines (1965) predicbed temperature

variations of up to t 30 I( at 110 km. The tunable sodium lidar study of Neuber

et al. (1988) found that temperature fluctuations of t 25 K about the mean rvere

not uncommon. Using the relationship (Hines, 1965)

6T o +.i(t - l)t 
"-'U"T --

where 7 is the ratio of specific heats, c the speed of sound, and [å the wave

induced horizontal wind speed, Vincent (1984), from velocity measurements at

Adelaide, estimated rms temperature variations of - 10-12 K for gravity waves in

the 85 km region. Zenith measurements over twilight span 15-20 minutes when

more than one profile is obtained; thus a wave with a period less than an hour,

not uncommon at mesospheric heights, could produce significant temperature

fluctuations in the zenith observations.

Cardinal point observations span distances of 300 km and so r¡¡aves with hor-

izontal wavelengths of a few hundred kilometers, also not uncommon at meso-

spheric heighis, could produce significant temperature fluctuations in any set of

single twilight observations.
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To see if a connection with the diurnal tide could be sul¡stantiated a compari-

son v/as made with tidal measurements from the spaced-a,ntenna, pa,rtial-reflection

radar at Buckland Park which is 50 km west-north-west of Mt. Torrens. The

radar measures horizontal winds with a height resolution of a few kilometers.

Wind data, including amplitude and phase of the diurnal tide for 1986-87, were

supplied by Dr. R.A. Vincent (personal communication). To relate the ampli-

tude of the wind variation with the amplitude of the temperature variation and

to determine the phase difference between the wind and temperature variations

a model is used viz. that presented by Forbes and Vincent, (1988). It incorpo-

rates the effects of mean winds and dissipation on the (1,1) mode of the diurnal

tide. Calculations from the model were carried out for the March equinox. An

arnplitude of the variation in the zonaltidal wind of 30 ms-1 corresponds to an

amplitude of the temperature variation of 8.5%; the time of maximum zonal wind

lags the time of maximum temperature by 7 hours (Vincent, personal communi-

cation). Assuming that the ratio of the tidal zonal wind amplitude to the tidal

temperature amplitude remains constant, and that the phase difference between

the variations remains the same for all months, figure 4 compares the (dawn

- dusk) temperature difference variation calculated from the model and radar

data with that obtained from the FPS measurements. Reasonable agreement

is obtained throughout the year except at the solstices. From January through

April the FPS (dawn - dusk) temperature difference is slightly larger than the

model/PRD values and in all other months it is slightly smaller. The diurnal tide
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maximizes in the autumn equinox (Vincent et al., 1988) and the phase is such

that the maximum difference between dusk and dawn, 37 K or 20T0, occurs then.

The genera,l a,greement seen offers snpport for the preclictions from the model of

the temperature effects of the (1,1) mode of the diurnal tide.

An attempt to use an earlier model (Forbes and Gillette, 1982) gave diurnal

temperature variations a factot of.2less than those seen in the FPS data.

Other factors could also produce systematic variations in the temperature of

this region. The model used only accounts for the (1,1) mode of the diurnal tide;

other modes of the diurnal tide may be important at times. No account has

been taken of the semidiurnal tide which has been shown to have a significant

effect on the density of the sodium layer (Batista et al., 1985; Kwon et al., 1937).

Although the semidiurnal tidal data are available from the Buckland Park radar,

the model amplitude and phase relationships are not. To do a similar calculation

of the (dawn - dusk) temperature difference produced by the semidiurnal tide

the phase information needs to be known fairly accurately; a 1 or 2 hour phase

shift has quite a significant effect. Considering the times of dusk and dawn the

largest effect would be expected at the solstices and least at the equinoxes. The

semidiurnal tide can cause the dawn temperatures to be lower than those at dusk

and may explain the December and June/July negative temperature differences

seen in FPS measurements.

Sipler and Biondi (1977) found no systernatic difference in the temperatures

at evening and morning twilight. They were working with a fairly small data
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set; dawn temperatures \Mere only available on about 10 days. The amplitude

of the diurnal tide is large at Adelaide, 35o S (Vincent et a1., 1988). It may

be that at 400 N the temperatrrre varia,tion prodrrc.ecl by t,he rliurnal ticle is not

as significant as at Mt. Torrens and was therefore completely masked by other

variations. The temperatures they obtained are in reasonable agreement rvith

those reported here - their summer minimum of 150 K and winter maximum of

230 K compare with our means of 150 I( in summer and 199 K in winter. Neuber

et al., (1988) obtained a winter mean temperature at g0 km of 205.2 K

6 Conclusions

Observations of the twilight soelium emission made with a high-resolution FPS

can, with care, be used to infer temperatures at a height of about 90 km.

Observations from Mt. Torrens, a southern midlatitude station, have been

used to determine monthly mean temperatures. A summer mean of 150 K and

a winter mean of 199 K have been determined from two years of data.

The data show considerable short term variability some of which may be

ascribed to the effects of gravity rvvaves. The FPS measurements of the dawn-

dusk temperature difference were in rgasonable agreement with those calculated

using a recent theoretical model togeather with measurements of the amplitude

and phase of the diurnal tide from a nearby spaced-antenna partial-reflection

radar. A systematic difference betrveen dawn and dusk temperatures of up to

37I{ in March and April is ascribed to the diurnal tide: at this time the amplitude
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of the tide is largest and the phase such as to maximize the effect.
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Table 1: Tempera ture estimates for the zenith profiles given in figure 1 using
the ar¡alysis-utlined are

from the fitting routine. In profile 2 an error of XX indicates an inadequatc fit.
Profiles 2, 3, and 4 show Frarrnhofer contamination. Profile 8 has considerable
photocheurical broadening. Only profiles 5 and 6 would be accepted by the
selection criteria given in the text.

profile temperature

(K)

background

(counts/s)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

640 + XX

68+95

t77 +.54

r87 X.2L

L78 +.20

23L +.20

260 t 64

15980

4681

L244

343

115

49

31
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Figure captions

Figure 1: St¡dium Dl line profiles from dusk ou DOY 063, 1986.The backgrouncl
has been subtracted to illustrate the spectral features. In profiles 1-4 features
of the solar spectrum can be seen. In profiles 4-8 the emission line produced
by resonant scattering of sunlight is the dominant feature. In profile 9 the line
rvidth is broader due to the photochemical excitation mechanism producing the
emission after sunset.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the analysis procedure. The asterisk de-
notes convolution. The recorded lamp profile is a convolution of the instrument
profile and the lamp profile. The recorded sky profile is the convolution of the
instrument profile and the sky sodium profile. In both cases they may be ex-
pressed as a convolution of the sodium * instrument profile (at zero kelvin) and
a source profile. The parameters of the Gaussian curves contain information on
temperature and velocity of the source; they are adjusted for best fit with the
recorded lamp and sky profiles.

Figure 3: The monthly mean temperatures for dusk and dawn from the twilight
observations are shown. Crosses indicate dusk values and circles, dawn. The
error bars indicate the standard error in the mean computed on the basis of
assigning equal weight to individual observations during any one month. The
labels at the bottom of the plot show the month and number of profiles used
to calculate the means. The dashed line represents model values from Groves
(1e88).

Figure 4: The dawn-dusk temperature difference is plotted for each month. The
crosses represent the difference in the FPS average measurements, as plotted
in figure 3. The open circles are the differences predicted by the model/radar
measurements explained in the text.
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Figure 4
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Appendix C

DAYGTO\M: REVIEW OF

THEORY AND OBSERVATIONS

Successful study of the dayglorv requires a general understanding of both the solar spectrum

and sky radiance. The following account is drawn mainly from textbooks on both subjects

(Kuiper 1953; I{ondratyev 1969; McCartney 1976; Coulson 1975).

C.1- Solar spectrum

The solar spectrum as seen from Earth originates in the outer region of the visible sun known as

the photosphere. The shape of the spectrum reflects properties of the photosphere. Figure C.1

shows that the general shape of the spectrum is well described by the curve for blackbody

radiation at 5900 K. This curve is modifred by Fraunhofer absorption lines and also by absorp-

tion and scattering (attenuation) in the Earth's atmosphere which considerably modifies the

spectrum, especially at wavelengths greater than 0.2 ¡^r,m.

The Fraunhofer absorption lines are produced in the photosphere. The strongest lines are

tlrose of ca*, H, Fe, Mg, Na, Al, and Ca (st. John eú ø/. 1g2g). up to g6% of the local

solar continuum is removed at these wavelengths. The oxygen À 630 and À 558 nm forbidden

transitions produce Fraunhofer absorption lines where about 4% of the continuum is absorbed.
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Figure C.1: Energy distribution in the solar spectrum. (after Kondratyev,1969,p247)

Debouille et al. (1973) present a detailed map of the solar spectrum from 300 to 1000 nm made

using a very high resolution spectrograph with an instrument width of about 1 pm.

Fraunhofer lines are structurally complex (Ziún 1966, p2950). The shape of the centre of

a line is determined by the Doppler broadening produced by thermal motions of the atoms or

ions iu the photosphere. The width is characteristic of a temperature of 5900 K. This basic

shape is modified by pressure broadening, especially in the wings of the lines. The deeper the

Fraunhofer üne the greater the deviation from the thermal Doppler proflle. Broadening also

results from absorption at lower levels of the photosphere where the temperature is higher.

Variations in the Doppler shift from diferent parts of the solar disc, due to solar rotation and

internal motion, cause profile broadening. For the sodium Fraunhofer lines, whereg6To of the

continuum is absorbed, the expected thermal Doppler width for a photosphere at 5900 I( is

about 8 pm but the measured width is about 20 pm. If the amount of pressure broadening is

known, a Voigt proflle can be used for an analytical description. For weak lines, such as the
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Figure C.2: Bottom of the Fraunhofer D2 absorption line as measured by Burnett (1965). The
centers of the two hyperfine components in the terrestrial absorption üne are indicated.

oxygen ljnes at À 630 and À 558 nm, the Doppler profile is a reasonable approximation for some

applications.

Earth's atmosphere considerably modifles the solar spectrum. Attenuation of the solar

spectrum depends on the altitude and zenith angle ofobservations and the clarity ofthe sky. At

infra-red wavelengths water vapour and other atmospheric molecules produce large absorption

bands in the solar spectrum. Other less intense molecular and atomic absorption lines occur

throughout the spectrum. These telluric absorption lines can be distinguished from Fraunhofer

absorption lines because the Earth's atmospheric temperature (200-1500 K) is considerably less

than the photospheric temperature. Figure C.2 shows the telluric sodium D2 absorption line

superimposed on the bottom of the Fraunhofer absorption line at that wavelength.

Any relative motion of the sun with respect to the observer will produce a Doppler shift of

the solar spectrum resulting in a change in the position of the airglow emission with respect

to the Faunhofer feature. For dayglow observations the signifìcant Doppler shifts are those
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produced by the radial velocity component of the Barth's elliptical orbit and the apparent solar

motion produced by the Earth's rotation (McNutt and Mack, 1963). These Doppler shifts vary

in time; that due to the rotation of the Earth produces a measurable effect on a timescale of

several minutes. The velocity of the sun's approach, v, for an observer at a latitude þ and the

sun at hour angle h and declination ó is given by

u = -ru) cos /sin å cos ó

where r and c¿ are the radius and angular velocity of the Earth. The shift varies from 0 pm at

local noon to a maximum of about 0.7 pm at twilight. The other noticeable shift in the solar

spectrum, as seen in Figure C.2, is the gravitational red shift. At À 567.5 nm this amounts to

1.2 pm (C.E. Moore, 1953). Telluric emission or absorption features thus always appear on the

short wavelength side of the Fraunhofer absorption features.

The solar constant is the amount of solar radiant energy from outside the atmosphere passing

per unit time through unit surface area perpendicular to the suns rays and at a distance of mean

radius of the terrestrial orbit, Kondratyev (op. cit., p252). The value of the solar constant is

1353 Wm-2 (Wolfe and Zeiss 1978). Tabulations of the solar irradiance at the Earth's surface

as a function of wavelength can be found in most optical handbooks or texts on atmospheric

radiation. Given these quantities, the solar energy absorbed in the atmosphere and incident on

the Earth's surface can be calculated. Measurement of the solar constant from Earth is difrcult

because compensation for atmospheric efects must be made.

C.2 Skylight

C.2.L Rayleigh scattering

Lord Rayleigh in 1899 applied electromagnetic theory to the scattering of light by atmospheric

molecules in an attempt to explain the blue colour of the sky. The term Rayleigh scattering

has since been used to describe scattering by particles much smaller than the wavelength of the
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incident light. The radiant fl.ux or irradiance produced by Rayleigh scattering can be derived by

considering the interaction of the electric field of the incident light, ðs, with the dipole moment

associated with a molecule (or atom). The applied fleld induces an oscillation in the scatterer

which radiates energy derived from the incident wave. It is assumed that: (1) dimensions of the

scatterers are small compared to the wavelength, À, of the incident l-ight; (2) the scatterers and

surrounding medium are neither conductors nor contain free electric charges; (3) the refractive

index, n, of a, particle is not too high; (a) the particles scatter light independently of each other.

The time averaged Poynting vector, ,9, then gives the cluantity of scattered energy passing per

unit time per unit surface perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the scattered light,

1l 1 + cos2d)

"' - ¡çî¡'.16-R2¡ÍÀ4

d is the angle of observation from the incident wave, /f is the number of particles per unit

volume, and .R the distance from the scattering volume (Kondratyev 1969, pi75).

The angular scattering coefficient P^(0) quantifies the scattered intensity from unit volume

in an infinitesimal solid angle dc¿ observed at 0 to the incident radiation of unit flux.

5r

p,(o):# =W(r1cos2d)

I(0) = -R23i is the intensity of the scattered radiation and ^50 = *(E )t is the Poynting vector

of the incident ¡adiation (Kondratyev 1969, p176). Values of this coefficient for different )

for standard atmospheric conditions are tabulated in reference books (e.g. McCartney 1976).

The dependence of the scattering coefrcient on )-a is characteristic of Rayleigh scattering

and explains why the sky is blue. The shorter wavelengths are scattered more strongly than

the longer ones. The term (1 I cos2d) gives the angular distribution of scattered radiation.

Figure C.3 shows this distribution. It can be seen from the diagram that the maximum intensity

occurs in the forward and backward directions. At g0 and 270o scattering is at a minimum. For

dayglow observations at g0o to the incident sunlight, the Rayleigh scattering will be least anrl

so the dayglow feature will be most prorninent against the background.
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Figure C.3: Intensity distribution of Rayleigh scattering of unpoiarized incident light. The
polarization of the components is shown. (McCartney 1976)

Rayleigh scattering also polarizes the scattered light. Figure C.3 shows the distribution of

the components with their electric vector perpendicular and parallel to that of the incident

wave. This assumes that the incident light is unpolarized and that the scatterers are isotropic.

In practice these two conditions do not strictly hold. Dayglow emission features are unpolarised

and this fact can be used to discriminate against the background. At g0o to the incident solar

flux Rayleigh scattered light is completely polarized. If dayglow observations are made in

these directions with a polarizer set to minimize throughput of the background, the signal to

background ratio is maximized. Tlie background is still very much brighter than the emission

feature.

Only single scattering has been considered and in reality some multiple scattering also

occurs. Scattering from larger atmospheric particles, Mie scattering, also makes a significant

contribution to sky light. The Earth reflects light back to the atmosphere and this is also

ll Component

l Component I Component
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backscattered to Earth. An albedo of 1 implies complete reflection from the ground and 0

implies no reflection. For visible wavelengths snow covered ground has an albedo of about 0.8

- 0.9 and bare or vegetated ground an albedo of about 0.1 - 0.3. These values vary for different

wavelengths and also vary, to alarge extent, with the nature of the particular surface involved.

C.2.2 Mie scattering

The Rayleigh theory is usefully accurate for particles for which the radius, r, is less than

about 0.03 wavelengths of the incident light. Although this applies to atomic and molecular

atmospheric constituents other larger particles also contribute to scattering. Scattering by large

particles is known as IVIie scattering after G. Mie who first presented a theory to explain the

phenomenon. Mie scattering treats scattering in terms of a dimensionless size parameter a =

2trrl),. It is a comprehensive theory which takes account of the varying relative size of the

scatterers and different refractive indices. It can be used to treat scatterers of varying shape.

In principle Mie scattering determines the scattered radiation by considering the scatterer, not

as a dipole oscillator, but as a complex of multipoles. The resultant scattered radiation is the

sum of a.ll the partial waves produced by these poies when perturbed by the incident wave. In

the limit for a ( 0.2 or À < 0.03r lvlie scattering reduces to Rayleigh scattering. Figure C.4

(Mc Cartneyr op. cit., p21) shows angular patterns of scattered intensity for three values of a.

The theory will not be considered here, except for a few salient features, as it is most useful

when accounting for scattering from clouds, fogs, smoke, and smog; conditions unsuitable for

observation of dayglow.

Mie scattering is distinguished by: a complicated dependence of intensity on angle of ob-

servation, the complexity increasing with a; an increase in the ratio of forward scattering to

backscattering with increasing a; and little dependence of scattering on wavelength when a is

large, which explains the whiteness of clouds. Even in a very clear sky the presence of aerosols

can be detected by observing the strong forward scattering, characteristic of Mie scattering,

around the sun. This bright whitish region is known as the solar aureole. Coulson (1971)
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Figure C.4: Angular patterns of scattered intensity for particles of varying size. Small particles
produce Rayleigh scattering. All distributions are explained by the theory of Mie scattering.
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Figure C.5: Relative intensity of skylight as measured in clear and polluted atmospheres by
Coulson (1971) are shown by solid lines. Model calculations of intensities for turbid (long
dashes) and Rayleigh (short dashes) atmospheres are shown. Horizon brightening, obvious in
the radiance measurements for the clear sky, indicates the dominance of Rayleigh scattering.

measured the sky brightness in clear and polluted atmospheres. Figure C.5 shows the results

he obtained and a theoretical calculation for pure Rayleigh scattering and for a polluted at-

mosphere. The presence of the solar aureole marks the main deviation of a clear sky from a

Rayleigh distribution. The marked forward scattering by aerosols enables even relatively small

aerosol concentrations to be detected when illuminated by an intense source such as the sun.

As the aerosol concentration increases the extent of the aureole increases. For a very polluted

atmosphere or for a thin high cloud layer the whole sky is covered by the aureole. An increase

in sky briglitness near the horizon is indicative of the dominance of Rayleigh scattering in a

clear sky. The minirnum in scattering at g0o to the sun is masked when the aureole extends

over the region.
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C.2.3 Sky brightness

The previous two sections have outlined the principle mechanisms of atmospheric scattering.

Precise theoretical ca,lculation of sky brightness is difñcult as the atmospheric composition must

be accurately known, The composition varies daily, seasonally, and yearly. The sky brightness

varies with atmospheric composition, solar zenith angle, wavelength, and changes in the Earth's

albedo. Coulson et aL (1960) have tabulated Rayleigh scattered intensity and polarization

for variations of these parameters. Models of sky brightness have been developed to try and

explain the distributions obtained from measurements. The development of models is such

that they can reproduce the general features obtained in measurements of sky brightness. As

mentioned in the previous section, flgure C.5 shows a comparison between model calculations

and measurements made by Coulson (1971). Tanaka (1971a) used models to calculate sky

brightness maps. Figure C.6 shows the transmitted radiation for 3 solar zenith angles assuming

a small aerosol concentration and an albedo of 0.25. Such maps are useful for determining the

optimum direction for measuring dayglow features. Maps of polarization were also presented

(Tanaka, 1971b)r

Measurement of airglow intensity is usuaily made in Rayleighs. One Rayleigh is is an

apparent emission rate of 1010 photons m-2 (column) sec-1 (Chamberlain 1961). Sky brightness

in Rayleighs can be estimated given the solar constant, solar irradiance per unit bandwidth,

and intensity maps as in Figure C.6 One Rayleigh is (1010f) Wm-2 where h is Planks

constant and c is the speed of light of wavelength ). Table C.l gives the relevant values for

the continuum near the lines of present interest. If a value of solar flix, f , is multipliecl by

the contour values given by the maps in Figure C.6 the brightness is obtained. This gives

estimates of sky brightness varying from - 1.5 x 104 kR nm-l to - 0.15 x 104 kR nm-l for the

conditions specified for the maps. These values are in reasonable agreement with the values of

1 x 105 kR nm-1 and 3 x 104 kR nm-l as measured by Noxon and Goody (1962) and Miller

and Fastie (1972).
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Figure C.6: Maps of the distribution of diffusely transmitted radiation at 450 nm for low
turbidity, an albedo of 0,25, and varying solar zenith angles. Symmetry over 1800 is assumed.
The concentric rings mark the solar aureole and the contours of equal brightness are shown.
(Tanaka 1971a)

Table C.1: Solar Flux

oô

À

nm

Solar irradiance

W m-2 nm-1 kR nm-l

F

kR nm-l

557.7

589.3

630.1

I.707

1.700

1.570

4.793 x 105

5.045 x 105

4.979 x 105

1.53 x 104

1.61 x 104

1.58 x 104
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C,2.4 Other types of scattering

Although Rayleigh and Mie scattering can together give a reasonable estimate of sky brightness

and explain most of the gross features of the sky spectrum, other forms of scattering can

produce significant effects when isolation of a dayglow feature is required. The dayglow feature

is usually isolated by subtraction of a suitably normaüzed solar spectrum from the sky spectrum.

The immediate neighbourhood of the direct solar spectrum is very simila¡ to that of Rayleigli

scattered sunlight. After subtraction of the sun spectrum from the sky spectrum two features

are apparent: one is the atomic or molecular emission profile and the other is a spectrally

broad sky contribution. This contribution may be considered as filling-in of any Fraunhofer

absorption line in the sky spectrum; absorption lines in the sky spectrum are proportionally

less deep than the same lines in the direct solar spectrum. This was first noted by Grainger

and Ring (1962) and has since been called the Ring effect. Noxon and Goody (1965), Barmore

(1975), and others have reported measurements of the Ring efect. Notable characteristics are

a lack of polarization and considerable variability in other features such as intensity and solar

zenith angle.

Several mechanisms for production of the Ring effect have been proposed. Aerosol fluores-

cence was favoured by Barmore (loc. cit.). Hunten (1970) invoked reflection of sky and sunlight

from the ground to try and explain the effect. Kattawar et ø1. (798I) discuss and discard these

propositions and present a convincing hypothesis for a combination of rotational Raman scat-

tering and Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering from air molecules. Both these mechanisms had been

previously rejected as inadequate on their own to explain the intensities obtained. Brillouin

scattering is caused by density fl.uctuations in the medium. Small Doppler shifts in frecluency

are produced by movements of the fluctuations. Rotational Raman scattering occurs when the

electrons in the molecules which scatter incident light change their ¡otational energy level and

light scattered by the molecule is shifted slightly in frecluency.

Although the Ring effect only contributes a fraction of the overall sky brightness it is of the
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same order of magnitude as the dayglow emission features.

C.2.5 Dayglow excitation mechanisms

Reviews of the dayglow were published in the late 1960s and early 1970s (Wallace and McElruy

1966; Noxon 1968; Hunten 1971; Llewellyn and Evans 1971; Rundle 1971). At that time most

dayglow observations were made using ground-based techniques and rocket firings. Satelütes

have enabled dayglow observations to be made more simply than ground-based observations

as the instrument can be pointed tangentially through the emission layer to avoid Rayleigh

scattered sunlight. Vallance-Jones eú a/. (1985) and Bates (1983) review the chemistry and

tecent measurements of all atmospheric emissions including dayglow, aurorae, and nightglow.

Most information relates to the brightest emissions viz. oxygen À 630 nm and À 558 nm and

the sodium ) 589 nm doublet. Hunten (1971) gives a table of expected intensities, production

mechanisms and heights for daytime, twilight, and night-time emissions. Tlie table is still useful

although some intensities, especially dayglow ones, have been considerably revised.

The major production rnechanisms for dayglow are resonant scattering, fl.uorescence, pho-

todissociation, chemiluminescent reactions, photoelectron excitation, and excitation transfer.

An atom can absorb a photon from the incident sunlight. If the photon is re-emitted at the

same wavelength the process is called resonant scattering. The photon can be re-emitted at a

different wavelength by the atom gaining or losing energy; the process is then called fl.uorescence.

Resonant scattering is the principal mechanism in the production of the sodium D lines. It also

contributes minimally to the 01 À 630 nm and À 558 nm emissions. Chamberlain (1g61,

ch11) gives an extensive discussion of resonant scattering, including intensity and polarization

calculations and an application of the theory to the twilight sodium emission.

When an atom absorbs a photon an elect¡on gains energy and makes a transition from one

energy level, k, to another, j. Resonance radiation occurs when the electron in level j returns

to level k emitting a photon similar to the one previously absorbed. The number of photons
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scattered per atom per second! g, can be calculated given f¿¡, the oscillator strength of the

transition from level i to level j, Aj¡ and A¡r the Einstein coefûcients for the j -+ k transition

and the j - I transitìons where I represents all states r.rf energy less thal j

g = oqn"' for*m,c" "" A¡t

(Chamberlain 1961). The number of resonantly scattered photons depends on the incident solar

fltx, f , and, not included in the equation, on Earth's albedo. Tables of g values are given in

most of 'the dayglow reviews mentioned above.

Sodium dayglow is produced both photochemically, i.e. by chemiluminescence, and by reso-

nant scattering of sunlight. The emission has a daytimeintensity of about 6 kR; chemilumines-

cent processes contribute about a0 R (Chamberlain 1961). In the case of atomic oxygen lines

several processes contribute to the emission. Pigure C.7 shows a proposed model of the relative

contributions of the different mechanisms for the oxygen emissions. The model predictions of

intensity compare well with experimental profiles. Considerable discussion about chemilumi-

nescent processes and. the contribution of particular reactions to the airglow continues due to a

lack of laboratory measurements of the rate constants for the reactions; model calculations are

a means of testing proposed excitation schemes with empirical measurements.

C.3 Dayglow observations

A review of previous attempts at observing features in the visible dayglow spectrum is useful

to emphasize the difficulties of such measurements. Although dayglow emissions can be studied

using satellite and balloon borne instruments most emphasis will be placed on ground-based

techniques.

Although Scrimger and Hunten (1957) observed the sodium D Fraunhofer lines in the so-

lar spectrum, measurements of sodium dayglow emissions were first reported by Blamont and

Donahue (1961). A Zeeman photometer was used. This instrument uses specialized techniclues

only appropriate for alkali metal emissions (e.g. sodium, potassium, lithium) and will be dis-
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cussed later. The results presented by Blamont and Donahue (1961) showed that the dayglow

emissions could be detected, and provided impetus for others to obtain measurements of other

emissions.

C.3.1 Oxygen À 630 nrn dayglow observations

The first reported dayglow measurements of the À 630 nm emission were made using a techniclue

which exploits the differences in polarization between the emission and the sky background.

Dayglow emission features are almost completely unpolarized. Rayleigh scattered sunlight varies

in polarization over the sky. At 90o to the sun maximum polarization of the scattered sunlight

is obtained. The polarimeter observations of Noxon and Goody (1962) and Noxon (1968) were

made by balancing the two components of polarization to equal intensity using polaroids and

optical attenuators. Balance was obtained for observations at g0o to the sun at a wavelength

away from the emission feature. When the wavelength was scanned through the emission feature

(about 1.0 nm) using an Ebert spectrometer the emission was detectable as a modulation of

the output intensity. The sky polarization does not change significantly over such wavelength

ranges and polarization of the emission feature is zero. Measurements were reported of both

the À 630 nm oxygen emission and the À 589 nm sodium emission .

Jarret and Hoey (1963, 1964) were the first to use Fabry-Perot etalons for observing dayglow.

A Fabry-Perot etalon with a 1.5 nm filter was used to observe the sky. The fringe pattern

obtained was photographed; it was claimed that this fringe pattern observed was due to the

oxygen À 630 nm emission (Jarret and Hoey 1963, 1964). Cogger and Shepherd (1965) tried to

repeat these measurements. By using photoelectric instead of photographic recording techniques

they found the background continuum to be significantly modulated. They proposed that the

Fraunhofer structure in the solar continuum produced this modulation and, presumably, the

fringes photographed by Jarret and Hoey.

Bens eú al. (1965) presented a series of results from measurements using two Fabry-Perot
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Figure C.8: À 630 nm dayglow measurements as obtained by Bens et al. (loc. cit.) . Subtracting
the solar spectrum from the sky spectrum results in the isolation of the emission feature.

etalons in series with an interference filter. The instrument parameters were varied to give

successively more background discrimination. To allow for the background continuum alternate

observations of the sun and sky were made in the final sequence of measurements. The results

presented by Bens eú ø/. are shorvn in Figure C.8. Although both spectra look very similar

the emission feature is discernible in the sky spectrum. The emission feature is clearly visible

when the sun spectrum is subtracted from the sky spectrum. This was the first result to isolate

convincingly the À 630 nm emission from the day sky light using a Fabry-Perot spectrometer.

A Gaussian curve fitted directly to the subtraction feature was used to estimate temperature.

The result obtained, 1700o+500o, is somewhat higher than to be expected for the source region

in the thermosphere. Accurate temperature measurements require that the instrument finesse

be known so that the increase in width of the profile, due to the finite width of the instrument

passband, can be calculated (Henderson and Slater 1966). Bens eÍ al. (1965) defined the basic
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requirements for Fabry-Perot observations of dayglow emissions and highlighted the importance

of detailed knowledge of the solar spectrum in the vicinity of the emission.

A direct solar spectrum was used as an approximation to the background of Rayleigh scat-

tered sunlight. The sky proflle consists of the sky emission feature plus the Rayleigh scattered

sunlight and Ring component. Noxon and Goody (1965) realized the relevance of the Ring com-

ponent for isolation of the dayglow feature. The magnitude of the Ring component depends

on the depth of the Fraunhofer line in which the emission is sited. Unless this component is

accounted for in analysis, spuriously high intensities and distorted profiles are obtained.

Noxon (1968) reported oxygen À 630 nm intensities of 5-25kR. Later measurements reported

much lower values, for example Barmore (1977) obtained 6-8 kR and Cocks and Jacka (1978),

2 kR.

The results reported by Barmore (1975) on the Ring effect and the oxygen À 630 nm emission

(Barmore 1977) were made with a PEPSIOS (Poly-Etalon, Pressure Swept, Interferometric

Optical Spectrometer). This instrument will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3. It achieves

very good background rejection by using a system ofthree Fabry-Perot etalons. Barmore (1975,

1977) recorded solar and sky spectra over 0.18 nm near À 630 nm allowing studies of the Ring

effect in three absorption features and the oxygen À 630 nm emission feature. Intensity of the

emission and estimates of temperature, with uncertainties of about 400 I(, were presented.

Cocks €¿ ¿¿. (1980) describe a dual Fabry-Perot spectrometer for daytime airglow studies.

(This instrument was upgraded for the present project.) The instrument is similar to that

of Bens et aL (1965), with two Fabry-Perot etalons and a 0.3 nm filter. Cocks and Jacka

(1978) derived, from observations of the À 630 nm oxygen emission, daytime thermospheric

temperatures, wind velocities, and emission intensities. The signal to noise ratio was consider-

ably better than that obtained by Barmore (1977) and enabled temperature determinatiols to

within 100 K. This was the first reported measurement of wind velocities from measurements

of daytime emission features.
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Altliough Fabry-Perot spectrometers were used initially for studies of the À 630 nm oxygen

emission, considerable work was later done on the telluric absorption in the solar spectrum

and on the sodium D2 emission. Before this work is discussed the observations of the sodium

emission using Zeeman photometers will be reviewed.

C.3.2 Sodium Zeernan photometer observations

Scrimger and Hunten (1957) used a sodium absorption cell to observe the sodium D lines in

the Fraunhofer structure. A lens was used to focus the solar image just behind a window in the

absorption cell. Another lens, on an axis at 90o to the first, focussed the scattered light from

the absorption cell onto the slit of a spectrometer which was scanned through 3 nm to cover

both the D1 and D2 lines. The absorption cell was replaced by glass diffuser plates to observe

direct scattering for every 5 alternate scans. This instrument was principally used to determine

the intensity at the bottom of the Fraunhofer lines (residual intensity), 5.90 + 0.46 for D1 and

5.06 + 0.24 for D2, for a loca^l continuum intensity of 100. The residual intensity was found to

decrease slightly when the sun approached the horizon. Scrimger and Hunten (1957) proposed

that this was due to increased absorption by telluric sodium over the longer path length of the

sunlight,in the sodium layer.

Zeeman photometers are also based on a sodium absorption cell. Blamont eú ø/. (1958)

used a Zeeman photometer to study the sodium twilight emissions and Blamont and Donahue

(1961) reported the first measurements of the sodium dayglow. The Zeeman effect describes

the wavelength splitting produced on applying a large magnetic field to an emitting gas. When

a magnetic field is applied to an absorption cell, depending on the direction of the magnetic

field, only one of the components is absorbed and so an effective wavelength shift is obtained. A

photomultiplier is used to detect the signal from a sodium absorption cell at g0o to the incident

sky spectrum' By switching the magnetic field off and on the intensity varies from that neal

the bottom of the Fraunhofer line (which includes the dayglow emission feature) to that about
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0.08 nm (for a 4k Gauss field) from the bottom of the line. The dayglow contribution at this

wavelength should be negligible. By comparing the ratio of these intensities with a similar

ratio for observations of direct sunlight Blamont and Donahue (loc. cit.) inferred dayglow

intensities. The dayglow intensities obtained implied a daytime sodium abundance four times

that determined from twilight measurements.

Blamont and Donahue (1964)published further results obtained over 4 years. Photochemical

and dynamical processes were proposed to explain the large diurnal va¡iation. Revision of some

chemical rates and rapid transport processes were required to account for the purported diurnal

variation. It was also suggested that there could be other mechanisms which could explain

the large intensities observed. If a telluric absorption line was in the vicinity of the sodium

emission this could affect the background measurements or, if suffciently close, the emission

measurement. Blamont and Donahue (1964) did raise the possibility of some other contribution

to the sky light not present in the solar spectrum as observed by Grainger and Ring (1962) in

other Fraunhofer lines. However they did not consider it to be a serious possibility.

Gadsden et al. (7966) partially explained the high intensities observed by considering the

different polarizations of sun and sky light. Polarization of sky light varies throughout the day

and depends on the direction of observation and the solar zenith angle. Gadsden and Purdy

(1970) used a Zeeman photometer incorporating a polarizer to observe the sodium emissions.

The polarizer ¡¡/as set so that only the component perpendicular to the applied magnetic fleld

was transmitted. After some measurements were made the instrument was rotated by g0. to

ensure that the skylight was adecluately removed. The measurements obtained in this way still

implied a noon increase of 2 to 6 times the twilight abundance. The seasonal variation in the

dayglow abundance was similar to that found in twilight. Albano et al. (1g70), by theoretically

allowing for the sky polarization, obtained similar results for the sodium abundance ratios.

Chanin and Goutail (1975) used a theoretical model to show that interpretions of large

sodium daytime enhancements by previous Zeeman photometer studies could be explained,
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without implying any diurnal variations in abundance, by the combination of an airglow emission

feature and a continuum or Ring component. The Earth's albedo was found to have an efect

on the intensity predicted by the model. Chanin and Goutail were thus finally able to obtain

agreement between the Zeeman photometer measurements and mounting evidence from other

types of measurements for the absence of any large diurnal variation in the sodium layer.

C.3.3 Fabry-Perot observations of the sodium dayglow

The presence of sodium in the Earth's upper atmosphere can be detected in two ways either

by observation of the telluric absorption feature in the solar spectrum or by observation of the

resonant emission in the sky spectrum.

Mc Nutt and Mack (1963) presented a comprehensive study of the sodium Fraunhofer D

lines. They used a Fastie-Ebert grating spectrometer to isolate a single order of a Fabry-Perot

interferometer. This gave a resolving po\Mer of 6 x 10s which implies an instrument width of

about 1 pm. The instrument was pressure scanned over a wavelength range of 0.17 nm. Both

the D1 and D2lines were studied. The telluric sodium absorption feature is quite clear near the

base of the Fraunhofer line as can be seen in Figure C.2. The same authors presented a table

of all telluric absorption features they observed within 0.07 nm of the D lines. Atmospheric

sodium abundances were inferred by interpolating the base of the solar profile and measuring

the area of the telluric absorption feature. The equivalent width, obtained from the area, is

directly related to abundance. An annua^l variation in abundance was found, the maximum

abundance occurring in winter. The values obtained (1 - 8 x 10s cm-2) were considerably

different to those reported by Blamont and Donahue (1964) who obtained abundances as high

as 40 x 10s cm-2. Mc Nutt and Mack's (1963) abundance estimates are in reasonable agreement

with those from recent lidar measurements where abundances of about 7 x 109 cm-2 have been

obtained (Kirchoff 1986). Mc Nutt and Mack (1963) also measured the residual intensities of

the Fraunhofer D lines to be Dl,4.95 + 0.10 and D2,4.44 + 0.10. Also the shifts of the solar
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Fraunhofer line due to the gravitational red shift and the Doppler shifts for the Earth's motions

were measured.

Similar measurements of the telluric absorption feature in the solar spectrum were made

using a PEPSIOS spectrometer by Burnett (1965), and Burnett et al. (1972). Burnett el

al. (1972) presented four years of absorption measurements made at Boca Raton, Florida (26o

N, 80o W). The abundance measurements obtained showed considerable variation and any sea-

sona.l or diurnal trend was almost completely masked by the spread in abundances. This spread

was interpreted as nonuniformities or patchiness in the abundance of the layer. Comparisions

with the Zeeman photometer daytime measurements were made and discrepancies noted. Par-

towmah and Roesler (1977) presented several years of absorption measurements from Madison,

Wisconsin and Yegingil et al. (1980) presented absorption measurements made with a PEPSIOS

spectrometer at Ankara, Turkey (39o N, 32' E). Both observed a maximum abundance at the

end of winter and a minimum near the end of summer. No significant diurna.l variation was

observed but, as with the Boca Raton measurements, considerable patchiness or sodium clouds

were postulated to explain the large random fl.uctuations in the sodium abundance.

Burnett et al. (1975) presented PEPSIOS measurements of the sodium D2 dayglow emission

feature. The measurements had been made both at Boca Raton and also at Fritz Peak (40o N,

105" W). The measurements were made at Fritz Peak to make a direct comparison with the

Zeeman photometer measurements by Gadsden and Purdy (1970). This was to investigate the

hypothesis that diflerences between abundances obtained from Zeeman photometer measure-

ments and other measurements were due to latitudinal variations in the sodium distribution. An

average daytime/twilight intensity ratio of 2 was obtained and explained by variation in solar

flux with zenith angle and in the Earth's albedo. The sodium emission feature was extracted

from the recorded spectrum by subtracting a normalized solar spectrum. The subtraction pro-

cess also produced an estimate of tlie Ring effect. Any diurnal variation in the Ring component

was masked by scatter in the values obtained. The abundance measurements were made by
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calculating the area of the emission profile obtained f¡om the subtraction process. No attempt

was made to estimate winds or temperatures from the data.

Estimates of the sodium layer temperature have been obtained from Fabry-Perot observa-

tions of the sodium emission at twilight (Hernandez 1975; Sipler and Biondi 1975,1978). No

studies have used the sodium emission to deduce winds.

C.3.4 Other sodium dayglow measurernents

When Zeeman photometer measurements of the dayglow were shown to predict a large day-

time/twilight abundance ratio verification of these results was required. The difficulty with

dayglow observations is in isolating the emission feature from the background. Rayleigh scat-

tering occurs mainly in the lower regions of the atmosphere where the air is densest. A rocket

can be used to carry instruments above the Rayleigh scattering region and a simple photometer

used to measure the dayglow emission intensity,

Hunten and Wallace (1967) reported rocket measurements of the sodium dayglow. They used

a series of photometers to measure several different dayglow features and monitor background

light levels. Two rocket firings were made in April and June. Twilight observations were made

in conjunction with the rocket firings. The sodium photometer had a 1.6 nm filter so the results

obtained are for the combined Dl and D2 emission lines. For the June flight, after allowing for

the increased solar flux in the daytime, no increase in abundance was found between daytime

and twilight results. In April a daytime twilight ratio of 1.45 was obtained. Twilight intensities

at this time also varied considerably over the week of the flight. The enhancement measured was

shown to be confined to a narrow layer around 90 km. The intensity of the daytime emission

was 9.8 kR.

Donahue and Meier (1967) also reported rocket measurements of the sodium dayglow. They

used a sodium resonance cell photometer, in a complicated flight pattern, to obtain measure-

ments at various layer cross-sections at different angles and different heights. Use of a resonance
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cell should not have been necessary; the data from the simple photometer measurements are

more convincing than those obtained by this method. Ground-based Zeeman photometers were

¡rn in conjunction with this flight. 'Ihe data obtained were interpreted, by constructing com-

puter models, to imply a daytime/twilight abundance ratio consistent with those from Zeeman

photometer measurements. The intensities obtained were not reduced to the zenith but wete

19 kR for a 55o zenith angle and 60 kR for 83o zenith angle.

Ahmed et al. (1970) reported some early rocket measurements of the sodium dayglow in

rvhich a Fastie-Ebert spectrometer was used to measure the intensity. Intensities (presumably

in the zenith) of 3-5 kR were obtained from below and within the layer.

Satellites can also be used to make observations of the dayglow. Observations of the limb

of the Earth are made thus avoiding Rayleigh backscattering of sunlight. The angle of observa-

tion can be varied to allow vertical resolution of thermospheric emissions. Blamont and Luton

(1972) describe the Fabry-Perot interferometer on OGO-6. This instrument was used for mea-

surements of the À 630 nm thermospheric oxygen emission. OGO-6 also carried a photometet'

for observations of the oxygen À 558 nm and sodium ) 589 nm emissions (Thomas and Don-

ahue 1972). The sodium observations have been used to infer the presence ofnoctilucent clouds

(Donahue et al. 1972). Newman (1988) reported sodium photometer measurements from the

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program satellite. The limb-scanning technique used allowed

vertical proflles to be determined and the global distribution of sodium was studied. A wide va-

riety of aeronomic instruments have been used on various satellites including the Atmospheric

and Dynamics Explorers. The latter carries a Fabry-Perot interferometer with 8 filters in a

wheel which can be used for observations of a range of emissions (Hays et al. L987). Analysis of

tliese satellite observations has been reported in a large number of papers, mainly on thermo-

spheric emissions which go beyond the scope of this review. Further satellite observations of the

dayglow are proposed (Bucholtz et al. 1986). Recent reviews, such as that of Vallance-Jones el

a/. (1985) give further references for satellite dayglow measurements.
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